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Abstract 
Nanodiamonds (ND) have been the subject of intense research in recent 
years, for they have unique physical properties normally associated with 
diamond, in addition to their rich surface chemistry and bio-compatibility. In 
this thesis, the electronic properties of intentionally boron-doped 
nanodiamond materials are studied. In chapter 5, the possibility of 
substitutional doping of NDs is investigated. The properties of boron-doped, 
detonation nanodiamonds (B-DND) are studied using electrical impedance 
measurements and spectral analysis, and are compared to un-doped 
detonation-NDs (DND). Activation energies from variable-temperature 
impedance spectroscopy are found to be lower in comparison to intrinsic NDs. 
Chapter 6 discusses the nucleation of high-pressure, high-temperature 
(HPHT) boron-NDs, as well as B-DNDs on silicon. By combining pH titration 
and ultra-sonication from solution, nucleation densities are measured using 
atomic force microscopy (AFM). It is found that for most samples, highly acidic 
solutions (pH~2) are ideal for high surface coverage. Chapter 7 describes the 
electrical properties and activation energies of boron-doped HPHT and 
detonation nanodiamonds. Thin films are aggregated on conductive silicon 
substrates, and are subjected to electrical impedance measurements in 
vacuum. Following vacuum annealing, electrical measurements showed 
activation energies comparable to highly boron-doped PE-CVD thin film 
diamond. Electrical conductivity and resistivity are also compared to literature. 
In chapter 8, aluminium-diamond Schottky-barrier diodes (SBD) are 
fabricated. HPHT nanodiamond films were used as both Ohmic contacts and 
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as a source of dopant (boron), where aggregated nanodiamonds were 
subjected to PE-CVD film growth. Electrical (I-V) and capacitance-voltage (C-
V) measurements are performed to study conduction mechanisms in 
fabricated devices. Resulting devices are found to have low carrier densities 
in the grown active layer (~1015 cm-3), which is desirable for SBDs. This is the 
first account of using doped-NDs as the source of low boron-doping in PE-
CVD diamond films, paving the way for potentially economical nanoscale 
diamond electronic devices. 
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1. Introduction 
Nanoscale Diamonds (ND) are among the first discovered nanoparticles. The 
history of NDs began following their synthesis in detonation chambers in the 
USSR around 1963,1 and were labelled detonation nano-diamonds (DND). 
Nanodiamonds have a unique set of properties that make them usable in 
many environments; they are very hard,2 chemically stable, possess a rich, 
accessible surface chemistry, and are bio-compatible.3 The ability to introduce 
substitutional dopants to NDs would make them interesting for electronic and 
opto-electronic applications.4 In recent years, computational studies into the 
feasibility of modifying the band-gap of nanodiamond via surface chemistry5 
or substitutional boron-doping in few-nm particles had mixed results, at times 
suggesting boron atoms would end up on the surface of an ND, while others 
suggested boron atoms favour being at the centre.6,7 To the time of writing 
this thesis, no experimental accounts were published confirming or disproving 
the existence substitutional boron-dopants in sub-10nm NDs. In this thesis, 
boron-doped ND materials of several origins (detonation, milled micron-scale 
HPHT, and nanoscale HPHT) are studied, with emphasis on spectroscopic 
and electronic properties for applications in diamond electronics. Chapter 2 
introduces diamond and the carbon-carbon bond, orbital hybridization in 
carbon, and the several methods of diamond synthesis. Following that, 
substitutional doping in diamond is discussed, in addition to the effects of 
doping on diamond and nanodiamond (as compared with intrinsic diamond). 
Chapter 3 introduces Schottky barrier diodes (SBD), with a brief look at their 
history followed by a discussion of the theory explaining their behaviour. 
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Applications of Schottky diodes in high-power applications leads to the 
inevitability of using diamond as a material for SBDs. Chapter 4 describes the 
experimental methods used in this thesis; surface treatment and de-
agglomeration of DND aggregates using acid cleaning and solution 
preparation are detailed. Moreover, imaging techniques (HR-TEM, AFM) and 
spectroscopic measurements (Raman spectroscopy, Photoluminescence, FT-
IR and ATR-FTIR) are described. This is then followed by an explanation of 
impedance spectroscopy methods, and the details of SBD fabrication. In 
chapter 5, spectroscopic and electronic properties of aggregated, detonation 
boron-NDs are studied and discussed. Combining electrical impedance 
results with spectroscopic results (PL, FT-IR and ATR-FTIR), it is shown that 
substitutional boron exists in 4-5nm detonation boron-NDs. Activation 
energies from electrical measurements suggest this material is 
semiconducting, with more than one path of conductivity. 
Chapter 6 explores introduces additional boron-ND samples produced using 
the high-pressure, high-temperature (HPHT) method. In this chapter, surface 
properties are studied using XPS, Zeta-potential measurements and particle 
size analysis via dynamic light scattering (DLS). Zeta-potentials and DLS are 
studied as a function of solution pH, and the dynamics of ND nucleation on 
silicon substrates using ultra-sonication from solution are discussed. It is 
found that heavily doped boron-NDs behave differently to undoped NDs, and 
resemble the behaviour of boron-carbide surfaces. It is found that the highest 
coverage is achieved at a pH~2. 
In chapter 7 the electrical properties of different boron-ND samples are 
studied using variable temperature impedance spectroscopy in vacuum. For 
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this chapter, a vacuum chamber is specifically modified to allow for low-noise 
measurements in an inert environment (using argon purging). Aggregated ND 
films on conductive silicon substrates in a sandwich configuration (silicon-
NDs-silicon) are used to perform measurements. Results show conductivity 
values similar to moderately-to-highly doped CVD films, in absence of surface 
conductivity. Such results encourage the use of ND films in many applications 
that do not necessarily require high crystalline quality, but still require 
diamond-grade properties. 
Chapter 8 concludes experimental chapters, and is the first report of diamond-
based Schottky barrier diodes fabricated from boron-NDs. Synthesis of the 
active layer using PE-CVD is described, followed by characterisation using 
electrical I-V and frequency dependant C-V measurements. I-V results show 
diode behaviour with ideality factors as low as ~5.5 without annealing, and 
also confirm the contribution of the Poole-Frenkel current limiting mechanism 
above ~1V, as expected. Carrier concentrations from C-V results confirm low-
level doping is present, making this the first account of low-level doping in PE-
CVD diamond from a doped-ND source. 
Chapter 9 summarises the results of the thesis as a whole, followed by future 
work in chapter 10, and the impact of attained results in chapter 11. 
1.1 Publications 
The publication below has resulted from work presented in this thesis: 
Afandi, A.; Howkins, A.; Boyd, I. W.; Jackman, R. B. Nanodiamonds for 
Device Applications: An Investigation of the Properties of Boron-Doped 
Detonation Nanodiamonds. Sci. Rep. 2018, 8, 3270.8 
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2. Diamond 
Nanoscale diamonds (NDs) are finding an increasing number of applications9 
in fields as diverse as electronics,10 spintronics,11 electrochemistry,12 
biotechnology13 and medicine,14 as well as being used as ‘seeds’ enabling the 
chemical vapour deposition (CVD) of diamond films.15  Diamond can be 
considered as a wide band gap semiconductor (Eg ~ 5.5 eV), which behaves 
as a dielectric unless purposefully doped. The preeminent technique for the 
production of NDs is a detonation process16 that typically involves detonating 
a mixture of TNT and hexogen in an oxygen-deficient environment,17 which is 
important to avoid early oxidation of carbons.18  The reaction conditions result 
in the formation of micron-sized aggregates of nanometre scale diamonds; 
techniques have been developed19 that enable de-aggregation resulting in 
individual NDs in the size range 3-10 nm.  The surface of detonation 
synthesised nanodiamonds (DNDs) host a wide range of oxygen and 
hydrogen based moieties, and can be functionalised with a wide range of 
chemical groups.13  Plasma-enhanced CVD grown diamond is often doped 
with boron, by the inclusion of boron containing gases to the growth plasma; 
boron imparts electrical conductivity from p-type character through to semi-
metallic behaviour at high concentrations,20 and is also associated with 
superconductivity within diamond films.21  Boron-doped NDs (B-NDs) would 
be an attractive material for many applications including high surface area 
electrodes for electrochemistry, electrode material within supercapacitors, 
electro-catalytic material within fuel cells and for nm-scale diamond electronic 
devices and sensors. Boron also increases the oxidation resistance of carbon-
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based materials.  Moreover, the widespread use of undoped DNDs as seeds 
for the subsequent growth of boron-doped diamond films leads to the 
inevitable introduction of a highly resistive layer between the doped film and 
the substrate that is deleterious for many applications.22 
Attempts to generate boron-doped NDs to date have relied on either the 
growth of a boron-doped layer over undoped NDs23 or by solid-state 
diffusion,24 but the remaining insulating diamond core leads to a high over all 
resistivity for the doped material.  Heavily boron doped NDs have been 
produced using a milling process to crush boron-doped CVD grown 
diamond,25 yielding NDs in the size range 10-60 nm. There are currently no 
reports of the properties of boron doped DNDs, whose ~5 nm size is essential 
for several applications. Recently, for example, boron-doped diamond has 
been studied as a potential electrode material for brain computer-interfaces,26 
and single-digit Boron-NDs can be potentially useful as conductive, 
biocompatible nano-electrode. Boron-DNDs are a boron-containing diamond 
material where boron has been purposefully added to the synthesis 
environment. A process for doing this has been proposed in a patent by 
Shenderova.27  One method involves the introduction of boron containing 
graphite or boron carbide powders to the combustion mixture prior to 
detonation. Theoretical predictions for the properties of boron containing NDs 
with dimensions typical for DNDs are widely varied. Barnard & Sternberg 
(2006) suggest that the elemental boron will primarily be located at the 
surface,6 the same authors also predict the boron to be metastable within the 
ND core and therefore unstable7 and Wang et al.. propose that the boron is in 
a stable substitutional state within the ND core.28  This chapter reports an 
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experimental investigation into the properties of boron-doped DNDs giving 
evidence for substitutional doping, supporting the theoretical predictions of 
Wang et al. 
2.1 Diamond Bonding 
2.1.1 The Carbon-Carbon Bond 
Diamond is known to be one of the hardest materials with many other 
extraordinary properties, and it owes its properties to the tetrahedral carbon-
carbon bond.29 Other carbon systems such as graphite have weaker bonds, 
even though they too are entirely composed of carbon. In nanodiamond, 
properties such as toughness and conduction are greatly affected by the ratio 
of diamond-like carbon bonds to non-diamond phases of carbon, such as 
graphitic shells or carbon-based polymers. The covalent carbon-carbon bond 
is one of nature’s strongest in terms of binding energy29 (on the order of ~5 
eV), and when compared to carbon-silicon bonds for example, it is seen that 
they are very close in terms of binding energies; however, binding energy is 
only one of many contributory factors resulting in the superior properties 
carbon possesses. The orbital configuration of diamond is: 
[1s2] 2s2 2p2 
When this configuration is compared to other group IV elements on the 
periodic table, it is clearly seen that carbon is the only element having 
exclusively spherically symmetric 1s core orbitals. The orbital hybridisation of 
the outer 2s and 2p orbitals are discussed next. 
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2.1.2 Orbital Hybridization in Diamond 
 
Figure 2-1 - Orbital hybridisation in diamond. Figure taken from 
http://virtuallaboratory.colorado.edu30 
The carbon atom’s ground state has one 2s and three 2p orbitals occupied in 
the outer shell. This is the lowest energy configuration when carbon is not 
bonded, however carbon allotropes have different hybridizations of orbitals, 
giving each allotrope its distinct behaviour in physical and electrical 
properties. When forming bonds, orbitals can be reconfigured in space, and 
energy is released in the process. In diamond, the four orbitals (one s and 
three p orbitals) hybridize to form an sp3 system, which is energetically 
favourable, and hence has a stronger bond with surrounding atoms.31 In the 
sp3 system, one electron of the doubly occupied 2s orbital is excited to the 
empty 2p orbital, hence forming four symmetric tetrahedral sigma (σ) bonds 
(figure 2–1). Hybridization is a form of quantum mechanical superposition that 
mixes the properties of different orbitals, such as s and p, into combined 
states.31 In addition to sp3 hybrid orbitals, planar sp2 and linear sp orbitals also 
form in carbon systems, and can co-exist in systems like nano-diamond and 
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amorphous carbons. This hybridisation is not unique to carbon systems, and 
crystalline silicon for example forms sp3 orbitals very similar to those of 
diamond; however, silicon, unlike carbon, is unable to naturally form sp2 
orbitals. This is due to the larger size of 3p orbitals (compared to carbon’s 2p), 
making, meaning the overlap between s and p orbital wave-functions is 
smaller than in carbon, and the hybrid orbital has a lower p contribution.31 
 
 
 
Figure 2-2 - Spatial configurations of orbital hybridisations. Figure taken from 
http://rjwarren0.tripod.com32 
2.2 Diamond Synthesis 
2.2.1 Plasma Enhanced Chemical Vapour Deposition (PE-CVD) 
Diamond can be grown synthetically from carbon precursors via Microwave-
plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (MP-CVD) and High Pressure 
High Temperature (HPHT). MP-CVD is a type of plasma-enhanced chemical 
vapour deposition (PE-CVD) which employs CVD. CVD involves gas-phase 
chemical reactions, which result in deposition of thin films onto the chosen 
substrate, when optimal growth conditions are met. Although this process can 
be very slow, it gives a level of control that is hard to match in other growth 
techniques.33 In PE-CVD growth, a carbon precursor gas, such as (but not 
limited to) methane, is used as the source of atomic carbon. This method 
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usually involves using other gases to control the seeding, growth, etching and 
re-growth of diamond films and other structures.  Conditions such as plasma 
frequency, energy, growth temperature, gas purity and pressure all play a role 
in determining the dynamics of the process. PE-CVD allows high levels of 
control over inclusions and substitutional dopants in grown diamond.33 Gases 
or solid sources containing Nitrogen, Boron, Phosphorous and other elements 
are used to control impurities and concentrations of dopants selectively 
introduced to the system.33 Growth of diamond films by chemical vapour 
deposition (CVD) is the most common route for obtaining synthetic diamond.33 
For diamond, the source of carbon is usually methane or another 
hydrocarbon; however, the most important component for a successful growth 
process is atomic hydrogen or oxygen. When present during a growth 
process, atomic hydrogen will act as an agent, which ensures graphitic 
carbons do not grow. This happens because hydrogen or oxygen terminates 
dangling carbon bonds, in addition to preferentially etching sp2 phases of 
carbon much faster than sp3 phases, allowing diamond to grow.  
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Figure 2-3 - Schematic of simplified CVD diamond growth process from methane. 
Figure taken from May, P.W. [2000]34 
Oxygen is also known to perform the same role. The ratios of C/H/O in the 
CVD gas mixture are selected carefully to control the quality of the growth. 
Bachmann et al.35 collected data from over 70 deposition experiments, and 
plots the results in a diagram of elemental gas ratios (figure 2–4). In addition, 
atomic hydrogen facilitates the creation of carbon radicals, which are more 
reactive than carbon feedstock. Substrate temperatures in the range of 1000 
and 1400 K are known to work, however growth at much lower temperatures 
has been reported.33  
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Figure 2-4 - CVD gas mixture ratio diagram for diamond growth. Figure taken from 
May, P.W. [2000]34 
 
In addition, the choice of energy supply plays a significant role. Plasma 
sources such as microwave, radio frequency, hot filament, direct current, laser 
induced or chemical activation can be used. Depending on the energy 
activation method, parameters of the growth process have to be adjusted, 
since distributions of temperature, pressure, gas mole-fractions would be 
different. Seeding also significantly affects the growth of diamond, silicon is 
often used as a substrate for CVD diamond growth, and monolayer seeding 
with few-nm nanodiamonds greatly improves the growth rate, but also affects 
the quality of the film and the density of diamond grains in the grown film.34 
Homoepitaxial growth of diamond results in the new diamond growth following 
the crystalline structure of a pre-existent substrate. 
2.2.2 High-Pressure High-Temperature (HPHT) 
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Figure 2-5 - HPHT diamond growth apparatus. Figure taken from 
http://diamondabrasives.eu 36 
 
Using a combination of high pressure and high temperature (3000 °C and 150 
kBar), Bundy et al.37 succeeded in converting graphite into diamond. Previous 
attempts using high temperature or high temperature, but not both, were 
unsuccessful, since the energy barrier between the two allotropes becomes 
larger with increased pressure.37 Later attempts were successful at obtaining 
diamond at lower temperatures and pressure by using transition metal 
catalysts. HPHT treatments are also used to change the properties of natural 
gem diamonds.38 Successful growth of few-nm nanodiamond powder using 
the HPHT method has been first reported in 2013 by Fang et al.39 In their 
work, they used graphitic carbon nitride (C3N4) as a source, under a pressure 
of 22 GPa, and in a temperature range between 1400-1600 °C, to produce 
nanodiamond particles of high purity and very low sp2 content. 
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2.2.3 Detonation Nanodiamond (DND) 
Nanodiamond produced in a detonation chamber, usually a few nm in 
diameter, were first synthesized in 1963 in the USSR.40  The process 
involving a mixture of explosives in a detonation chamber provides the right 
pressure-temperature combination for diamond to form. Since the conditions 
to form diamond exist very briefly in the detonation shockwave (less than 1 
microsecond), diamonds form in few nm diameters. The process most 
commonly involves a mixture of TNT with RDX or HMX, where most of the 
diamond content comes from the TNT. This confirmed by using C13 and C14 
isotopes to identify the source of the diamond content.40 The explosive 
mixture is oxygen deficient, and the explosion medium is non-oxidising.40 The 
exact theory as to why nanodiamonds form via this method is still unknown, 
however one suggested mechanism of production is via formation of 
amorphous carbon from atomic carbon, which goes through a phase transition 
as the mixture cools down. The temperature range required to form DNDs is 
thought to be between 3500-4500 K, in a pressure range of 18-35 GPa.17,40 Of 
particular note is the propagation of the shock wave within the detonation 
chamber following the explosive ignition.  It has been calculated that 
carbonaceous material within the chamber experience the required conditions 
for diamond formation for around 1 µs as the shock wave propagates.40  This 
is sufficient time to assemble a nanodiamond ~5 nm is size, and all detonation 
derived nanodiamonds lie within the size range 3-5 nm.1,40,41  Moreover, as 
the conditions for formation of the diamond phase of carbon subside, but 
before the nanodiamond is ‘cold’ it is thought an amorphous type sp2 carbon 
coating results on much of the surface of the nanodiamond.1,16  Finally, due to 
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the strength of van der Waals forces on these nm-scale particles they tend to 
aggregate into near-µm clusters.42 The fact that many species other than 
carbon exist within the detonation chamber the surface of the nanodiamonds 
often play host to a mixture of C-H, C-OOH and C-OH species, as illustrated 
in Figure 2–6, taken from Krueger et al.43 Further, the presence of metals at 
the grain boundaries of the aggregates is often observed, due to metal 
contaminants within the detonation chamber.44 
 
Figure 2-6 – Surface functional groups that may be present on surfaces of detonation 
NDs, and potential modifications via oxidation or reduction reactions. Figure taken 
from Kruger et al. [2006]43 
2.2.4 Cleaning and De-aggregation of DND 
DND yield varies significantly depending on many factors, including the 
explosive mixture and additives. Data from several sources suggest ND 
content between a few per cent up to 80% of the diamond blend (DB).40  The 
DB is a mixture of nanodiamonds with other non-diamond carbons, in addition 
to other materials involved in the synthesis process. DND producers have to 
purify the mixture to extract a maximum yield of diamond matter, and this 
usually involves a several steps, which include oxidation of non-diamond 
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content. Nitric and/or sulphuric acids at high concentrations and high 
temperatures are used to remove graphitic carbon, as well as metals and 
metal compounds. This is followed by filtration and subsequent rinsed with de-
ionised water to minimize metal contents.45 The purity of used materials in the 
cleaning process is essential to avoid agglomeration of nanodiamond 
products. Aleksenskiy et al.44 suggest that heavy metal ion impurities present 
in water, such as iron, can facilitate the formation of bridges between 
carboxylic groups attached to DNDs, hence allowing large and stable 
aggregates to form. The process of obtaining mono-dispersed DNDs in 
aqueous solutions involves many steps, beginning with purification from 
heavy metals and non-sp3 carbon phases. Other steps include breaking sp2 
shells that enclose diamond cores and prevent dispersion. This is usually 
achieved by a combination both of gas and mechanical treatments such as 
annealing in air, centrifugation, ball milling and ultra-sonication.19,25,46 
2.3 Substitutional Doping in Diamond 
2.3.1 Substitutional Doping 
Doping in diamond occurs naturally in gems, where boron and nitrogen were 
the only dopants known to influence the conductivity of diamond crystals, until 
doping with phosphorus was achieved.47,48 Purposeful doping of diamond is 
controllable in growth processes such as PE-CVD and HPHT, and these 
materials can be ‘crushed’ to form doped nanodiamonds. However this limits 
the minimum size of NDs produced to significantly above 10 nm,7 hence the 
interest in boron-doping DNDs for applications requiring smaller NDs. As 
suggested by Shenderova,27 this can be done by introducing boron containing 
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solid carbon sources, such as boron-containing graphite, during the 
detonation process. This however does not guarantee, at least in theory, the 
inclusion of substitutional boron within diamond cores, especially when 
considering that the detonation production of nanodiamond isn’t well 
understood. The concentration of boron within diamond crystals defines their 
electrical conductivity, which can range from insulating at very low 
concentrations, to metallic at high concentrations (above ~1020 cm-3).49 Boron-
doped diamond can act as a p-type semiconductor, revealing valance-band 
conduction with high mobility values, in intermediate concentrations, but 
displays quasi-metallic conduction (with the commensurate lower mobility 
values) associated with ‘hopping’ conduction.  In the latter case the activation 
energy for the conduction process is as low as the meV range, due to the 
formation of an impurity band which merges with the valance band edge.   In 
the former case, the activation energy is measured as 0.37 eV, subsequently 
decaying to meV as concentrations increase.  This is illustrated in figure 2–7 
which shows the effect of boron concentration on activation energy as 
measured by Borst and Weis.20 
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Figure 2-7 – Conductivity as a function of reciprocal temperature for Homoepitaxial 
boron-doped diamond Hall bars, grown by Borst and Weis.20,50 Samples have 
different levels of boron compensation (from SIMS): sample #1: 7–15 × 1017 cm−3, 
#3: 1.2 × 1019 cm−3, #4: 4–5 × 1019 cm−3, #5: 1.2 × 1020 cm−3, #6: 3 × 1020 cm−3, #7: 
3–9 × 1018 cm−3. Figure taken from Borst & Weis [1996] 19 
Stable n-type doping in diamond is proving to be challenging due to stability 
issues of larger nitrogen atoms within diamond crystal structures, as well as 
the fact that nitrogen is considered a deep donor with a high activation 
energy, in both diamond and silicon47,48. Phosphorus is currently considered 
an acceptable method to achieve n-type doping in diamond, since it has a 
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much lower activation energy (~0.57 eV) when compared to nitrogen (~1.7 
eV).48 
2.3.2 Substitutional Boron Stability in Nanodiamond 
Until recently, there were no reports or claims of substitutional doping in 
detonation nanodiamond (DND). The production of boron-doped 
nanodiamond from crushed or ball-milled PE-CVD or HPHT crystals has been 
reported,25 however this limits the size of the final product to above ~10 nm, 
due to the nature of the milling process. The motivation of boron doping in 
DND is hence justified by the size of a DND, normally between 3 and 5 nm. 
For many applications, the size of a DND is ideal, such as seeding for 
subsequent growth of thin, doped diamond films. The stability of boron 
inclusions in nanodiamonds has been the subject of many studies. Barnard & 
Sternberg (2006)6 concluded in their computational study that boron tends to 
be unstable within the bulk of nanodiamond and bucky-diamond. The study 
used DFT tight-binding simulations, and predicted that boron is more likely to 
be located near or at the grain boundaries in diamond films. While it is 
energetically preferable for boron to be in close proximity to the grain 
boundaries or edges, especially near {111}/{111} edges, it is more likely for 
nitrogen to be present at the edges and grain boundaries. In another DFTB 
study, Barnard & Sternberg (2007)7 have found that neither boron nor 
nitrogen can be stable within nanodiamonds and bucky-diamonds. They 
suggest that they can be present as impurities, but not as stable substitutions, 
unless the diamond is large. Wang et al.28 found in their computer simulations 
that the most energetically stable location for a boron atom in a nanodiamond 
is in the middle of the particle, while nitrogen will be more stable on the 
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surface. They conclude in their study that boron can be present as a 
substitutional atom, and they discuss its electronic properties within the 
nanodiamond. Since different computational studies show conflicting results 
concerning the stability of substitutional boron in nanodiamond, experimental 
validation becomes necessary. Several experimental techniques can be used 
to detect substitutions and impurities in nanodiamonds, which are discussed 
in more detail in this thesis, chapter 5. 
2.3.3 Substitutional Doping in PE-CVD Diamond Films 
Substitutional doping of diamond using boron (p-type) and phosphorus (n-
type) enables semiconductor device fabrication. Methods to achieve 
substitutional doping include, but are not limited to, PE-CVD, HPHT and high-
energy ion-implantation.48 
 
Figure 2-8 - Resistivity of diamond and silicon at room temperature as a function of 
impurity concentration. Figure taken from Arnault, J.C. [2015] 48 
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Among the three methods, PE-CVD provides the highest level of doping 
control. Being a slow growth process by design, PE-CVD growth of doped 
diamond films is realized by introducing a boron-containing gas (e.g. 
diborane) or a phosphorus containing gas (e.g. phosphine) during the growth 
process. Epitaxial growth of diamond films, where growth is done layer by 
layer as time progresses, allows the growth of p-n junctions, for example, by 
introducing different gases at different stages of the growth, allowing high 
levels of control over the thickness, dopant concentration and overall quality 
of films.48 
2.4 Conductivity in Diamond 
2.4.1 Conductivity in the Bulk of Diamond 
As a wide band-gap semiconductor, diamond can be thought of as the ideal 
material for electronic devices in hostile environments. Its chemical and 
physical stability, in addition to exceptional mechanical properties and thermal 
conductivity, make it a good candidate in the harshest conditions.47 Many 
diamond-based electronic devices have been demonstrated since the 
synthesis of artificial diamond,47 and since then the electronic properties had 
to be studied in depth. Massarani51 discusses the hopping conduction 
mechanisms in boron-doped semiconducting diamond. Without donors or 
acceptors, diamond has a band-gap of ~5.5 eV, and when mildly doped with 
substitutional boron (concentration well below 1020 cm-3), single-boron states 
form deep acceptors with energy Ea~0.37 eV above the valence band.51 It is 
found that conduction takes place as expected for doped semiconductors, and 
that the hopping mechanism is temperature dependent below 200 °C.51 As 
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the boron acceptor locations act like holes in the diamond lattice, they can be 
thought of as forming hydrogen-like systems around the boron atom, and 
hence a Bohr radius of ~3.5 Å. If hopping between dislocations is the only 
mechanism of conduction, then it can be assumed that boron concentrations 
higher than 1020 cm-3 are required to show semi-metallic behaviour, where 
there is enough overlap of wave-functions.51 However when approaching this 
concentration an impurity band forms, allowing hopping between nearest 
neighbours, as well as beyond nearest neighbours at higher temperatures. 
The conductivity is thought to be dependent on the temperature in the 
hopping system, since the occupancies of boron impurities, as well as 
compensators, are temperature dependant.51  
In the low temperature regime (below 150 K), the conductivity is described by: 
 𝜎 = 	𝜎#	𝑒,-./0    Eqn. 2–1 
This is ascribed to nearest neighbour hopping, and the term ε1 is the 
activation energy, dependant on the level of compensation, and can be found 
from experimental results51. At higher temperatures, Mott’s law describes 
conductivity as: 
 𝜎 = 	𝜎#	𝑒,1 0.2  Eqn. 2–2  
Here variable range hopping (VRH) starts to take place, and the term A is 
proportional to Nf4, where here Nf is the Fermi level. Note that the critical 
temperature Tc at which the hopping mechanism changes, varies with boron 
and compensator concentrations.51 
Other dopants, such as nitrogen, aluminium or phosphorus, can also be used 
as dopants to induce n-type behaviour in diamond, however; only boron is 
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known to form p-type acceptors in diamond. Being the only group-IIV element 
smaller than carbon, in addition to being comparable in size, makes it the 
most convenient p-type substitution. Recently, however, aluminium doping of 
diamond films has been reported.52 Both nitrogen and phosphorus are larger 
than carbon, hence they are more likely to form systems containing more than 
an atom (and/or vacancy) to fit within the diamond lattice.48 
2.4.2 Surface Conductivity 
The surface of diamond has been known to conduct electronically when 
hydrogen terminated, however the mechanism was not well understood.53 
Electrical measurements of this surface suggested53 that p-type carriers of 
densities around 1013 cm-2 are responsible for conductivity, and that they have 
a Hall mobility in the range of 30-70 cm2 V-1 s-1, and a corresponding carrier 
density of ~1012 cm-2. The mobilities above are very close to what’s measured 
for boron doped diamond.53 Conductivity values reported in literature are 
between 10-4 and 10-5 Ω-1. The exact mechanism of conduction was yet to be 
determined, with opinions suggesting it can be present on the surface, or tens 
of nanometres deep within the diamond bulk. Maier et al.53 have found that 
hydrogen is necessary to form surface conductivity in diamond, however, they 
also found that surface adsorbates originating from the atmosphere are also 
necessary to form an accumulation layer with accepting nature. Williams et 
al.54 have studied surface conductivity of the hydrogen terminated CVD 
diamond surface at different temperatures and ambient conditions, using 
electrical conductivity and Hall measurements. Their results agreed with those 
previously reported, however they concluded that the presence of an 
adsorbed water layer is necessary, and that proton screening in this layer acts 
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as the main electron sink. Williams et al. measured resistivity values ranging 
between ~103 and ~106 Ω/sq between 300 and 550 K. Multiple device types 
have been reported utilising surface conductivity in hydrogen terminated 
diamond, however, according to Williams et al., caution must be exercised 
since conductivity is dependent on ambient conditions.54 
 
Figure 2-9 - Conductivity as a function of temperature in hydrogen terminated 
CVD diamond films. Figure adapted from Williams & Jackman [2003]54 
Figure 2–10 shows a band diagram to illustrate the so-called ‘transfer doping 
model’ for surface conductivity in diamond.  Here, surface C–H bonds set up a 
surface dipole and the presence of adsorbates encourage sufficient additional 
band-bending to cause the Fermi level to enter the valance band at the 
surface.  This results in a p-type (hole conduction) surface.55 
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Figure 2-10 – Band diagram of diamond and surface acceptors before (a) and after 
(b) electron transfer. Band bending causes the Fermi energy to cross the valence 
band at the surface causing p-type conductivity. Figure taken from Chen et al. 
[2009]55 
2.5 Nanodiamond 
Nanodiamond (ND) materials were produced for the first time during the 
1960’s in the Soviet Union, however they were only researched from the 
1990’s.16 Initially, they were synthesised in aggregate form during detonation 
experiments in closed chambers, but further research into their properties and 
potential applications suggested they’d be more useful in single-digit (3-9 nm) 
colloidal solutions.16 Ozawa et al.56 have reported the separation of single-
digit (4-5 nm) nanodiamonds for the first time in 2007. NDs have since found 
many applications, due to many unique properties. Being chemically inert 
meant they could be used for drug delivery and medical imaging,14,57,58 and 
having a rich and accessible surface chemistry meant they were of great 
potential. Other types of NDs have also been synthesised. Ball milling of CVD 
or HPHT diamond also yields NDs, however they tend to be larger than 
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Detonation NDs (DND) due to limitations of the milling process.25 Recently, 
Ekimov et al. have reported synthesis of HPHT NDs as small as 10 nm. Their 
process limits the growth of crystals by varying the temperature during growth, 
however their material is heavily boron-doped.59 
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2.5.1 Substitutional Doping in Nanodiamond 
In 2008, Ay et al.60 reported on the properties ND powders coated with a 
boron-doped layer. In their work, insulating ND powders were subjected to 
CVD growth in presence of diborane and argon; they reported on the 
electrochemical properties of insulating NDs with a conductive, boron-doped 
diamond coating. More recently, in 2014, Heyer et al.25 described for the first 
time the synthesis of boron-doped NDs (10-60 nm) by milling of CVD grown 
films (boron content ~1021 cm-3). In 2015, Ekimov et al. have achieved the first 
direct route for the production of 10 nm, highly doped HPHT boron-NDs. 
Starting from 9BBN crystals (9-borabicyclo [3,3,1] nonane dimer, C16H30B2) 
(figure 2–11), and applying a pressure between 8-9 GPa at a temperature of 
1550K, diamond crystals were grown to self-limiting ~10 nm crystals in 
aggregate form.59 A subsequent acid cleaning process followed the growth to 
isolate NDs. Boron content of up to 1 at% is estimated from the diamond-peak 
shift in Raman spectra. 
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Figure 2-11 - 9BBN precursor molecule used for the direct synthesis of HPHT 
boron-doped NDs. Figure taken from Ekimov et al. [2015]59 
To date, only p-type doping using boron has been reported in ND materials, 
with no reports of n-type substitutional doping. Electrical properties of 
conductive, boron-doped NDs have not been reported, with the exception of 
insulating NDs coated with boron-doped CVD layers reported by Ay et al.60 In 
chapter 5, the properties of boron-DNDs, including electrical properties, are 
discussed. Boron-DNDs are synthesised via the detonation route, by including 
boron-containing carbons in the detonation chamber.27 Furthermore, chapter 
7 discusses electrical properties of B-DNDs as well as multiple HPHT boron-
NDs using electrical impedance spectroscopy (IS) measurements at varying 
temperatures. 
2.5.2 CVD Film Growth from Diamond Seeds 
Diamond films can be grown by method of chemical vapour deposition (CVD) 
on different substrate types, as discussed in section 2.2.1. Such films can be 
used for electronic applications, ranging from high-power circuits to sensors 
and detectors, to name a few. In order to grow diamond films efficiently, 
diamond ‘seeds’ are used to speed up the process of CVD growth. Epitaxial 
growth on existing diamond substrates is easily achievable, since CVD growth 
using methane and hydrogen facilitates growth on top of the existing crystal 
lattice. However, when growing diamond on other substrates, most commonly 
silicon or silicon dioxide, diamond seeds are necessary. As discussed before 
(2.2.1), the nucleation density of diamond seeds on growth substrates, in 
addition to initial crystal size and gas mixture, play a decisive role in the 
quality of the resulting films. Williams et al. (2008)61 have studied the effects 
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of varying the methane/hydrogen ratio in the growth chamber on film quality. 
As this ratio increases (99% Argon, 1% methane, no hydrogen),61 the rate of 
re-nucleation of sp3 phase carbon increases, resulting in very small crystals 
(3-5 nm), and hence a high ratio of sp2 content due to the existence of many 
grain boundaries. These types of film, usually having grains smaller than 
10nm, are named ultra-nanocrystalline diamond (UNCD); they have grain 
sizes independent of film thickness.61,62 They can be made conductive by 
increasing sp2 content, however this makes them less transparent.61,62 On the 
other hand, a hydrogen gas content below 3% results in little or no re-
nucleation of sp3 carbon, thus maintaining growth on existing lattices, in the 
Van der Drift regime. In this regime, film thickness determines grain size, with 
thicker films having larger grains. Several environmental factors play a role in 
determining which crystal facets proceed to grown and which stop growing, as 
first described by van der Drift in 1967.63 Films of grains up to 100nm are 
named nano-crystalline diamond (NCD);62,64 continued growth yields thicker 
films with larger grains. In chapter 8, film growth using boron-doped diamond 
seeds on Si/SiO2 surfaces is described. In chapter 6, the nucleation process 
of boron-doped nanodiamonds from DI water colloids is discussed. 
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3. Schottky Barrier Diodes (SBD) 
3.1 Brief History of Metal-Semiconductor Barriers 
Ferdinand Braun has first discovered potential barriers at metal-
semiconductor interfaces, now known as Schottky barriers, in 1874,65 for 
which he was awarded the Nobel prize in Physics in 1909. In 1939 Mott 
described the behaviour of drift and diffusion through the barrier while at the 
University of Bristol. Prior to Mott, several researchers66,67,68 have attempted 
to explain the behaviour of the interface via a tunnelling mechanism through a 
barrier formed between a metal and a semiconductor. Mott later described the 
behaviour of conduction through such barriers as the result of thermal 
excitation of electrons over the barrier.69   This was later known as the Mott 
barrier,69 correctly describing for the first time the direction of rectification 
observed experimentally, which wasn’t explained in earlier research. Later 
Spenke and Schottky expanded Mott’s model to correct for the profile of the 
electric field, initially assumed by Mott to be constant with depth, and thus 
introducing the depletion layer model into the argument.70 In addition, 
Schottky and Spenke inferred that the barrier height is equal to the difference 
between the metal’s work function and the semiconductor’s electron affinity.70 
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Figure 3-1 - (a) A schematic of a metal on n-type semiconductor junction with top and 
bottom Ohmic contacts, (b) band structures of separated metal and n-type 
semiconductor, (c) band structure of the interface between a metal and n-type 
semiconductor, namely a Schottky barrier, at equilibrium. Figure taken from Singh, J. 
[2001]71 
Experimental results, however, did not match well with Schottky and Spenke’s 
barrier height argument. In 1947, John Bardeen attempted to explain the 
deviation as a product of electronic interfacial states, however Heine asserted 
in 1965 that such localised states cannot exist in junctions of this type.72 
Heine instead proposed that the tails of metal wave functions behave in a 
similar fashion to resonant or virtual surface states, mimicking the behaviour 
of surface states initially proposed by Schottky and Spenke.72 
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Figure 3-2 – (a) Band structures of separated metal and a p-type semiconductor, (b) 
band structure of the interface between a metal and a p-type semiconductor, namely 
a Schottky barrier, at equilibrium. Figure taken from Singh, J. [2001]71 
3.2 Theory of Schottky Barriers 
3.2.1 Ideal Schottky-Barrier Interfaces 
The theory describing ideal SBDs with high semiconductor mobility, such as 
Si, GaAs and diamond, postulates the current is due to thermionic emission 
over the Schottky barrier.73 Current-voltage (I-V) measurements are modelled 
by the equation 
 𝐼 = 𝐼# exp 𝑞𝑉𝑛𝑘𝑇 − 1  Eqn. 3–1 
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Here n is the ideality factor of the junction, k is Boltzmann’s constant, T is the 
absolute temperature, and q is the elementary charge, while I0 is expressed 
as 
 𝐼# = 𝑆𝐴∗𝑇A𝑒 ,BC /0  Eqn. 3–2 
In this equation S is the diode’s area, A* is the semiconductor’s modified 
Richardson constant, and 𝜙D  is the barrier height. Performing I-V 
measurements, the barrier height 𝜙D  can be deduced. For n-type 
semiconductors 
 𝜙D =ΦE − 𝜒 Eqn. 3–3 
Whereas for p-type it is 
 𝜙D = 𝐸G𝑞 −ΦE + 𝜒 Eqn. 3–4 
Where 𝜒 is the electron affinity of the semiconductor and ΦE is the metal’s 
work function, and 𝐸G  is the band gap. Capacitance-voltage (C-V) 
measurements of SBDs can reveal valuable information about their 
characteistics.73 In reverse bias mode and while applying a small AC voltage, 
capacitance C of the depletion region is given by 
 𝐶 = 𝑆 𝜖J𝑞𝑁L2 𝑉"N + 𝑉O − 𝑘𝑇 𝑞 P A Eqn. 3–5 
Again, here S is the diode’s area, 𝜖J is the semiconductor’s permittivity, 𝑁L is 
the donor concentration in n-type devices, 𝑉"N is the built-in potential and 𝑉O is 
the applied bias. Plotting the applied voltage against the inverse square 
capacitance 1 𝐶A  should give a linear region in the depletion area. The 
slope of this linear region is 2 𝑆A𝜖J𝑞𝑁L , which can be directly used to 
determine the donor concentration. 
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When an external bias is applied to the diode, the metal-to-semiconductor 
barrier height remains the same, however, the semiconductor-to-metal barrier 
increases in height under reverse bias, and decreases under forward bias. 
 
Figure 3-3 – Band diagram of an n-type SBD under (a) forward bias and (b) reverse 
bias. The metal to semiconductor barrier remains of the same height regardless of 
bias, while the semiconductor to metal electron flow is affected by the direction of 
bias. Figure taken from Singh, J. [2001]71 
3.2.2 Modifications to Schottky-Barrier Interfaces 
Experimentally, SBD behaviour can deviate from ideal behaviour described in 
section 3.2.1, and such deviations necessitate modifications to accommodate 
empirical findings. One of the deviations found empirically are the relation 
between barrier heights 𝜙D and metal work functions ΦE. Equations 3–3 and 
3–4 above apply well to ionic semiconductors, however the linear relation 
does not hold well for covalent semiconductors such as GaAs, silicon and 
diamond.73 At the boundary of a covalent semiconductor, dangling bonds are 
present, and thus surface states arise according to Bardeen’s theory.73,74 
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Such states give rise to a work function 𝜙#  for surface states. This work 
function effectively changes the built in potential, such that 𝑉"N =ΦE − 𝜙#	for 
n-type, and 𝑉"N = 𝜙# −ΦE for p-type semiconductors.73,74 Surface states are 
localised according to Bardeen, however, as mentioned in 3.1, Heine modified 
this theory to properly explain the origin of such states.72 Surface states affect 
the barrier height by influencing the charge formed in the depletion area.73 If 
the density of surface states is very high, on the order of number of surface 
atoms at the interface, the barrier height becomes independent of the metal’s 
work function ΦE and the barrier height is described as being ‘pinned’ by the 
surface charge, according to 
 𝜙D = 𝐸G − 𝜙# Eqn. 3–6 
Mead proposed an empirical term in the relation, suggested further 
modifications to Bardeen’s theory.73 
3.2.3 Metal-Semiconductor Interfaces 
Interfaces between metals and non-metals (insulating or semiconducting) are 
generally classified depending on the nature of chemical bonding at the 
interface:73 
1. A metal is physisorbed on the non-metal’s surface, 
2. A metal bonds weakly (non-reactive bonding) with a highly polarizable 
semiconductor (e.g. silicon), forming a compound, 
3. A metal bonds chemically to a highly polarizable non-metal, 
4. A thin insulating layer, such as an oxide, is formed on the non-metal, 
stopping the formation of direct bonding between the metal and the 
non-metal. This is referred to as an interfacial layer. 
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In type 1, a Schottky barrier is expected to form, with a barrier height directly 
dependent on the metal’s work function. In type 2, surface states play a role in 
the height of the barrier according to theories such as Bardeen’s and Heine’s, 
where the barrier height is less dependent on the metal’s work function. Type 
3 is the case in which the chemical nature of the bonding decides whether or 
not a barrier is formed. Type 4 is the case that is most frequently encountered 
in experiment, thus it is discussed below.73 
3.2.4 Interfacial Layers between Metals and Semiconductors 
The existence of an oxide layer on semiconductor surfaces is almost 
unavoidable, depending on cleaning and preparation methods prior to device 
fabrication. Native oxides, or interfacial layers in general, must not exceed 20 
Å in thickness for Schottky contacts to form. This is usually the case for 
silicon, where a native oxide layer between 1-2 nm forms following chemical 
cleaning. 
 
Figure 3-4 – Band diagram of a metal-semiconductor interface with an insulating 
interfacial layer. Surface states are also shown. The potential is shown to drop 
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linearly assuming the interfacial layer is a perfect insulator. Figure taken from Tyagi, 
M. S. [1984]73 
If the interfacial later is assumed to be perfectly insulating, a linear potential 
drop across the layer may be assumed. This potential drop is very small if the 
layer does not exceed about 2 nm in thickness, and its effect on the built in 
potential and barrier height are insignificant and can be ignored.73 Such 
contacts effectively separate the metal from the semiconductor into two 
independent systems, making them easier to study theoretically.73 
3.3 Applications in High-Power Electronics 
Silicon is considered the cornerstone of modern electronics, however the 
need for large band-gap semiconductor devices is becoming noticeable in 
fields such as high-power electronics, and in environments where large 
thermal efficiency is a requirement. Large band-gap semiconductors have 
higher breakdown fields, and can function well in relatively high-temperature 
environments due to their low intrinsic carrier density, whereas silicon can 
only operate up to 200 °C due to having a relatively high intrinsic carrier 
density.75 This leads to high leakage currents in silicon in the off-state, a 
problem that is solved by using large bang-gap materials. Large band-gap 
materials include Silicon Carbide (SiC) and Gallium Nitride (GaN). Gallium 
Nitride has been shown to be a suitable material for several types of devices, 
such as Schottky diodes, and it has the benefit of being easy to grow 
epitaxially on silicon substrates.75 This however limits its use in high power 
electronics since silicon substrates become a limiting factor, however it still 
has the commercial advantage of being more affordable than SiC. One major 
drawback of GaN is the difficulty of attaining p-type doping, ruling out 
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development of bipolar device applications.75 Silicon carbide, on the other 
hand, has the advantage of being more developed than GaN and diamond in 
industry. SiC brings significant gains in efficiency for high-power systems, 
however it remains prohibitively expensive compared to other materials.75,76 
Such gains in efficiency promoted other materials, such as diamond, for being 
of greatest performance, hence driving research and development into this 
promising material.76 Diamond is arguably the ultimate semiconductor 
material, however many technical challenges had to be overcome before 
making it a suitable candidate. The most challenging hurdle to overcome was 
obtaining n-type doping in diamond. Both nitrogen and phosphorus can be 
used to achieve n-type substitutional doping diamond, however nitrogen is 
considered a ‘deep’ donor with large activation energy (~1.7 eV), making it 
unsuitable for switching devices. Phosphorus on the other hand has a lower 
ionization energy (0.58 eV), however until recently,77,78 it has proven hard to 
incorporate in high concentration during CVD growth.78 
3.4 Diamond SBDs 
3.4.1 Unipolar and Dipolar Diamond SBDs 
Unipolar Schottky diodes are a popular choice in power electronics as they 
have several advantages over other switching methods. Compared to p-n and 
p-i-n configurations, unipolar Schottky diodes have much faster switching 
capabilities and lower recovery times. Quick recovery times in SDBs 
compared to bipolar devices is caused by the fact that current in SBDs are 
carried by majority carriers, but is carried by minority carrier injection in bipolar 
devices.75,76 In addition, SBDs have low forward voltage drops. Silicon SBDs 
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for example have a voltage drop range between 0.15 and 0.45 V, whereas 
that for p-n diodes ranges between 0.6 to 1.7 V. Diamond SBDs has been 
reported to have breakdown voltages as high as 12 kV, and have the highest 
mobility values among large band-gap semiconductors.79 Figure 3–5 
compares physical properties of silicon, diamond and other large band-gap 
semiconductors. 
 
Figure 3-5 – A comparison of electrical properties of silicon, SiC, GaN and diamond 
at room temperature. Figure taken from Traore, A. [2014]76 
Properties of SBDs are dictated by the properties of the semiconductor, as 
well as the properties of the metal semiconductor interface. The blocking 
voltage as well as the series resistance is decided by the semiconductor and 
its properties, such as crystal quality, while leakage current and voltage drop 
are decided by the interface and its properties.75,76 Interfacial layers, oxides, 
chemical bonding between metal and semiconductor, as well as the surface 
geometry at the interface, are all of significance to device operation.  
3.4.2 Diamond SBD Configuration 
The geometry of a device also has major effects on electrical and thermal 
properties.79 In figure 3–6, the two most common configurations for diamond 
SBDs are compared. On the left, a vertical setup is shown where a p- layer is 
grown on top of a p+ layer. Ohmic and Schottky contacts are on opposite 
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sides of the diamond bulk. The pseudo-vertical setup on the right of the figure 
shows a thin p+ layer grown on top of an intrinsic diamond layer. A p- layer is 
grown on top of the p+ layer, and Ohmic contacts are deposited on the p+ 
layer after etching through the p- layer. Schottky electrodes are deposited 
directly on top of the p- layer. Generally, p- layers are lightly boron-doped, 
with B content around ~1015 cm-3. On the other hand, p+ layers are metallic 
with B content at or exceeding 1021 cm-3. 
 
Figure 3-6 – Configurations of diamond Schottky barrier diodes, showing the vertical 
configuration (left) and the pseudo vertical configuration. Notice the lack of intrinsic 
substrate in the vertical configuration. Figure taken from Tatsumi et al. [2009]80 
 
The vertical configuration diamond SBD is the most promising candidate to 
replace other large bang-gap devices.75,76,79 This configuration allows for very 
low series resistance (Rs) value compared to other structures. The breakdown 
voltage in this configuration is defined as 
 𝐵𝑉 = 𝐸E𝑊 − 𝑞𝑁𝑊A/(2𝜖U) Eqn. 3–7 
While the specific resistance is defined as 
 𝑅×𝑆 = 𝑊𝜎 + 𝑅JY"×𝑆 + 𝑅Z×𝑆) Eqn. 3–8 
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In the above equations S is the diode area, q the elementary charge, EM is the 
avalanche breakdown field, W is the drift layer thickness, 𝜖U is the dielectric 
constant of diamond, N is the dopant concentration, p is the drift layer 
conductivity, 𝜎 is the carrier mobility, 𝑅JY"×𝑆 is the specific resistance of the 
metallic layer, and 𝑅Z×𝑆 is the specific resistance of the Ohmic contact(s).76 
To maintain low series resistance, specific resistance of the Ohmic contacts 
as well as the metallic layer have to be insignificant, a requirement easily 
achieved in the vertical configuration by ensuring the use of a degenerate 
semiconductor (metallic) substrate. When it comes to optimising the 
breakdown voltage, ensuring a thin drift layer improves performance. A high 
dopant concentration N reduces the breakdown voltage, thus low doping is 
also a requirement in the active layer. In pseudo vertical configuration, series 
resistance values as low as 𝑅[ = 1	Ω  were reported.79 However, planar 
device configurations remain superior when it comes to breakdown voltage 
values; and the high series resistance resulting from low doping in the p- 
remains a limiting factor for vertical and pseudo vertical diamond SBDs.79 
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4. Experimental Methods 
4.1 DND Surface Termination 
Diamond materials, in general, accept a wide range of chemical groups on 
their surfaces. This however is only achievable at harsh conditions, due to the 
low reactivity of diamond. Bulk diamond, for example, starts oxidising at or 
above 1000 °C, whereas detonation nanodiamond of few-nanometres starts 
combusting around 425 °C. Nanodiamonds, generally speaking, are more 
reactive than bulk diamond, due to different surface energies and electronic 
levels. Applying treatments in gas phase or in plasma can modify surface 
terminations of NDs. Nanodiamond synthesis and subsequent cleaning with 
harsh chemicals results in a mixture of oxygen-containing surface groups 
which can be further modified.46  
 
Figure 4-1 - Nanodiamond surface terminations following chemical cleaning. Figure 
taken from Williams et al [2014] 46 
4.1.1 Hydrogen Termination 
Hydrogen termination of NDs is widely used to change their surface groups 
and overall surface charge. H-NDs are known to be hydrophobic with a 
positive zeta potential, which is ideal for solution stability and nucleation on 
silicon dioxide (negative zeta potential). This termination can be achieved 
using hydrogen plasma (for bulk and thin film diamond), or in gas phase by 
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annealing nanodiamond powders using molecular hydrogen. The process 
used in our work is an annealing step in hydrogen gas, at 700 °C for 5 hours 
and a pressure of 10 mBar. Elemental hydrogen is necessary to achieve 
complete C−H termination, however terminations at higher temperatures yield 
hydrophobic particles with positive zeta potentials, with a mixture of C−H and 
CCOH terminations.46 
4.1.2 Ozone (Carboxylated-ND) Termination 
There are several treatments that can be applied to oxidise NDs, among 
which are the Carbonyl (C=O) and Carboxyl (COOH). Where the carbonyl 
group leaves one free carbon bond, carboxylic termination leaves no such 
free bond and is connected to the ND by a single C−C bond. This termination 
therefore has multiple uses, and is considered a higher state of oxidation. This 
termination can be achieved by using mixtures of acids, or can also be 
performed in the gas phase using ozone as a highly oxidising agent.46 In this 
work, we use ozone generated from oxygen gas using a UV light source, and 
the conditions required to achieve the termination are annealing in 50 mBar of 
ozone for 5 hours, at a temperature of 700 °C. 
4.2 DND De-agglomeration 
4.2.1 Agglomerate Separation and Mono-Dispersion 
Nanodiamonds can be obtained commercially from many suppliers, and can 
be sold as powders, hydrogels, or solutions in water or other polar solvents. 
Following the detonation process, a soot containing DNDs is collected and is 
processed to remove most of the non-diamond products.  
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Figure 4-2 - Nanodiamond cores (round) surrounded by aggregate structure. Figure 
taken from Kruger et al. [2005]19 
Non-sp3 carbon phases are known to form on diamond grain surfaces,44 
among other elements and compounds that can be present in the detonation 
chamber. The cleaning steps following detonation will affect the resulting DND 
product, depending on the nature of the cleaning agents, as well as their 
quality and purity. Separation of single-digit DNDs is very attractive for 
nanotechnology applications; however, after careful dynamic light scattering 
(DLS) experiments, commercially available solutions have been found to be 
one to two orders of magnitude larger than advertised.44 This may be due to 
re-agglomeration of single DNDs, due to instability of single DNDs in 
solutions. Vul et al. (2009)81 found that the pH level of the DND solution 
affects the stability of single particles, and that inadequate pH levels can 
cause DNDs to re-agglomerate. Sub-micron sized DND agglomerates are 
very stable structures, which are very strong at the core and become more 
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porous near their surface.44 Many attempts have been made to reduce the 
size of these structures, such as ultra-sonication, shock-wave treatment, and 
bead milling.19,82 Ceramic bead milling was found to be especially effective at 
dispersing agglomerates to below 10 nm, however this process is known to 
cause graphitisation of DND surfaces caused by local heating.44 As 
mentioned earlier, Aleksenskiy & Vul44 have found that metals such as iron, 
found in cleaning water used to process DND soot, can facilitate the re-
agglomeration of DNDs by forming bridge bonds with carboxylic surface 
groups. For this reason, the authors suggest a cleaning process that includes 
the use of hydrochloric acid to remove iron and other metals that may be 
present in water. 
 
Figure 4-3 - DND particles separated by a double electric layer (a) compared with 
iron bridge-bonded DNDs (b). Figure taken from Aleksenskiy et al. [2011] 44 
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4.2.2 Concentrated Acid Cleaning 
Acid-cleaning methods were used in this work to remove sp2 shells from B-
DND agglomerates. To successfully de-agglomerate B-DNDs, subsequent 
processes were applied. First of all, a boiling step in hydrochloric acid is 
necessary to remove iron ions. This was done by mixing 250 mg of as-
received B-DND powder in 30 ml of hydrochloric acid (37%) and keeping the 
mixture at a temperature of 80 °C for 15 hours. The next step was to remove 
sp2 envelopes44 and free diamond cores. Boiling B-DNDs in a mixture of 
concentrated sulphuric and nitric acids achieves this. The process requires 
the starting material to be free of water as much as possible; therefore, the B-
DND sludge following hydrochloric acid treatment was washed in distilled 
water a few times, then dried in air, and was washed with ethanol a few times. 
Each washing step comprised of dilution in ethanol or DI, brief ultra-
sonication, centrifugation at ~1100 G-RCF and then drying on a hotplate just 
below the boiling temperature where ethanol was used. This ensures that only 
atmospheric water levels can remain within the B-DNDs, and the more volatile 
ethanol would be mostly evaporated. Once the product is dried, it is mixed 
with a mixture of 10:1 mixture of concentrated sulfuric acid (Alfa-Aesar, ACS, 
95-98%) to nitric acid (Alfa-Aesar, ACS, 68-70%) at 80 °C. This treatment was 
performed twice, once for 18 hours (sample 18H), and the other time for 70 
Hours (sample 70H). After each acid treatment, solutions are centrifuged (5 
minutes, ~1100 RCF) and supernatants are replaced with DI. This is repeated 
at least 3 times to ensure only trace amounts of the acids remain. Solutions 
are prepared in DI water at desired concentration (0.05 g/L), and solutions are 
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ultra-sonicated for 10 hours at 500 W power and a maximum temperature of 
30°C. 
4.3 Solution Stability and Nucleation on Substrates 
4.3.1 Water-Based Colloidal Stability 
One of the main reasons for achieving mono-dispersion in nanodiamond 
solutions, including DNDs, is to be able to coat surfaces and substrates with 
monolayers. In order to grow diamond thin films, for example, the seeding 
coverage on substrates like silicon (with SiO2 native oxide layers) is required 
to be as high as possible. For this to be achieved, stable solutions with mono-
dispersed NDs and appropriate electrostatic properties are desired. Hees et 
al.83 have performed air-annealing and hydrogen surface treatments on 
DNDs, and have prepared solutions of the products in a range of pH levels. 
They have found that the choice of surface group termination and pH level of 
a solution are essential for high nucleation densities on SiO2 surfaces. The 
zeta potential is defined as the charge of the electric double layer surrounding 
particles in solution,84 and for optimum nucleation of particles on surfaces, a 
maximal zeta-potential separation between them (one positive, the other 
negative) ensures maximal electrostatic attraction. Silicon dioxide is known to 
have a negative zeta potential above pH≈4, therefore a strongly positive zeta 
potential in the same pH range would significantly improve the seeding 
process.83 Hees et al. performed hydrogen termination of DNDs by annealing 
powders in a hydrogen atmosphere at a pressure of 10 mBar, and a 
temperature of 500 °C. This was followed by ultra-sonication in DI water for 
several hours, then centrifugation at 40,000 RCF for two hours. 
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Figure 4-4 - Zeta potentials at different pH levels for air-annealed DNDs, hydrogen 
annealed DNDs, and Silicon dioxide. Figure taken from Hees & Williams [2011]83 
4.3.2 Ultra-sonic Nucleation from Aqueous ND Solutions 
Nanoparticles such as NDs can be very useful when coated on surfaces. For 
diamond electronics applications, for example, nucleation or ‘seeding’ of NDs 
on Si/SiO2 substrates enables them to be used as the starting point for CVD 
diamond growth.85 Many methods can be used to seed nanodiamonds onto 
flat substrates, such as ND grit abrasion, bias-enhanced nucleation, and spin 
coating of ND containing photoresists. While the methods above can yield 
high nucleation densities (up to 1012 cm-2), they only apply to flat surfaces.85 
Using ultra-sonication, substrates submerged in ND solutions can be easily 
and quickly coated with nanodiamonds, and the properties of the resulting 
layer depend on factors such as frequency and energy of ultra-sonication. 3D 
structures as well as flat surfaces can be coated alike, enabling CVD diamond 
growth on arbitrary substrates.85 In this work, we use a bench-top 120 W, 40 
KHz ultra-sonic bath for nanodiamond seeding. 
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4.3.3 Salt Concentration Variation 
Yoshikawa’s86 work suggests a KCl concentration between 10-2 M and 1 M 
suppresses the potential energy (repulsive) between NDs, which isn’t good for 
seeding. On the other hand, deionized water (~10-7 M) water results in very 
long range potentials (~100s of nm), keeping in mind average spacing for ~4 
nm single NDs in solution (0.05 g/l approx.) is ~100 nm. Hence it is best to 
have positive potentials, which are short range, on the order of 10s of nm, 
therefore keeping single NDs comfortably distant from neighbors compared to 
just DI water. This is done using a KCl concentration between 10-5 and 10-3 M 
in the colloidal solution. KCl (~3 M, Sigma Aldrich) is first diluted in DI water 
for added control over the amount added, and is then added to the DI water 
solution using a micropipette. Solution is then ultra-sonicated for 10 minutes. 
It is important to also note that when interfacing with a seeding substrate 
(SiO2), attractive forces from negative-Z-potential SiO2 are much stronger 
than repulsive force between NDs, hence forcing them to be in close proximity 
of each other on the surface. This results in instability when the repulsive 
forces are long range, so they’re more likely to form surface aggregates. On 
the other hand, if the repulsive forces are short ranged, NDs will be more 
comfortable forming thin layers without being forced to form agglomerates. 
4.3.4 Variation of Solution pH level 
Titration of pH is performed to test the effect of pH titration on the seeding 
density of boron-doped NDs. Starting from 10 ml DI water solutions of ND 
concentrations between 0.05 and 0.1 g/L, each sample’s pH was measured 
prior to testing using a Mettler Toledo MP220 pH probe. The samples were 
then split to appropriate portions to allow processing of the acidic and alkali 
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sides of the titration on fresh samples. For example, where the starting pH 
was 2, 2 ml was sampled to perform the pH 1-2 titration and the remaining 
8ml was used for the 2-12 pH titration. The pH titration was performed 
manually following these steps:  
• A portion of sample was placed into a glass vial with a small magnetic 
flee on a stirrer plate whilst continually measuring the pH.   
• Drops of 0.01 M or 0.1 M of HCl (hydrochloric acid) were used to 
reduce the pH until it reached the desired pH. 
• Drops of 0.01 M or 0.1 M of NaOH (sodium hydroxide) were added to 
increase the pH to reach the desired pH.  
 Once the pH reached the desired point 0.5 ml of the sample was removed to 
measure the zeta potential using the dip cell. Once this measurement was 
completed a second portion of 0.5ml was added to the cell to measure the 
particle size.  Due to the limited sample volumes, once the analysis was 
completed, the sample was recombined with the bulk and the pH adjusted 
again for the next pH point. The samples were measured in ~1 pH point 
increments at room temperature. 
4.3.5 Zeta Potential Measurement 
Dispersions in solutions acquire a surface charge due to interactions with 
ions. The electric double layer that forms around a particle in solution can be 
thought of as two separate layers; the Stern layer, representing ions with 
strong adhesion to the particle, and a diffuse layer.84,87 A slipping plane is 
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thought to form inside the diffuse layer, in close proximity to the Stern layer. 
The surface potential surrounding the particle becomes of less significance in 
solution, due to the formation of the double layer, and the potential at the 
slipping plane, known as the Zeta (ζ) potential, gains more significance.87 
 
Figure 4-5 – A particle in solution showing the Stern layer, the diffuse layer and 
potential as a function of distance from the particle edge. Figure taken from 
Fernandez et al. [2010]88 
The Zeta potential is then the acquired charge in solution, and is affected by 
the particle’s surface charge, ionic formulation and concentration of the 
solution. Choosing the right charge and concentration of ions will therefore 
strongly affect the stability and dispersion of particles in the medium, deciding 
whether particles attract or repel each other. This gives the pH level of a 
solution great significance when considering colloidal stability or interfacing 
with surfaces.87 The Zeta potential cannot be measured directly, and instead 
other methods can be used. One method, which is used in this work, is 
measuring particle velocities in solution due to electrophoresis. When a bias is 
applied, charged particles will be attracted or repelled from an electrode, and 
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the velocity at which they travel will be proportional to their charge and the 
strength of the applied field. The laser Doppler effect is used to measure 
particle velocities, and one of multiple theories can be used to better estimate 
the Zeta potential from particle velocities. Here the Smoluchowski coagulation 
model is used with the F(ka) parameter set to 1.5, where k is the inverse 
Debye length and a is the particle diameter.89 
4.4 Particle Size Analysis using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
Dynamic light scattering (DLS) is a technique for particle size analysis, based 
on the dynamics of Brownian motion of colloids and nanoparticles. Particles in 
solution move around affected by random thermal fluctuations; and the 
speeds at which they move are directly related to their size distributions.87 
Larger particles move slower than smaller ones, and the temperature is also a 
determining factor in Brownian motion. To measure particle size, a laser 
irradiates the solution, and a dotted pattern emerges.87 The intensity of the 
pattern at a certain angle varies with time, and an avalanche photodiode 
detector (APD) is used to detect it. A correlation function relating to the 
dimensional distribution is formed, giving detailed information about particles’ 
size.87 
4.5 FT-IR and ATR-FTIR 
Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FT-IR) is a characterisation 
technique that is highly sensitive to molecular vibrational modes in gases, 
liquids and solids.90 In the 1960’s, FT-IR was mostly used to reveal the 
structures of organic compounds, and since then it has evolved to become a 
very capable analytical technique.90 Even though FT-IR spectrometry is very 
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revealing, it is usually used as a complimentary analytical method, and is 
rarely used alone to study the structure of a material. This is due to the 
principals of infrared absorption in molecules. Molecular vibrations aren’t 
always active in the infrared region, depending on whether or not the dipole 
moment of the vibrational mode changes.90 In the mid-infrared region, IR 
absorption between 400 and 4000 cm-1 is usually measured, in resolutions of 
about ~4 cm-1. Higher resolution of between 1-2 cm-1 can also be achieved.90 
A prism is usually used to achieve high resolutions, but it means only a very 
small part of the spectrum is measure at one instance, and long 
measurements (~15 minutes) are necessary to cover the full spectrum 
between 400 and 4000 cm-1. 90 Certain molecules, such as water, have very 
strong, dominant absorption spectra, and are routinely avoided when making 
FT-IR measurements.90 To achieve this, purging the chamber containing the 
apparatus and sample with nitrogen is desirable. Since not all molecules (or 
molecular groups) are IR active, FT-IR spectra can only be used for partial 
identification, and is almost always accompanied by other techniques such as 
Raman spectroscopy.90 
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Figure 4-6 - Potential energy of a diatomic molecule as a function of displacement 
during a harmonic vibration (dashed) and anharmonic vibration (solid). Figure taken 
from Griffith & Haseth [2007]90 
Vibrational modes, when quantised, result in discrete energy levels, and when 
transitions between energy levels take place, absorption and emission in the 
infrared take place. The number of vibrational modes for a molecule with N 
atoms is 3N, three of which represent rotational modes, and three represent 
translational motion, therefore leaving 3N−6 modes in which they can vibrate. 
For linear molecules, however, symmetry about one axis means that some 
modes are degenerate, leaving 3N−5 unique vibrational modes. For this 
reason, diatomic molecules have only a single fundamental vibrational mode, 
making them very identifiable using FT-IR. In this work, FT-IR spectra were 
measured using KBr pellets, prepared by mixing KBr salt with nanodiamond 
powder and applying 10 tonnes of pressure in a mechanical press.  
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Figure 4-7 – Example of FT-IR apparatus in transmission mode. Figure taken from 
http://www.expertsmind.com91 
Transmission through the pellets is then measured, and the thickness of the 
pellets is kept between 1-2 mm for optimal results. In addition to the above, 
ATR (attenuated total internal reflection) FT-IR was also used in this work, to 
obtain reflectance spectra directly from powders. Although this method allows 
direct measurement of samples by placing them on the ATR crystal, results 
weren’t comparable in quality to transmission FT-IR. This was mainly due to 
the strong absorption of water in nanodiamond powders, which dominates the 
spectrum. Another method for transmission measurements from aqueous 
solutions is to use calcium fluoride (CaF2) windows, which can be drop coated 
with nanodiamond solutions and annealed on a hotplate to obtain thin films. 
This has to be done slowly and carefully to avoid damaging the CaF2 
windows, which are very sensitive to heat. In nanodiamond, FT-IR and ATR 
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are especially useful to detect CHx, C=O, C=C and O−H groups, among 
others, which are useful in determining the surface terminations present. 
4.6 Raman Spectroscopy 
As is the case for FT-IR spectroscopy, Raman spectroscopy is an analytical 
method that is sensitive to vibrational modes.92 However, the main difference 
between the two methods is that in Raman spectroscopy, the process of 
scattering involves two-photons, whereas in IR spectroscopy, the resonance 
process only involves one photon.92 In a Raman scattering process, a change 
in the polarizability of the molecule takes place as a result of molecular 
vibration, which then interacts with incoming radiation; this interaction creates 
the induced, or virtual, dipole moment, which radiates the observed photon.92 
 
 
Figure 4-8 - Energy diagram comparing IR and Raman scattering. The dashed line 
represents the virtual energy state. Figure taken from Lewis & Edwards [2001]92 
 
The induced state can be one of many allowed vibrational states, and in 
theory, Raman spectroscopy is sensitive to all allowed modes.92 When the 
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vibrational energy of the molecule is increased, it is a Stokes-Raman process, 
however if the vibrational energy is decreased, it is considered an anti-Stokes-
Raman process. Generally speaking, Stokes-Raman modes have stronger 
emissions than anti-Stokes modes, however modifications to the apparatus 
can allow accurate measurement of anti-Stokes Raman modes.92 
 
 
Figure 4-9 - Schematic of micro-Raman apparatus. Figure taken from 
http://archive.cnx.com93 
 
According to Ferrari and Robertson94, nanodiamond materials have a main 
diamond feature at ~1332 cm-1, in addition to four additional features at ~1150 
cm-1, ~1350 cm-1, ~1480 cm-1 and ~1550 cm-1. The main peak at ~1332 cm-1 
is the first order Raman peak observed in tetrahedral, sp3 C–C phases, and 
intensifies with reduced excitation wavelength. The location and width of this 
feature is sensitive to grain size in the single-nm range, due to phonon 
confinement.94 The feature at 1150 cm-1 is attributed to trans-polyacetylene, 
along with its companion feature at 1480 cm-1. The peak at 1350 cm-1 is 
assigned to the D peak of amorphous carbon, while the 1550 cm-1 one is the 
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G peak, also of amorphous carbon. The D peak is generally due to breathing 
in sp2 carbon rings, while the G peak originates from bond stretching in sp2 
phases.94 Nanodiamond spectra are normally dominated by features 
representing sp2 phases, except in UV excitation, where the first order Raman 
peak becomes intense. The G peak is known to be linearly dispersive in 
disordered carbon, where dispersion is dependent on excitation wavelength, 
while the D peak is normally linearly dispersive with excitation energy.94 In this 
work, micro-Raman spectrometers from Renishaw are used, which have 
Nd:YAG, frequency-doubled 532 nm green laser sources. The wavelength of 
excitation affects the outcome of Raman measurements, with some features, 
or peaks, being more or less sensitive depending on the excitation. In 
diamond, the first order Raman excitation at ~1332 cm-1 is considered the 
main identifier, and it’s intensity depends on the exciting radiation. When 
excited with UV radiation, the first order Raman is most intense, and its 
intensity is reduced as the wavelength of excitation increases. A 532 nm 
excitation is normally sufficient to detect the first order Raman feature in most 
diamond samples, including nanodiamond powders or films, however, when 
the diamond cores are embedded within sp2 structures, for example, UV 
excitation may be necessary to observe the first order Raman feature. Other 
features in nanodiamond are also measured using Raman spectroscopy, 
including sp2 carbon phases, boron impurities (in concentrations above 1020 
cm-3), among others.95,49 All nanodiamond Raman spectra presented in this 
thesis were taken after depositing NDs by drop-coating on silicon surfaces. 
Drop-coated films exceed 0.5 µm in thickness to minimise the silicon 
background. A 20x objective lens is used at a working distance of ~8.8 mm. 
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The laser spot size is estimated to be ~3.75 µm and the penetration depth is 
0.7 µm for a 532 nm wavelength excitation. This objective ensures the laser 
spot is large enough to measure hundreds to thousands on NDs at a time, 
depending on average ND diameter. Scans are performed at multiple 
locations per sample (centre, edges of drop-coated film) to find the spectrum 
with the smallest silicon background, requiring no further silicon background 
subtraction. When exposed at 50-100% laser power (150 mW maximum laser 
power), small variations of the D/G peak ratios are measured due to sample 
overheating and graphitisation, on the order of a few percent. This is avoided 
by changing scan settings in the Renishaw WiRE control software to low laser 
power (1-5% of maximum power) for extended periods of time (30 second 
exposure time per scan), while averaging over 20 scans per sample. 
4.7 Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) 
 
Figure 4-10 - Schematic of an atomic force microscope setup. Figure taken from 
Eaton & West [2010]96 
 
Atomic force microscopy is used in this work to check the seeding of 
nanodiamonds from colloidal solution onto silicon substrates. The principle 
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behind AFM technology is a scanning probe that is kept close to the scanned 
surface by maintaining a feedback loop.96 There are several modes of 
operation for AFM, which work for different types of sample, such as tapping 
mode and contact mode. A cantilever with a tip on one end is excited near its 
resonant frequency by a laser beam, which is reflected off the cantilever 
surface onto an optical detector.96 Using a combination of force transducers, 
piezoelectric transducers (with sub-nanometre movement range) and 
feedback controllers, the AFM instrument (figure 4–10) is able to reliably 
maintain a constant distance from the measured surface (in non-contact 
mode) and feel the surface topography at the same time.96 This allows sub-
nanometre topography to be measured, and in controlled conditions, AFM can 
even be used to image single atoms.96 To be able to image diamond 
surfaces, or silicon substrates seeded with nanodiamond layers, special AFM 
tips of increased hardness are sometimes necessary. In addition, to be able to 
scan surfaces of single nanodiamonds below 100 nm in diameter, narrower 
tips, sometimes of few-nanometre dimensions are used. 
4.8 Impedance Spectroscopy 
Impedance spectroscopy (IS) is a relatively new and very capable technique 
that allows the study of electrical and electrochemical properties of materials 
and interfaces, as a function of frequency.97 Different conduction processes in 
one material, with different dipole responses, react differently to induced 
potentials, and reveal information about conduction processes and energy 
storage in a material.97 Many dielectric processes, generally divided between 
resonances and relaxations, are in the range of frequencies studied by IS, 
typically between 1 mHz and 10 MHz.97 Since diamond is considered a 
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dielectric material, the dielectric interface between electrodes and the 
dielectric can be studied using IS, and the response can be fitted to known 
equivalent circuits, such as the parallel R-C element, or the constant phase 
element.97 In most common, commercially available IS instruments, 
impedance is measured at a constant frequency after applying an alternating 
potential, and the current and phase are then measured.97 This is repeated for 
a range of frequencies, and is commonly represented by plotting the resulting 
real and imaginary impedance components against each other (known as a 
Nyquist diagram).97 The impedance of a capacitive component is: 
 𝑍] 𝜔 = 	 1𝑗𝜔𝐶 Eqn. 4–1 
Whereas a resistive component has: 
 𝑍O = 𝑅 Eqn. 4–2 
Therefore, a combination of the two components in parallel gives: 
 1𝑍OZ = 	 1𝑅 + 𝑗𝜔𝐶 Eqn. 4–3 
And the amplitude of ZRC is: 
 𝑍OZ = 11𝑅 A + 𝜔𝐶 A Eqn. 4–4 
And finally, the phase between the applied and measured currents is: 
 𝜙OZ = tan,P −𝜔𝑅𝐶  Eqn. 4–5 
The R and C components in parallel have a Nyquist diagram, which is best 
described as a semicircle (see figure 5–1 for example). The equivalent circuit 
model ascribed to a materials response is not unique, and different 
combinations of components, which have the same response over the 
frequency range, can sometimes be found. When studying samples with large 
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degrees of structural inhomogeneity, such as nanodiamond materials, 
equivalent circuits containing CPEs are usually the closest fit, and information 
about resistance and capacitance values can be obtained.97 When this is 
repeated for a range of temperatures, the Arrhenius relation can be used to 
obtain information on activation energies of conduction paths. Nanodiamonds 
can behave similar to nano-crystalline diamond films, which are diamond 
grains separated be grain boundaries, and conduction can happen through 
the crystals, or bypassing them altogether through grain boundaries. This kind 
of behaviour has been studied by Ye et al.,98 and similar methodology in this 
work, keeping in mind the additional conduction mechanisms that may be 
introduced by boron doping. 
4.9 Transmission Electron Microscopy (TEM) 
Transmission electron microscopy is an imaging technique that uses 
accelerated electrons to look at samples with sub-nanometre resolutions.99 
Electrons are accelerated in an electric field to between 100-200 kV after 
being emitted from an electron gun, and magnetic lensing ‘condensers’ are 
utilized to guide accelerated electrons.99 Further lensing is applied once 
electrons have passed through the specimen, and they’re guided to an image 
sensor.99 Both elastic and inelastic processes take place between accelerated 
electrons and samples, therefore samples have to have thicknesses between 
few nanometres and 100 nm, depending on their composition.99  
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Figure 4-11 - Schematic of a TEM equipped with additional X-ray and EELS modules. 
Figure taken from Reimer & Kohl [2008]99 
 
High-resolution TEM (HR-TEM) was used in this work to image single 
nanodiamonds and ND agglomerates. Resolutions of 0.2 nm were obtained 
when resolving diamond lattice lines. This was performed in collaboration with 
the Experimental Techniques Centre at Brunel University, using a Jeol 2100F 
FEG 200 kV HR-TEM. Samples were briefly prepared in Argon plasma after 
being deposited onto a carbon-film on copper grid specimen supports. 
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4.10 Photoluminescence (PL) 
Photoluminescence spectroscopy is the technique of exciting electronic levels 
of materials, such as crystals, using photons of known energy, and measuring 
the resulting photonic emissions. The energies and time delays of emissions 
depend on the relaxation processes involved, and can be used to identify 
inclusions, dopants and defects in crystals and semiconductors.100,101 In 
semiconductors, strong absorption is expected at or above the bang-gap 
energy (~5.5 eV, corresponds to ~225 nm photons in diamond). Dopants and 
inclusions known to have photonic emissions in diamond include nitrogen, 
boron, nickel, silicon101 and aluminium,52 in addition to PL from radiation 
damage and dislocations.101 In this work, a time-correlated single-photon 
counting instrument (TCSPC) from Edinburgh Instruments (Lifespec-PS with 
405 nm pulsed laser) is used. It is equipped with a standard MCP detector. All 
samples are deposited on silicon substrates from aqueous solutions prior to 
measurement. 
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Figure 4-12 - Schematic of Edinburgh Instruments Lifespec TCSPC. Figure taken 
from http://www.edinst.com102 
4.11 Impedance Measurement Setup 
4.11.1 Apparatus and Connections 
Impedance measurements presented in chapter 7 were performed in a 
specially modified vacuum chamber. The need for performing this experiment 
in a vacuum chamber originated from the desire to avoid making surface 
measurements. Some surface terminations, such as hydrogenation) can 
cause surface conductivity, so can sp2 carbon phases. To ensure minimal 
surface conductivity measurement, the need to anneal samples at high 
temperature in presence of an inert gas (Argon in this case) meant a vacuum 
chamber is required. High purity Argon has been used to purge the chamber 
after reaching base pressure, then an annealing process is performed at 10 
mBar Argon pressure (200 °C) for 30 minutes. This ensured desorbed water 
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vapour is evaporated. The low-pressure cylindrical cold wall (water cooled) 
chamber is capable of reaching pressures as low as 1×10-7 mBar. Pumping 
down is done using an Edwards E28 rotary oil sealed pump, assisted by a 
Leybold Oerlikon TurboVac 50 turbo pump. Inside the chamber, a ceramic 
vacuum heater capable of reaching 500 °C is placed on top of ceramic beads 
for better thermal insulation. The heater is driven by a programmable TENMA 
72-2550 voltage source, capable of 60 V and 3 A currents. Maximum current 
is limited to 0.6 A to avoid damaging the heater. A C-type thermocouple is 
built into the heating element, which is connected to a K-MAX6675 
thermocouple readout, sampled every second by an Arduino Mega 2560.  
 
Figure 4-13 – Schematic of the sample holder used during impedance spectroscopy 
measurements. Two ceramic plates (top and bottom) are held together by stainless 
steel bolts and nuts. Two conductive silicon substrates enclose the nanodiamond 
layer being measured. A ceramic spacer is placed on top of the top silicon substrate, 
so that even pressure is applied using a stainless steel spring. Copper foil Ohmic 
contacts are also shown. 
Copper wires are used to connect the sample inside the chamber to BNC 
coaxial cables (also copper) outside the chamber, through a BNC vacuum 
feed through. A Solartron 1260A Impedance Gain-Phase Analyser, equipped 
with a high impedance input Solartron 1296 Dielectric Interface, with the 
Ceramic 
Conductive Silicon 
Boron-NDs 
Copper Foil Contacts 
Stainless-steel Spring 
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optional reference module, is used to perform impedance measurements. The 
1260 impedance analyser is capable of measuring impedances of up to 100 
MΩ, however, the addition of the high impedance dielectric interface enables 
accurate impedance measurements of up to 1014 Ω. Accuracy of impedance 
measurements is <0.2% for impedances between 100 KΩ and 100 TΩ (1014 
Ω) and a frequency range between 0.1 Hz and 1 MHz (figure 4–14). All 
connections between the heating element and power supply, as well as the 
thermocouple and readout, go through a vacuum feed through. In case of the 
power supply, feed throughs are copper based, while thermocouple feed 
throughs are Chromel and Alumel. SMaRT Impedance readout software is 
used for measurements, and is interfaced with a Python script that monitors 
and controls the temperature. A sample holder (figure 4–13) specifically 
designed for this type of measurement, is placed on top of the ceramic 
heating element. 
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Figure 4-14 – Impedance measurement range, as a function of frequency, for the 
Solartron 1260 impedance interface equipped with a Solartron 1296 dielectric 
interface in reference mode. Figure adapted from http://www.ameteksi.com103 
4.11.2 Noise Reduction 
To achieve an acceptable signal-to-noise ratio, several modifications had to 
be made to the apparatus. First, inside the vacuum chamber, Kapton 
insulated, vacuum approved coaxial cables (LewVac Kapton insulated wires) 
were used instead of copper wires. This minimised noise to an acceptable 
level, and ensured very minimal noise from other equipment in our laboratory. 
Even though the chamber is expected to act as a Faraday cage, some 
radiation might still find its way through the quartz viewport. In addition, the 
Python automation script used ensured a long enough time (at least 10 
minutes) is applied after reaching the measurement temperature for better 
thermal equilibrium. This was also found to improve signal to noise ratios in 
measured data. In addition to the above, it was important to ensure results 
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were reproducible, and one source of data variation was uneven applied 
pressure between top and bottom silicon substrates. To ensure equal and 
even pressure is applied for every measurement, a ceramic plate is placed on 
top of the upper silicon substrate, and two stainless steel springs were used to 
apply a known pressure to the substrates under measurement (figure 4–13). 
4.11.3 Data Analysis and Model Fitting 
Acquired data is processed using the ZView 2.0 software package. 
Impedance gain, phase and amplitude data analysis, including fitting to 
equivalent circuits, is provided by the software package. 
 
Figure 4-15 – ZView 2.0 software package equivalent circuit fitting screen. Figure 
taken from http://www.scribner.com 
When equivalent circuits are fitted according to a model, values for resistance, 
capacitance, and CPE elements are fitted with errors. Error values are an 
important measure when attempting to reduce signal noise (see 4.11.2). Initial 
values for fitted parameters are first provided, then the software attempts to fit 
values to the data provided. Fitting is run in the software’s ‘fitting’ mode, and 
the frequency range is obtained from the data. Maximum iterations are set to 
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500, optimization iterations set to 200, type of fitting is ‘Complex’ and type of 
data weighting is ‘Calc-Modulus’. 
4.11.4 Measurement Error 
For impedance measurements using the setup described in 4.11.1, four main 
sources of random error are identified: 
• Apparatus measurement error, between 0.2% and 2% (relative), as 
shown in figure 4–14. This is taken to be 0.2% for the measurement 
range used, except for the narrow range between 1 MHz and 10 MHz, 
where it rises to a maximum of 2%. 
• Aggregated ND layer thickness, which is taken to be 0.5 µm on 
average, varies with location, and was determined to have a relative 
error of 8.9%. This was determined using height profile analysis in AFM 
data using the NanoScope analysis software package, averaged for 10 
height profiles per AFM image, and a total of 4 AFM images. 
• Fitting error for semi-circles in Nyquist plots, ranging between ~0.1% 
and ~4.5% for fitted resistance values.  
• Temperature measurements from thermocouple, accurate to within 
0.25 °C, are averaged for a total of 1200 seconds before measurement 
(1 reading per second). A temperature gradient is expected, however a 
small separation between heating element and sample (4 mm) and 
good isolation in vacuum mean this is negligible. 
Overall, error is dominated by layer thickness error, and following error 
propagation analysis, relative error is between 8.9% and 10.2%. In Arrhenius 
plots, logarithmic resistance is plotted within 1-2 orders of magnitude, which 
makes errors in this range too large to plot. Relative errors are, however, 
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included in linear fitting analysis, and have a small yet measurable effect on 
activation energies Ea due to comparable weights. Activation energies are 
quoted with corresponding errors. 
4.12 Schottky diode fabrication 
4.12.1 Coating Substrate with NDs 
Ralchenko et al.85 have described several methods of detonation ND 
adhesion to flat surfaces, including ND grit abrasion and ultra-sonication in 
ND solution. In practice, ultra-sonication of intrinsic, undoped NDs on Si/SiO2 
substrates is straightforward and can yield monolayers of full surface 
coverage.83 However, when considering boron-doped NDs, whether of 
detonation or HPHT origin, surface adhesion using ultra-sonication is very 
poor. Improving surface adhesion of boron-NDs using ultra-sonication is the 
topic of chapter 6. However, for the purpose of fabricating Schottky diodes, 
thicker ND layers are required (few hundred nanometres or more), requiring 
the use of drop-coating on a hot plate (~90 °C). 
 
Figure 4-16 – Nanodiamond drop-coating on a 1×1cm Si/SiO2 substrate. Coverage 
is limited compared to ultra-sonication nucleation techniques. 
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Drop coating of NDs on a hotplate, however, yields small regions of coverage, 
as seen in figure 4–16. To achieve full surface coverage and the desired 
thickness, ‘confinement’ of ND solution was performed prior to drop coating. 
In this technique, a drop of ND solution (a few μL) is deposited on the 
polished side of the silicon substrate, and is then ‘sandwiched’ between it and 
a second polished silicon surface. Mild pressure is applied by hand (using 
tweezers), and the two substrates are rubbed together until the drop dries. 
This is repeated several times. The substrate is then washed using DI water, 
and then drop coating is performed, ensuring the ND solution fully covers the 
substrate. It is noticed that following the solution ‘confinement’ step, the 
contact angle of the solution with the substrate is significantly reduced, and as 
the solution dries, the whole substrate is left covered with a thick layer of NDs. 
4.12.2 Aluminium Contact Evaporation 
Aluminium evaporation is carried out in an Edwards 306A Bell jar kit inside a 
cleanroom environment (London Centre for Nanotechnology). Using a 
tungsten spiral, 1cm of high purity aluminium filament (GoodFellow©, 2 mm 
thick, 99.999% purity) was placed inside the chamber and connected to the 
electrodes. The base pressure was 2×10-6 mBar, and the evaporation rate 
kept under 0.2 nm/second. Thickness was measured using a quartz crystal 
monitor. A shadow mask with 2mm diameter holes was used to deposit Al 
contacts on devices. A glass slide was also exposed to evaporation so it can 
be used to confirm total thickness using the DekTak profilometer, also in the 
LCN cleanroom. 
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Figure 4-17 – Edwards 306A Bell jar metal evaporation kit at the cleanroom of the 
London Centre for Nanotechnology. Image taken from http://www.london-nano.com 
4.12.3 Probe Station 
To perform electrical measurements on devices, an Everbeing© EB-8 Multi 
probe station was used. Equipped with tungsten probes of 15 μm tip diameter, 
electrical I-V and C-V measurements were performed.  
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Figure 4-18 – The Everbeing© EB-8 Multi probe station used when performing 
electrical measurements, here shown equipped with an optical microscope. 
The probe station is housed in a Faraday cage metal housing to reduce noise 
and interference with mains and other electrical equipment. Tri-axial 
connections are used to connect the probes to measurement equipment, for 
robust noise reduction. All measurements are performed at room temperature, 
and electrical insulation between the sample holder and sample under 
measurement is always ensured. 
4.12.4 Electrical I-V and C-V Measurements 
Electrical measurements performed on Schottky diode devices (chapter 8) 
were performed using a Keithley 4200 Semiconductor Characterisation 
System (SCS). The 4200-SCS was equipped with a Capacitance-Voltage Unit 
(CVU), enabling C-V measurements at frequencies between 1 kHZ and 
10MHz. The AC bias can be between 10 and 100mV RMS, under a DC bias 
between -30 and 30  V. For C-V measurements, two modes are available, the 
series mode, and the parallel measurement mode, where the device under 
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testing (DUT) is made of a resistor and a capacitor connected in series or in 
parallel, respectively. Other than temperature variation (<0.37%), factors 
affecting measurement results include contamination (e.g. humidity), 
electrostatic interference, leakage currents, generated currents (such as 
piezoelectric effects) and source impedance. The 4200-SCS has a current 
measurement tolerance limit of 105 mA at 1 μA resolution, and a current 
source limit of 105 mA at 5 μA resolution. The voltage source range is ± 210 
V Volts with 5 mV resolution, and voltage measurement range of ± 210 V 
Volts with 1 mV resolution. Within the voltage measurement range used in 
chapter 8 (–5 to +5 V) error contributions for measurement from the Keithley 
4200 unit are <0.05% for current and <0.01% for voltage, while sourcing 
errors are <0.05% for current and <0.02% for voltage. Connections between 
the probe station and the 4200-SCS are via coaxial BNC cables, and to the 
CVU module are through tri-axial BNC cables. All I-V measurements are 
performed in ‘quiet’ mode to improve signal quality. A metal box shielded the 
probe station during measurement. Good quality insulation (Kapton® 
polyimide tape) was used to insulate devices from probe station sample 
holder. A dehumidifier was used in the lab to reduce humidity and keep it 
within the operational limit of the measurement apparatus. Measurements for 
devices under testing were repeated 5 times each with no apparent difference 
in results. For consistency, results were reported for measurements 
performed at 27±1 °C. The measurement apparatus was allowed to warm up 
for 30 minutes before commencing with measurement. 
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5. Characterization of Boron-Doped Detonation 
Nanodiamonds (B-DND) 
5.1 Impedance Spectroscopy 
B-DNDs were investigated using AC impedance spectroscopy (IS), which can 
give insight into the differing electrical conduction processes that are 
present.97  Here the NDs were compacted and IS measurements taken in a 
‘sandwich’ configuration.  Figure 5–1(a) shows the real vs. imaginary 
components plotted against each other as a function of measurement 
frequency – plots at several temperatures are included.  These so-called 
‘Cole-Cole’ plots should reveal a semicircular response for a given conduction 
path, which can be modelled as an RC circuit component97.  It is clear from 
figure 5–1 that no single semicircular response is apparent.  Using 
established methods for IS curve fitting97 individual semicircular responses 
can be determined from this data, as shown in figure 5–1(b) for a given 
temperature.  Two distinct semicircular responses can be proposed, one at 
higher measurement frequencies than the other.  R and C values can be 
determined from the fitted plots assuming two RC circuits exist (one per 
conduction path) in series.  Arrhenius style plots of the value of R as a 
function of temperature allows the determination of thermal activation energy 
for each suggested conduction path, as shown in figure 5–2. For each of the 
two semicircles (large and small), two plateaus can be observed, each 
associated with a conduction path.  This suggests the two different activation 
energies for the conduction processes are apparent; a higher activation 
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energy of Ea~0.8 eV at temperatures between 300 °C and 450 °C, and a 
much lower activation energy Eb= ~0.02 eV below 200 °C. Following acid-
cleaning steps (see experimental methods), activation energies around Ea= 
0.4 eV were measured between 230 °C and 400 °C. This result may indicate 
the successful removal of sp2 shells, which would reduce the average 
distance between ND grains, and therefore improve wave-function overlap. 
The improved wave-function overlap would result in lower hopping energies 
and a lower overall activation energy. Activation energies of 0.39 eV are very 
close to the theoretical activation energy of p-type, semi-conducting boron-
doped diamond of ~0.37 eV. 
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Figure 5-1 - a) Cole-Cole plot of impedance measurements between 50 °C and 
450 °C, and b) Two semi-circles fitted to Cole-Cole data at 400 °C 
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Figure 5-2 - Arrhenius plot of as-received Boron-DND with linear fitting, and 
corresponding activation energies from impedance measurements at different 
temperatures 
 
Figure 5-3 - Arrhenius plot of acid-cleaned Boron-DNDs between 230 °C and 400 °C, 
obtained using R-values from large semi-circles 
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Figure 5-4 - Arrhenius plot of acid-cleaned Boron-DNDs between 230 °C and 400 °C, 
obtained using R-values from small semi-circles 
 
5.2 AFM of Ultra-Sonication Seeded B-DNDs 
Atomic force microscopy (Bruker Dimension Icon AFM, tapping mode) was 
used to identify the average grain size of the DNDs. Using AFM in tapping 
mode, a laser excites the cantilever near its resonant frequency, and the tip 
will resonate. Depending on the atomic forces close to the surface, the 
cantilever’s oscillations will be affected by the van-der-Waals forces, which 
are dominant up to a few nanometres from the surface. A feedback system 
keeps the oscillations constant by varying the distance from the surface, 
hence allowing topographic imaging with sub-nanometre accuracy. This 
method should allow accurate measurements of heights of single DNDs, but 
not of their widths parallel to the substrate’s surface. However, given that 
DNDs are generally symmetric in shape (confirmed using HR-TEM, see 
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below), height measurements should be sufficient to verify their average size. 
A typical AFM image of DND aggregates deposited onto a SiO2-Si substrate 
(ultra-sonication from an aqueous solution) is shown in figure 5–5. In addition, 
figure 5–6 shows single-digit nanodiamonds following ultra-sonic nucleation 
on silicon, following acid treatments to break aggregates (see experimental 
methods). Prolonged concentrated acid treatment (section 4.2.2) can, in 
addition to etching sp2 carbon shells, etch diamond cores, resulting in reduced 
ND diameters. AFM imaging of ultra-sonicated NDs immediately following 
acid treatment shows features at or below 4 nm, with a background of 
features <2 nm, as seen in the three-dimensional image in figure 5–6. Stored 
NDs will soon aggregate in solution, with diameters reaching 100s of 
nanometres or even micrometres.  
 
Figure 5-5 - AFM imaging of few-hundred nanometre Boron-DND aggregates 
nucleated on SiO2. 
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Figure 5-6 - AFM imaging of acid-cleaned, dispersed Boron-DNDs nucleated on SiO2, 
shown in 2D (left) and in 3D (right). 
 
5.3 HR-TEM Imaging 
To verify the atomic structure of the DNDs, High resolution-transmission 
electron microscopy (HR-TEM) was used (refer to experimental methods). 
HR-TEM images of the B-DNDs confirm the crystalline structure of the 
nanodiamonds, and clearly show diamond cores surrounded by sp2 carbon 
structures around the cores (figure 5–7). The presence of NDs is clear from 
the lattice spacing of (111) diamond faces (0.206 nm), shown by the arrow in 
the figure. Overlapping of DND crystal lattices can also be seen clearly. The 
lattice spacing increased to 0.213 nm in other locations, possibly indicating 
the presence of dopants such as Nitrogen and Boron. 
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Figure 5-7 - HR-TEM image of Boron-DNDs. The arrow points to the (111) diamond 
lattice lines. 
 
5.4 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectroscopy is a non-destructive method, which can be used to 
detect carbon crystal structures and obtain information about their quality and 
composition, where vibrational modes in Raman active molecules scatter 
light. Using an excitation wavelength of 532 nm, the obtained spectra are 
composed of modes corresponding to sp3 and sp2 bonded structures. Typical 
results are shown in figure 5–8, following fitting and photoluminescence 
background subtraction.104,105 Boron-DNDs show prominent features at 
Raman shifts of 1332 cm-1, and 1586 cm-1; the peaks correspond to the sp3 
diamond peak, and the sp2 carbon G peak respectively.106,94 The diamond 
peak expected at ~1332 cm-1 in bulk material is expected to be upshifted and 
broadened for nm-scale diamond.104 The undoped samples also show similar 
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features, however the diamond peak is narrower, and is centred at 1322 cm-1, 
whereas the G peak is at 1599 cm-1. Other Raman peaks may also be present 
in highly Boron-doped DNDs, such as the ~1200 cm-1 peak, usually present in 
highly Boron-doped diamond films, which is usually accompanied by a 500 
cm-1 peak, where the peaks centred around 500 cm-1 can be used to estimate 
the substitutional Boron concentration in diamond thin films.107,105 The strong 
background luminescence from substrates, however, prevented proper 
observation of features below 1100 cm-1. 
 
 
Figure 5-8 - Raman spectra of Boron-DNDs (top) and undoped-DNDs (bottom). 
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Figure 5-9 - Raman spectra of acid-treated B-DNDs, after 18 hours of treatment 
(bottom) and 70 hours (top). 
 
Figure 5-10 - Raman spectrum of ozone treated Boron-DNDs. 
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5.5 Infrared Spectroscopy (FT-IR, ATR-FTIR) 
To obtain information on the surface composition of our DND samples, ATR 
and FT-IR spectroscopy, which can measure absorption of infrared light 
passing through vibrating molecules on the surface were performed. FT-IR 
measurements used DNDs mixed into KBr pellets, while ATR measurements 
were made by directly pressing DND powder on top of the ATR crystal. ATR 
measurements of the as-received DND powder show an abundance of 
organic groups on the surface (figure 5–11), including a probable signature of 
boric acid.108 This is likely due to surface groups left from the detonation 
method used to produce the DNDs, and the subsequent (acid based) 
treatments typically used to purify the material recovered from the detonation 
chamber.40  Prominent features in the FT-IR spectrum, shown in figure 5–12, 
are a peak at 1630 cm-1 on top of a 1550-1700 cm-1 broad feature, 
representing the C=C bond stretch, while a smaller feature from ~2850 to 
about 3000 cm-1 can be attributed to the C–H stretch. A large feature between 
3000 and 3650 cm-1 is for the O–H stretch. The ATR spectrum looks similar to 
the FT-IR spectrum above ~1250 cm-1, but also includes a ~1050-1150 cm-1 
C–O stretch peak on top of a broad feature, extending from between 1000 
and 1500 cm-1, which could also include the signature for –C–H bending.109 
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Figure 5-11 - ATR-FTIR spectrum of as-received Boron-DND powder. 
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Figure 5-12 - FT-IR absorption spectrum of Boron-DNDs embedded in a KBr pellet, 
obtained in a nitrogen atmosphere. 
 
5.6 Photoluminescence 
The PL spectra obtained using a 405 nm laser shows the presence of three 
prominent peaks at 435, 469 and 522 nm in both Boron-DNDs and undoped 
DNDs, as shown in figure 5–13. The peak at 522 nm corresponds to energy of 
2.39 eV. The feature at 435 nm corresponds to the first order Raman feature 
of diamond, and the 520-530 nm feature is measurable when excited with 
shorter wavelengths. Both features above, and is attributed (530 nm) to N-V0 
defect centres.110  Both features are accompanied by the presence of peaks 
around 575 and 636 nm, attributed to N-V centres.  That these peaks are not 
seen in the Boron-DNDs spectrum here could indicate that a significant 
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amount of substitutional boron is present, filling up vacancies, thus preventing 
significant N-V centre formation.105 Alternatively, boron could be acting as a 
compensator to electrons from N-V centres. The undoped DNDs on the other 
hand clearly have a feature at 636 nm (N-V–), and a possibly suppressed 
feature at 575 nm (N-V0), indicating the presence of N-V centres as expected. 
The peak at 469 nm may be explained by the existence of N4 nitrogen 
centres, which are composed of four substitutional nitrogen atoms 
surrounding a single vacancy.101 
 
 
 
 
Figure 5-13 - Photoluminescence spectrum of Boron-DNDs (top) and undoped-DNDs 
(bottom), both nucleated on silicon substrates. 
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5.7 Discussion 
The photoluminescence (PL) feature with the peak at 469 nm may be 
explained by the existence of N4 nitrogen centres, which are composed of 
four substitutional nitrogen atoms surrounding a vacancy.101 According to 
Collins, there is no evidence that this form of nitrogen impurity behaves as a 
donor in diamond. The 435 nm peak is assigned to the first order (Raman) 
peak in PL. In lightly boron doped diamond, the first-order Raman peak is 
usually accompanied by an N-V centre luminescence peak at 636 nm. The 
presence of this 636 nm peak in the undoped-DNDs PL spectrum, but their 
absence in Boron-DNDs, has previously been attributed to an increase of 
boron in the diamond lattice, potentially acting as acceptors that can strip N-V 
centers of their electrons.111  The 575 nm N-V centre peak is also missing 
from the B-DND PL spectra recorded here. N-V– vibrational side bands are 
expected to have strong, broad luminescence between 630–800 nm, which is 
not seen here, however the substrate effect has been shown to affect the 
intensity of this feature, especially when SiO2/Si substrates are used to study 
NDs.112 The evidence from PL alone, however, does not confirm the presence 
of boron in B-DND powder samples, and only suggests the possibility of boron 
doping. Further investigation into B-DND luminescence is therefore essential, 
such as spectroscopic cathodoluminescence, or higher resolution 
photoluminescence while considering the type of substrate used. 
The Raman spectrum obtained from B-DND powder confirms the presence of 
detonation nanodiamonds,94 although the peak associated with bulk diamond 
(1332 cm-1) was broadened.  According to a number of authors, the 1332 cm-1 
diamond Raman peak shouldn’t be detected for NDs smaller than 5 
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nm.94,113,114 The other main feature in the spectrum is at 1586 cm-1, 
corresponding to carbon sp2 bonds in the form of the G peak.94  The near 
equivalence of the intensity of the two main peaks suggests an sp2 content of 
between ~1-2% of total bonds. This is due to the fact that sp2 carbon bonds 
have a significantly higher Raman efficiency when compared to sp3.115 Small 
features between 1040 cm-1 and 1100 cm-1 are observed in both spectra, but 
are comparable in size to background features; The latter can shift depending 
on exciting wavelength, and is around 1100 for a 514 nm laser.94 According to 
Ferrari, the ~1100cm-1 peak is due to trans-polyacetylene at grain boundary, 
while the ~1040 cm-1 feature is seen in amorphous carbon as well as 
nanodiamonds.106,94 The ~1100 peak has increased significantly in intensity 
following Ozone treatment of the Boron-DND powder (figure 5–10). The 
broadened diamond peak in the B-DND spectrum may include a component 
of the ~1345 cm-1 Raman peak attributed to both sp2 and amorphous carbon 
(D peak).104 A diamond peak can become broad due to the presence of 
impurities, in addition to strong phonon scattering from NDs.28 Using visible 
excitation, the ~500 and ~1220 cm-1 features are detected in highly boron 
doped diamond films.105 In this case, the ~500 cm-1 feature, however, may be 
the result of substrate background subtraction, and is not necessarily part of 
the DND spectrum. Figure 5–9 compares Raman spectra of acid-treated B-
DNDs, and shows a narrowing diamond peak at 1328 cm-1 following 70 hours 
of concentrated acid treatment. This suggests reduced amounts of sp2 carbon 
are present in treated samples. 
The presence of Boron and other dopants in ND cores of some of the 
nanodiamonds is inferred from the longer C-C bond spacing seen in NDs,116 
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where the bond length increased by about 5 pm. This can also indicate other 
dopants (N being most likely candidate). Although nanodiamonds are clearly 
visible in HR-TEM imaging, the distribution of dopants cannot be directly 
inferred, due to its limited field of view. However, the fact that some regions 
display the expected longer C-C bond length supports the assertion that at 
least some of the NDs may have substitutional boron present.  Shells 
surrounding NDs, composed of sp2 structures, are also seen surrounding 
diamond cores in HR-TEM images.  
In the case of IR spectroscopy, Jiang et al. argue that phonon confinement 
due to the size of individual NDs (<5 nm) hinder the two-phonon process in IR 
between 1900 and 2500 cm-1. The same confinement effect is also partly 
responsible for the missing 1332 cm-1 Raman peak in small NDs.113 FT-IR 
spectra of B-DNDs above 1500 cm-1 are nearly identical to spectra obtained 
from undoped NDs, suggesting similar surface terminations created by the 
detonation and subsequent cleaning process. The boron characteristic 
absorption IR line in diamond, at ~1290 cm-1, can be used to estimate the 
boron content of diamond films.117 For a 1 mm thick KBr pellet mixed with 
Boron DNDs (~10:1 by weight), absorbance of 3% suggests substitutional 
boron content of ~6×1017 cm-3. 
Impedance values obtained in figure 5–1, on the order of 108–1010 Ω, are in 
agreement with values obtained by Bevilacqua et al. for nanocrystalline 
diamond films with significant conductivity contribution from grain boundaries, 
where boron doping was found to reduce resistivity by 1-2 orders of 
magnitude.118 In their work, Bevilacqua et al. used the same impedance 
measurement apparatus as the one used here (see section 4.11). In previous 
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work, aggregated detonation nanodiamonds, without boron doping, have been 
shown to display only a single semicircular response in Cole-Cole plots 
determined from impedance spectroscopy.42  Indeed, the material showed 
near-to ideal dielectric behaviour.  Similar measurements on mono-dispersed 
DNDs revealed similar properties.119 Therefore, whilst the presence of two 
conduction paths, indicated from the two semicircular responses in the 
impedance spectroscopy data (figure 5–1) could be discussed in terms of 
diamond grain and diamond grain boundary conduction seen in intrinsic98 and 
boron containing118 nano-crystalline diamond films, this is not a likely 
explanation here.  At low temperatures both conduction paths display low 
activation energies (20-30 meV); whilst moderate boron doping in thin film 
diamond is associated by an activation energy of 0.37 eV, this value 
decreases to meV values as the boron doping concentration increases.20 
Given the TEM observations (some grain doping, some grains with graphitic 
outer shells), with the suggestion from the Raman that at least some material 
is heavily doped and there is graphitic material present, then the most likely 
attribution for the two conduction paths at the lower temperatures is due to 
these two materials-phases in the un-treated samples. Given one of these is 
attributed to boron doped DNDs, the activation energy of ~22 meV translates 
to ~1×1020 cm-3 boron content when applying the formula developed by Borst 
and Weiss.20 That PL suggest the presence of lower B-doping would be 
consistent with these particular grains contributing little to the conduction 
observed in IS due to their inherently higher activation energy.  That the PL 
technique does not indicate heavily doped material is not surprising as at high 
boron levels, B no longer acts as a discrete centre but rather forms an 
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impurity band20 which will not contribute to sharp features in these excitation 
measurements.  The Arrhenius plots (figure 5–2) show that at higher 
temperatures an increased activation energy (~0.8 eV) is apparent; this has 
been previously observed in a number of diamond studies, and can be 
attributed to conduction from deep traps arising from defects within the 
diamond.98 In addition, following a combination of hydrochloric acid treatment 
and a concentrated acid-treatment, impedance measurements between 230 
°C and 400 °C (figures 5–3, 5–4) resulted in activation energies around 0.39 
eV and 0.41 eV. This may suggest the reduced separation between ND cores 
resulted in improved hopping in this temperature range, therefore redirecting 
conduction from deep-traps to substitutional boron. This also supports 
inhomogeneous boron doping in Boron-DNDs, where a fraction may be semi-
conducting, and another fraction metallic or semi-metallic. The reduction in 
sp2 content following acid treatments also supports this argument (figure 5–9), 
where a diamond peak at 1328 cm-1 becomes clearly visible. 
When the Raman, FTIR and IS observations are combined it can be inferred 
that the B-DNDs studied here comprise a mixture of grains with varying boron 
content. TEM observations of some grains indicated enlarged lattice spacing.  
This observation supports the theoretical predictions of Barnard and 
Sternberg28, but disagree with some others. That a conduction path most 
likely attributed to a highly boron doped ND, suggest other grains display 
quasi-metallic behaviour typical of diamond with a boron impurity band,20 
which again supports the assertion that NDs with a size <5 nm are capable of 
supporting substitutional boron, rather than it forming clusters or simply 
existing on grain edges.6,7 Finally, although PL suggests boron is present, it 
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does not directly contribute to the evidence supporting the case for boron 
doping in DNDs. 
5.8 Conclusion 
Nanodiamonds are an important class of nano-carbons for many applications, 
with NDs produced by a detonation process being unique in offering access to 
the sub-5nm particle size.  The inclusion of boron within nanodiamonds to 
create semiconducting properties would create a new class of applications in 
the field of nanodiamond electronics, but to date examples of boron doped 
NDs are principally limited to ‘crushed’ and milled CVD diamond films17, which 
do not offer sub-nm sizes and the properties that are associated with this 
scale.  Theoretical studies have differed in their conclusions as to whether 
sub-5nm NDs would support a stable substitutional boron state, offering 
semiconducting properties, or whether such a state would be unstable, with 
boron instead aggregating or attaching to edge structures18-20.  In the present 
study detonation-derived NDs with purposefully added boron during the 
detonation process have been studied with a wide range of experimental 
techniques.  The individual DNDs are of ~4 nm in size, and have been studied 
with PL, Raman and IR spectroscopies, AFM and HR-TEM as well as 
electrically measured through the use of impedance spectroscopy.   When the 
results from these differing techniques are combined, with the exception of 
PL, it can be predicted that semiconducting properties of B-DNDs studied 
here are potentially attributable to substitutional boron doping.  With the above 
assumption, moderate doping levels are found (~1017 B cm-3) alongside the 
observation that some particles are heavily doped (~1020 B cm-3) and are 
likely to be quasi-metallic in character.  Whilst further B-DND research is 
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required to generate a more homogeneous distribution of doping 
concentration, the current study has shown that substitutional boron doping in 
sub-nm NDs is likely conceivable. Further spectroscopic and electrical 
measurements are necessary, however, to reach a solid conclusion about 
substitutional doping in such materials, which can open up the path to a whole 
host of new applications for this interesting class of nano-particles. 
Applications include, but are not limited to: studies in spintronics, 
superconductivity, as well as nanomagnetometry and single photon 
emission.59 They are also potentially useful as biosensors on the nanoscale.59 
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6. Nucleation of Boron-NDs on Si/SiO2 Substrates 
6.1 Introduction 
Nanodiamond materials are the topic of active research due to many unique 
properties. Nanodiamonds have been shown to be sources for single photons, 
120,121,122 and have notable luminescence and fluorescence 
properties.123,111,124 In addition, their usability in nanoscale spin imaging has 
been shown.125 Their use as bio-markers,123 and as means for drug delivery 
have also been demonstrated,57 due to their stability both physically and 
chemically, their low cytotoxicity,126 as well as biocompatibility and 
appropriateness for use as bio-sensors.43,127,128,129 Nanodiamonds are 
potentially usable for quantum computing and communications,130 given that 
many of their luminescent and spin properties are accessible at ambient 
conditions,131 and with relatively high yield.132 Dopants, such as nitrogen and 
boron, are known to give diamond its luminescent properties, in addition to 
facilitating spin interactions at ambient temperature.124 Specifically, boron is 
currently the only dopant known to give conductive properties to dispersed 
nanodiamonds,59 although other dopants have been shown to induce 
conductivity in nano-crystalline thin films.133 One way to harness the unique 
properties of nanodiamonds is to nucleate them onto substrates, such as 
silicon or quartz, which can then be used to perform measurements or detect 
emissions. Furthermore, monolayer and multilayer nanodiamond films of high 
surface coverage can be obtained by electrostatic self-assembly,134,135 ultra-
sonication from aqueous suspensions, micropipette patterning, among other 
methods;85 such layers and patterns can be used for multiple applications, 
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especially those requiring well-defined shapes such as MEMS.136 High-
pressure high-temperature (HPHT) boron-doped nanodiamonds of single and 
double-digit nanometre diameters have been synthesised from boron-
containing, organic molecules.59 Ekimov et al.59 have shown that highly doped 
nanodiamonds can be made into well dispersed, stable colloidal solutions. 
Such a material is very promising for diamond based electronics, especially 
so if they can be patterned or self-assembled at the micro and nano-scale. 
This class of material gains more significance for its ability to be used as the 
source for boron-doping in diamond film growth using PE-CVD, as discussed 
in detail in chapter 8. In this work, we study the electrostatic self-assembly of 
heavily and moderately boron-doped nanodiamonds, by method of pH 
controlled, ultra-sonication assisted nucleation onto Si/SiO2 substrates with 
native oxide layers. Zeta potentials and average particle diameters in aqueous 
solutions are studied as a function of pH for part of the sample range. 
Additionally, AFM imaging is performed following ultra-sonic nucleation to 
measure surface coverage. As a result, it was found that most samples start 
nucleating at or below pH~3, potentially due to the positive Zeta potential 
acquired by SiO2 at very low pH. At this low pH range, aggregation of 
nanodiamonds in solution starts to occur, affecting the quality of seeded 
layers. To explain the origin of this behaviour, XPS analysis was performed to 
compare the surface chemistry of boron-NDs to that of intrinsic NDs. 
6.2 Electrostatic Properties of Silica Surfaces 
In diamond electronics, silicon is often used as a substrate when seeding and 
growing PE-CVD films for many applications, such as secondary electron 
emission (SEE), diamond based sensors, and many more. In this thesis, 
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silicon is used exclusively as the substrate for nanodiamond nucleation, both 
as an electrode for impedance spectroscopy measurements (chapter 7), and 
as a substrate and Ohmic contact for Schottky-barrier diode devices (chapter 
8). Detonation NDs are frequently seeded onto silicon by method of ultra-
sonication from aqueous solutions, which was discussed earlier in 4.3.2. 
Silicon quickly forms a native oxide layer 1-2 nm in thickness following acid 
cleaning, starting with a monolayer within hours of exposure to ambient 
conditions, making silica the interface naturally encountered unless 
precautions are taken to avoid this. Silica is known to have a Zeta (x) potential 
that is dependant on pH when present in aqueous media.137 In this chapter 
HCl and NaOH titration is used to modify pH, and subsequently enable the 
measurement of Zeta potentials and check corresponding nucleation 
densities. This dependence on pH denotes dependence on H+ and OH– 
concentrations in water, and when silica surfaces are hydrated, the solid’s 
surface, interfacing with the solution as silanol (Si–OH), interacts as:137 
Si–OH + H+ ⇌ SiOH2+ 
Si–OH + OH– ⇌ SiO– + H2O 
The charged sites of silica interact with counter-ions introduces to modify pH, 
forming the following relations: 
Si–OH2+ + Cl– ⇌ SiOH2+…Cl– 
Si–O– + Na+ ⇌ SiO–…Na+ 
The above relations dictate the surface charge of silica, and the distribution of 
charges surrounding the solid’s surface determine the Zeta potential 
acquired.137 When silica nanoparticles are subjected to pH titration, Zeta 
potential measurements indicate an iso-electric point near pH~2. According to 
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Bizi,137 the IEP of silica is 1.47, and the IEP for quartz is 1.4. The iso-electric 
point (IEP) is the point at which the Zeta potential is zero.137 At this point, 
silica nanoparticles do not possess enough electrostatic potential to oppose 
aggregation. When considering flat surfaces, as is the case with silicon 
substrates, this becomes of significance when considering nucleation of 
nanoparticles with particularly large (and negative) Zeta potentials. At low pH 
(1-6), Ohshima138 predicted a linear relation between pH and Zeta potential 
(figure 6-1), which is in good agreement with literature.137 
 
 
Figure 6-1 – Calculated relation between pH and Zeta potential of silica particles in 
water-based solutions. A linear region is predicted between pH 1-6, and the Zeta 
potential intersects the zero-point  at pH~1.47. Figure taken from Ohshima, H. 
[1994]138 
6.3 The Surface of a Nanodiamond 
As discussed in section 4.1, nanodiamonds have a rich surface chemistry. 
Most notably, when dealing with detonation NDs or HPHT NDs, carboxyl 
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(COOH) and carbonyl (C=O) surface groups result from acid cleaning steps. 
The Carboxyl group (containing a hydroxyl part) donates a proton to the 
solution, resulting in a negative Zeta potential that increases in intensity as pH 
increases.83 Both surface groups interact with water based solutions. 
Carbonyl groups form a hydrate under acidic conditions, where excess H+ 
causes the protonation of the carbonyl group. Following this initial reaction, 
the hydration is completed by nucleophilic attack, turning the carbonyl into an 
alcohol group.139 The initial reaction is, however, unlikely to happen,139 thus 
suggesting the carbonyl group’s effect on the Zeta potential is not affected by 
pH in the low pH range. The resulting alcohol group means it can behave as 
an acid or base, similar to water, again suggesting a weak effect of the group 
on Zeta potential. When the surface is hydrogenated, the electrons in 
diamond nanoparticles are expected to interact with hydronium in the solution, 
possibly due to the high electron density of states resulting from sp2 carbon 
surrounding NDs.83 Conductive highly-doped NDs would then be expected to 
have similar behaviour to hydrogenated NDs, assuming they have similar 
surface groups. 
6.4 Experimental Methods 
6.4.1 Sample definitions  
Five sample types of boron-doped nanodiamond material are studied in this 
chapter for comparing nucleation on Si/SiO2. Table 1 below summarises the 
techniques applied to each sample.  
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Table 6-1 – Summary of samples used and techniques applied. 
Sample Description AFM Zeta- 
potential 
DLS KCl Titration 
starting pH 
A 4-5nm 
DND 
 
✔ 
 
✔ 
 
✔ 
– 8.20 
B 10nm 
HPHT 
 
✔ 
 
✔ 
 
✔ 
 
✔ 
2.96 
C 20nm 
HPHT 
 
✔ 
– – – – 
D 45nm 
HPHT 
 
✔ 
– – – – 
E 100nm 
HPHT 
 
✔ 
 
✔ 
 
✔ 
– 8.81 
 
• Sample A is composed of 4-5nm boron-doped detonation 
nanodiamonds (B-DND), the same as the sample used in chapter 5. 
However, the sample was further purified and cleaned using a 
concentrated acid cleaning as described in 4.2.2. In addition, an air-
annealing step was performed following a drying step by centrifugation 
in DI water at 1116 RCF (3 times). Dried DNDs were air-annealed in an 
oven at 425 °C for 120 minutes. Following this step, dry powder is 
weighed then mixed in DI water and ultra-sonicated for 10 hours (500 
W, 20 kHz Sonics VCX 500) using a cup horn accessory. A 
concentration of 2.2 g/l is initially prepared, then diluted to 0.5 g/l in 
fresh batches before titration or nucleation. Sample A was estimated to 
have a boron concentration ranging from 1017 and 1020 cm-3 in chapter 
5, and has a light grey colour in solution.  
• Sample B, synthesised by a HPHT process from 9BBN crystals, was 
provided by Dr Igor Vlasov (National Research Nuclear University, 
Moscow). The sample is described in detail in their publication.59 It has 
a solution concentration of 0.1 g/l, and an estimated boron 
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concentration of 1 at% calculated from the shift in the diamond Raman 
peak. This sample has a deep blue colour in DI water solution.  
• Samples C, D and E were provided by Prof Olga Shenderova of 
Adamas Nano (adamasnano.com). Samples originate from HPHT 
micron sized diamond, heavily boron doped during growth (up to 800 
ppm). Samples are then subjected to a novel milling process, reducing 
their size significantly.  Sample D is different from samples C and E in 
that its surface was chemically reduced to further remove sp2 carbon 
that may be present on the surface.  
o Sample C: original solution concentration of ~0.5% w/v. Solution 
has a light brown colour. Particles have average diameters of 
~20 nm. 
o Sample D: original solution concentration of ~0.1% w/v. Solution 
has a dark brown colour. Particles have average diameters of 
~45 nm. 
o Sample E: original solution concentration of ~2.5% w/v. Solution 
has an opaque grey colour. Particles have average diameters of 
~100 nm. 
6.4.2 AFM imaging 
A Bruker Icon AFM was used in air-tapping mode to perform atomic force 
microscopy imaging. For surveying nucleation on silicon dioxide surfaces, 
silicon based AFM tips with a low spring constant (~48 N/m) and a radius 
below 10 nm were used. For higher resolution imaging, tips with radii below 5 
nm were also used. Tips were changed frequently to avoid degradation of 
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image quality. 1x1 µm images at 512 lines per image were obtained, at a 
frequency of 1 Hz. In some cases, where the nucleation density was low, 
larger images (10x10 µm) were taken for better assessment of coverage. To 
measure surface coverage numerically, the threshold tool in the GIMP 
software package was used. 
6.4.3 Zeta-Potential Measurement 
Three 10 ml nanodiamond solutions each were prepared, at 5 nm (sample A), 
10 nm (sample B) and 100 nm (sample E) for pH titration prior to measuring 
the zeta potential and particle size between the pH range 1-12, in increments 
of ~1 pH. More details about the titration process are given is section 4.3.3. 
To ensure adequate sample dispersion in solution before titration, all samples 
were measured as received and then subjected to increasing levels of ultra-
sonication. Solutions were ultra-sonicated for 60 minutes using a UP200S 
Ultrasonic Processor. The samples were measured using the Malvern 
Zetasizer Nano ZS with the dip cell to determine the zeta potential at 25 °C. 
The Smoluchowski coagulation model was used,89 and the F(ka) parameter 
was set to 1.5 for calculation of zeta potential. The number of sub runs per 
measurement was 200 runs. All measurements were run three times, and the 
average value reported. 
6.4.4 Particle Size Analysis using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS) 
The samples were measured using the Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS to 
determine the particle size at 25 °C using disposable cuvettes. All samples 
were run in triplicate and the average value reported. The particle refractive 
index and absorbance values used were those for diamond (2.42 and 1 
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respectively), and the dispersant refractive index and viscosity data used were 
based on water (1.33 and 0.8872 cP respectively). 
6.4.5 Ultra-Sonication Nucleation 
Nucleation of nanodiamonds onto silicon substrates with a native oxide was 
performed by ultra-sonication. Silicon substrates (1×1 cm) were de-greased in 
a clean-room environment by ultra-sonication in Acetone, followed by ultra-
sonication in Isopropyl alcohol, and finally in DI water for 5 minutes each. 
Substrates are then dried using a nitrogen gun. Nanodiamond solutions in DI 
water (resistivity > 18 MOhm) have diamond concentrations of 0.1 g/l, and 
were ultra-sonicated (500 W, 120 KHz) for one hour (maximum temperature 
of 30 °C, 2 seconds on, 3 seconds off cycle). For nucleation, a silicon 
substrate was inserted into a vial containing 3ml of nanodiamond solution, 
with the polished side facing up. The vial was then subjected to ultra-
sonication for 10 minutes. The substrate was then removed using metal 
tweezers and dried gently using a nitrogen gun. Samples were then stored 
before AFM imaging was performed. 
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6.5 Results 
6.5.1 Zeta Potentials and DLS 
The results of the pH titration measuring the Zeta-potential and particle size 
analysis at different pH points for sample A (initial pH=8.20), sample B (initial 
pH=2.96) and sample E (initial pH=8.81) are shown in figure 6-2. All 
measured samples (A, B and E) have negative potentials across the range. At 
higher pH, higher absolute values are recorded, indicating higher colloidal 
stability in water. At the lower end of the pH range, absolute potential values 
decrease, suggesting reduced colloidal stability and potentially aggregation of 
particles in solution. Figure 6-3 plots average particle diameters from DLS 
measurements of samples A, B and E. As predicted from Zeta-potential 
measurements, particles remain stable in the higher pH range, and begin to 
aggregate and increase in diameter as the pH falls below ~4. Note that for 
both figures (6-2 and 6-3), average values were reported after making 3 
measurements for each data point. For DLS measurements, distributions with 
multiple features are normally measured, showing both single particle 
diameters and aggregate diameters, however results reported here are for the 
average diameter. Average diameters quoted in figure 6-3 represent the 
weighted average of all features measured in the size analysis distribution. 
For comparison, figure 11-7 (appendix) shows a single feature, which solely 
contributes to the average diameter, while appendix figures 11-5 and 11-6 
have multiple peaks. Particularly, figure 11-7 shows a feature centered around 
47.5 nm, another at 545 nm, and a much larger feature centered at 345 nm, 
which has the largest contribution to the average diameter (331 nm) at a pH of 
2.8. 
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Figure 6-2 - Zeta potential plotted against pH for samples A, B and E. All samples 
have negative Zeta potential across the entire pH range. Error bars represent the 
average relative error at corresponding pH. 
 
Figure 6-3 – DLS measurements showing average particle diameters as a function of 
pH for samples A, B and E. Diameters increase as pH drops below 4 and particles 
begin to aggregate, however they maintain the same diameter across pH range 4-12. 
Error bars represent the average relative error at corresponding pH. 
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6.5.2 AFM Imaging 
Figures 6-4 to 6-6 show AFM imaging results for nucleation of sample B onto 
Si/SiO2 substrates by method of ultra-sonication. All solutions used had the 
same nanodiamond density of 0.1 g/l at the time of ultra-sonic nucleation. The 
figures show the contrasting seeding densities as a function of pH at values of 
1, 2 and 3. It is clearly seen that as the pH is lowered closer to 1, the 
nucleation density is significantly improved. Figures 6-8 to 6-10 show AFM 
images for samples C, D and E respectively; all nucleated at pH 1, 2 and 3. 
Samples C, D and E show a similar trend where the nucleation density 
reaches a maximal value between pH 1 and 3. The highest nucleation density 
among all samples was found at pH~1 for sample B; therefore, an attempt 
was made at varying the salt concentration of the solution. Potassium chloride 
solution (Sigma-Aldrich, ~3M in H2O) was first diluted in DI water then added 
to increase the salt concentration to 1×10-1, 1×10-2 and 1×10-3 in water-based 
solutions. Solutions were ultra-sonicated for one hour before ultra-sonic 
nucleation on Si/SiO2 substrates was performed. Figure 6-7 shows a 
comparison between seeding densities of the three solutions, all having pH=1. 
It is seen that the concentration of potassium chloride can have a significant 
effect on the nucleation density and coagulation of nanodiamonds. A 
concentration of 1×10-3 results in the highest coverage among other salt-
containing samples; resulting in a slight improvement (~50% coverage in one 
sample) over samples that didn’t contain added salt. Sample A had the lowest 
nucleation density of all samples. Between pH 1-8, the seeding density was at 
best ~5%, which was recorded at pH=2 (figure 6-11). For this reason, reversal 
of the surface charge of silicon was attempted by attaching PDDAC 
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(Poly(diallyldimethylammonium chloride) solution, 20 wt.% in H2O, Sigma-
Aldrich) to the surface. This method, described by Girard et al.,140 enabled full 
surface coverage (figure 6-12(a)). In figure 6-12(b), a larger area was imaged 
to check coverage, and a region was scratched using metal tweezers to check 
film thickness against the flat silicon background. Step profile measurement 
from AFM data yielded a layer thickness of 24 nm. This seeding method was 
also applied to other samples, with no improvement recorded at low or high 
pH. Figure 6-13 summarizes surface coverage results for pH titration of 
samples B, C, D and E, while figure 6-14 is a summary of surface coverage 
results of sample B as a function of salt concentration. 
 
 
Figure 6-4 - AFM imaging of 10 nm HPHT BNDs seeded from pH=1 solution. 
The corresponding surface coverage is 45%, where few aggregates are seen. 
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Figure 6-5 - AFM imaging of 10 nm HPHT BNDs seeded from pH=2 solution. 
The corresponding surface coverage is 25%, and nanoparticles are 
agglomerated. 
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Figure 6-6 - AFM imaging of 10 nm HPHT BNDs seeded from pH=3 solution. 
The corresponding surface coverage is 6%. Nanoparticles forming small 
aggregates in line shapes are observed. 
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Figure 6-7 - AFM imaging of 10 nm HPHT BNDs at pH=1, and salt (KCl) 
concentrations of a) 10-1, b) 10-2 and c) 10-3. Images on the left were taken 
using a 10 nm AFM tip, while images on the right were taken using a 5 nm 
AFM tip. Surface coverage reaches 50% at KCl concentrations of 10-3, the 
highest recorded using ultra-sonication nucleation. 
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Figure 6-8 - AFM imaging of 20 nm HPHT BNDs at a) pH=1, b) pH=2 and c) 
pH=3. Images on the left were taken using a 10 nm AFM tip, while images on 
the right were taken using a 5 nm AFM tip. All images here taken using the 5 
nm AFM tip (right column) experienced particle dragging. Images affected by 
particle dragging were not used to estimate surface coverage. 
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Figure 6-9 - AFM imaging of 45 nm HPHT BNDs at a) pH=1, b) pH=2 and c) 
pH=3. Images on the left have a 2 µm scale bar, while images on the right 
have a 200 nm scale bar. Images on the left were taken using a 10 nm AFM 
tip, while images on the right were taken using a 5 nm AFM tip. Images 
affected by particle dragging were not used to estimate surface coverage. 
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Figure 6-10 - AFM imaging of 100 nm HPHT BNDs at a) pH=1, b) pH=2 and 
c) pH=3. The nucleation density is highest at pH~2, however it remains very 
low for complete surface coverage. 
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Figure 6-11 – AFM of sample A nucleated at pH ~2.2 without surface modification. 
This is the highest nucleation density reached by varying pH between 1-8. This 
image is a good representation of the nucleation density of all samples measured 
across pH 4-8. 
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Figure 6-12 – AFM of sample A nucleated at ph~2.2 using PDDAC to reverse the 
surface charge of silicon. Image a) shows full surface coverage with large 
aggregates. Image b) shows full surface coverage at a larger scale, also showing a 
region scratched using metal tweezers to allow measuring total film thickness (~24 
nm). 
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Figure 6-13 - Surface coverage as a function of pH for samples B, C, D and E, 
between pH 1-3. For sample B, surface coverage is a linear relation between pH 1-3. 
For samples C, D and E, maximum surface coverage is reached around ph~2. 
 
Figure 6-14 – Surface coverage of sample B at pH=1 as a function of salt (KCl) 
concentration. Adding KCl seems to lower surface coverage and increase 
aggregation of NDs on the surface. 
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6.5.4 X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 
Figure 6-15 below shows spectra for C1s and B1s lines for samples under 
study. Using the CasaXPS software package, background subtraction was 
performed following fitting of the background using the Tougaard model. After 
that, peaks were fitted to components using an asymmetric combination of 
Gaussian and Lorentzian functions (SGL(14)).141 C1s spectra in figure 6-15(a) 
are background-subtracted, however B1s spectra in 6-15(b) are shown with 
backgrounds.  
Table 6-2 – Summary of atomic % percentages of boron, carbon, nitrogen and 
oxygen species from XPS surveys. 
Sample B (At%) C (At%) N (At%) O (At%) 
A 11.89±0.74 72.03±0.66 – 16.09±0.27 
B 13.05±0.89 49.64±0.45 3.34±0.26 33.98±0.2 
C 1.48±0.13 74.47±0.55 – 23.77±0.31 
D – 78.42±0.52 0.9±0.32 20.68±0.27 
E 29.74±4.52 16.75±1.59 – 53.5±0.65 
 
A summary of atomic percentages of B, C, N and O species from XPS 
surveys is presented in table 6-2. In all samples, carbon and oxygen were 
detected, however boron and nitrogen were not always detected in the 
survey. Table 6-3 lists all C1s features after fitting. All samples presented with 
a main carbon peak near ~285 eV (labelled C2) attributed to sp3 carbon. 
None of the samples showed any sign of 282~283 eV peaks normally 
associated with boron carbides.142 In addition, for samples A, B, C and E no 
sp2 peaks were found near ~284 eV (labelled C1), indicating sp2 carbons 
were below the detection limit, if present. Sample D, however, has a C1 
feature at 284.4 eV which can be associated with sp2 carbon. Relative errors 
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are calculated in the CasaXPS® software package using the ‘calculate error 
bars’ function under ‘quantification parameters’. Errors are <10% for species 
in most samples, except for nitrogen in sample D and boron in sample E 
where it is at 15% and 35% respectively. Relatively large errors are attributed 
to lower signal to noise ratios seen where total counts are lower in survey 
scans. In samples without a reported at%, an area could not be fitted under 
the survey graph. 
Table 6-3 – Summary of fitted carbon C1s features, showing both binding energies 
(in eV) and % concentrations. 
    Sample C1  
BE 
(eV) 
C1 
(%) 
C2  
BE 
(eV) 
C2 
(%) 
C3 
BE 
(eV) 
C3 
(%) 
C4 
BE 
(eV) 
C4 
(%) 
C5 
BE 
(eV) 
C5 
(%) 
C6 
BE 
(eV) 
C6 (%) 
A – – 284.9 61.86 285.5 14.33 286 15.57 – – 289.9 8.25 
B – – 284.9 52.44 285.8 40.99 – – – – 288.6 5.57 
C – – 285 86.1 – – 286.8 5.12 288 8.8 – – 
D 284.4 15.1 285.1 48 285.8 31.5 – – 288.3 5.5 – – 
E – – 285 68.9 – – 286.8 26.4 – – 289.1 4.7 
 
Features around 285.5 eV, here labelled as C3, represent CHx groups, while 
features labelled C4 here are attributed to C–OH and C–O–C bonding.143 
Peaks fitted around ~288 eV (C5) are assigned to –O–C–O– bonding, while 
those around ~289 eV are assigned to (O=C)–O.143 Generally, features at or 
above 286 eV are attributed to oxide states. Table 6-4 lists fitted features from 
boron (B1s) lines, plotted in figure 6-15(b). Plots feature two main peaks in 
most samples, which may be associated with clusters of boron (~186.5 eV, 
labelled B1),142 while features around ~192 eV (labelled B2) are assigned to 
Boron oxides or B-C & B-O mixtures.142 
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Table 6-4 – Summary of fitted boron B1s features, showing both binding energies (in 
eV) and % concentrations. 
Sample B1 
BE (eV) 
B1 
%Conc. 
B2 
BE (eV) 
B2 
%Conc. 
A  187.3 9.76 191.9 90.24 
B 185.4 44.7 190.1 55.3 
C 186.6 44.72 191.9 55.28 
D – – – – 
E 186.1 88.16 191.7 11.84 
 
No direct evidence of features representing crystalline boron-carbide 
(hexagonal or cubic) are present. Sample D had no clear boron features near 
the B1s binding energy range, and was not detected in the survey, possibly 
due to the acid reduction process (refer to sample definitions in 6.4.1). 
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Figure 6-15 – XPS spectra of samples A-E, showing C1s features (a) and 
corresponding B1s features (b). 
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6.6 Discussion 
Previous studies have discussed the effects of pH on the surface charge and 
Zeta potential on detonation nanodiamonds in aqueous solutions.83 It was 
found that detonation NDs with dominantly oxygen groups on their surfaces 
maintain negative Zeta potentials across the pH range, while nanodiamonds 
annealed in a hydrogen atmosphere maintain a positive Zeta potential for the 
entire pH range studied (3-11). In both cases, the Zeta potential is seen to 
drop as pH increases. In air-annealed detonation NDs, this behaviour was 
attributed to de-protonation of hydroxyl and carboxyl surface groups, which 
are dominant on acid-cleaned ND surfaces83,144 (refer to sections 4.1 and 
4.2). On the other hand, Williams et al.144 attributed the positive Zeta potential 
in hydrogen annealed DNDs to electronic interactions with hydronium in the 
aqueous solution. According to those authors, graphitic shells around 
nanodiamond cores provide the high density of states necessary to facilitate 
this interaction. Figures 6-13 and 6-14 sum the results of all the variable pH 
seeding experiments in this work, applied to samples B, C, D and E. Sample 
A was the topic of discussion earlier in this thesis. As concluded in chapter 5, 
this sample is composed of detonation nanodiamonds, purposefully boron-
doped, and is estimated to have a substitutional boron concentration between 
1017 and 1020 cm-3. For sample B, which is heavily boron-doped, and 
synthesised by HPHT, the peak nucleation density decreases linearly 
between pH 1 and 3. The nucleation density reaches 45% of the surface area 
at pH 1. Further analysis was performed to find whether or not the salt 
concentration would affect the seeding density; it was found that the seeding 
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density, at pH 1, is affected by the concentration of potassium chloride in the 
aqueous solution. The surface coverage rises exponentially with decreasing 
KCl concentration, between 10-1 and 10-3. At a KCl concentration of 10-3, the 
surface coverage reaches 50%, slightly higher than that with no added salt. 
The added salt’s inability to affect the nucleation density drastically may be 
explained by the high acidity of the solution used in this work, compared to 
Yoshikawa’s. For samples C, D and E, all of which are heavily boron doped 
(B~800 ppm), it is clear that the highest nucleation intensity is reached around 
pH~2. Silicon dioxide is known to have a negative Zeta potential across a 
wide range of pH, however, a small window below pH~2 opens for positive 
Zeta potentials.145 At this low pH, silicon dioxide, as well as silica and quartz 
surfaces, acquire positive Zeta potentials that have large enough magnitudes 
to attract negatively charged particles, such as air-annealed detonation 
nanodiamonds as well as acid treated HPHT nanodiamonds. Error bars on 
Zeta potential data show a spread of zeta potential as high as ±12 meV, 
however all error bars remain negative across the pH range.  The stability of a 
nanodiamond suspension in solution is greatly affected at very low pH, as 
seen in DLS data (figure 6-3). Large agglomerates are seen when the 
absolute magnitudes of Zeta potentials drop and approach zero, due to the 
weakening of repulsive electrostatic forces. While the Zeta-potential of silicon 
becomes more positive below ph~2, the opposite happens to boron-doped 
nanodiamonds, and their absolute Zeta-potential weakens, which allows them 
to agglomerate together in solution as they approach the silicon substrates. 
This has the combined effect of enabling attraction to substrate while causing 
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thickening of the deposited layer beyond a monolayer, at the cost of limiting 
surface coverage to about 50% as measured in this work. Seeding time and 
freshness of prepared solution is expected to have a great effect on the 
dynamics of nucleation. From the results shown in this work, boron doping is 
found to have considerable effects on the physics of nanodiamond seeding, 
especially when compared to intrinsic nanodiamond materials. Heavily boron-
doped nanodiamonds were found to affect the strength of hydrogen bonds in 
water,58 which is also expected to have an influence on stability and surface 
nucleation. Williams and Hawn146 performed pH dependant Zeta-potential 
measurements on boron-carbide (B4C) particles of diameters below 3µm in 
aqueous solutions. They used NaOH and KOH to adjust solution between pH 
1-13. Results of their measurements are shown in figure 6-16 below. 
 
Figure 6-16 – Zeta-potential of boron-carbide (B4C) powder (<3µm) in aqueous 
solution as a function of pH. Data points in squares represent an aqueous solution of 
untreated boron carbide powder, while opaque circles are for powder washed with DI 
water. Hollow circles represent a solution in which concentrated boric acid was 
added. Figure taken from Williams & Hawn [1991]146 
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Williams and Hawn146 conclude in their paper that the negative Zeta-potential 
observed across a wide pH range is caused by the high acidity of boron-
carbide surfaces, with iso-electric points (IEP) below pH~1. This high acidity is 
assumed to be the result of the surface being rich in boron-oxy-carbides and 
boron oxide states, where the negative charge of this surface is de-localized. 
Zhang et al.147 have also measured the Zeta-potential of boron carbide 
powders (particle diameters ~930 nm) as a function of pH. They compared 
the dispersion of B4C in DI water with and without added TMAH. Their 
findings on the relation between Zeta-potential and pH are in line with 
Williams and Hawn, as shown in figure 6-17. To change pH, they used HNO3 
and NaOH, and the pH range in this study was from 1.7 to 12. According to 
Zhang et al., TMAH, which acquires a positive charge in water, adheres 
weakly to the surface of boron-carbide, and mainly acts as a pH modifier. In 
both cases, B4C is found to have an IEP at pH<2, again suggesting its surface 
is highly acidic in water. 
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Figure 6-17 – Zeta-potential of boron-carbide (B4C) powder (<0.93 µm) in aqueous 
solution as a function of pH, both with (squares) and without added TMAH (circles). 
Figure taken from Zhang et al. [2008]147 
Although diamond and boron-carbide are two distinct materials, heavy boron 
doping of NDs can cause their surfaces to be rich in boron states. XPS results 
in table 6-2 (section 6.5.4) show that B-ND samples have boron content 
between ~12-30 at.%. More specifically, table 6-4 shows an abundance of 
boron-oxygen and boron-carbon bonds, as well as boron clusters. This 
suggests that B-NDs can have surfaces similar to boron-carbides in their high 
acidity, explaining why B-NDs and B4C have very similar Zeta-potentials 
across the pH range. Diamond surfaces can be modified to accept a wide 
range of chemical bonds. Gribanova et al.148 have performed contact angle 
measurements of different carbon surfaces, including diamond, at a wide 
range of pH. They concluded that following acid treatments, an abundance of 
oxide functional groups dominates on diamond surfaces, making them very 
acidic, with an IEP at pH<2. The effect of appropriate KCl concentration in 
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affecting the seeding density of sample B is attributed to the modified 
separation distance between particles in solution. In a constrained container, 
or on a surface, an increase in the separation distance forces particles to form 
agglomerates on surfaces, as found by Yoshikawa et al.86 This effect is clear 
in figure 6-7, where surface coverage is limited to about 45%, but height 
measurements confirm the existence of agglomerations in excess of 20nm in 
height. Since all nanodiamond samples used in this work have different 
particle diameters, roughness measurements in AFM cannot be used to 
confirm the quality of seeding. Yoshikawa et al.86 and Hees et al.83 have used 
roughness to compare seeding quality in nanodiamond samples of the same 
type, however, for the same reason as above, this does not apply here. In 
literature, the seeding density is a parameter usually used to compare surface 
coverage of detonation NDs (~4-5 nm), however different diameters of HPHT 
ND samples mean a seeding density isn’t an appropriate measure of 
comparison. 
Even though 10x10 µm images are relatively large compared to average ND 
diameters, AFM imaging at this scale does not give an accurate measure of 
the overall seeding density on silicon substrates. To better assess nucleation 
densities, stitching of multiple AFM images, up to 100s of microns or even 
single-millimetres may be required. This, however is time consuming and 
would require the use of multiple AFM tips per sample due to tip degradation 
from hard diamond surfaces. Other methods such as SEM or white-light 
interferometry may be able to scan larger areas, however white-light 
interferometry does not have the spatial resolution needed here, while SEM 
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requires the use of conductive substrates, such as highly doped silicon, which 
would have an effect on seeding dynamics. 
6.7 Conclusion 
The ultra-sonic assisted nucleation of boron-doped NDs on silicon surfaces 
was studied by method of pH titration, AFM imaging, Zeta-potential and DLS 
measurements. To enable explanation of the results in terms of surface 
chemistry, XPS was also performed on samples. All samples were acid 
cleaned to get rid of impurities, non-diamond carbon, and metals. No metal 
species were found in XPS survey measurements. In conclusion, the 
nucleation behaviour of boron-doped NDs on silicon was found to be highly 
affected by pH of the solution. Results from pH dependant Zeta-potential 
measurements and DLS measurements suggest that poor seeding of boron-
NDs across pH 3-12 (~5% surface coverage) is due to the electrostatic 
repulsion between silicon and ND surfaces, as they all have negative Zeta-
potentials. This however changes at pH<3, where silicon obtains a positive 
Zeta-potential while boron-NDs maintain the negative potential. Lack of full 
coverage can be attributed to the lowered stability of NDs in solution as their 
absolute Zeta-potentials drop below 30 mV. XPS results confirm the existence 
of oxygen groups on all samples, and also show presence of boron-oxygen 
and boron-carbon functional groups, as well as boron-clustering. The errors 
on XPS fitting should be noted when considering relative concentrations of 
species; to resolve concentrations with improved accuracy, longer XPS 
surveys with higher spectral resolution is required.  Zeta-potentials of air-
annealed NDs measured here and boron carbides are very similar, within 
measurement error, due to the strong acidity of their surfaces and low iso-
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electric points. To improve surface coverage of boron-NDs, surface 
modification becomes necessary. Hydrogenation of DNDs proved to be an 
effective way to improve surface coverage, however this can only be applied 
to ND powders, and is not possible on solutions. Drying of HPHT 
nanodiamond solutions following acid cleaning proved to be challenging, 
especially for smaller diameter NDs. Further research into possible surface 
modification of ND solutions is required, as well as modification of silicon 
surfaces. It was found that PDDAC significantly improves nucleation of lightly 
doped B-DNDs, but not heavily doped HPHT B-NDs. This suggests that the 
boron concentration in the bulk of NDs has an effect on nucleation dynamics. 
Preparation of HPHT B-NDs at different boron concentrations, but equal 
diameters, would contribute positively to the discussion. The effect of band 
structure and band-bending should also be considered in future studies, 
especially on NDs of smaller diameters, where quantum confinement effects 
may take place.   
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7. Electrical Impedance-Spectroscopy of Boron-ND 
Aggregated Layers 
7.1 Introduction 
Electrical impedance spectroscopy is a very useful method to study states in 
the band-gap of a semiconductor, which may be responsible for 
conductivity.149 In this chapter, electrical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) is 
used as a method of obtaining information on conductivity of boron-ND 
aggregates. Using EIS, AC signals are passed through samples under a 
constant DC bias, and information about conductivity and conduction 
mechanisms and their activation energies are obtained. This information is 
obtained by using equivalent circuit models, which can be compared to 
measurements using data fitting procedures, where parameters of a proposed 
model are varied. This technique is of significance for materials with grains 
and grain boundaries, such as ND materials; it makes it possible to attribute 
conductivity to crystal grains, grain boundaries, or to electrode carrier 
injection.98 In addition, this technique allows for simplified measurement 
without modification to the material. For example, Hall measurements cannot 
be directly performed on NDs without modification of the material to improve 
adhesion with a substrate. Moreover, proper Hall measurements require 
fabrication of Hall bars, which is not possible without using photolithography 
or other patterning techniques that would modify the material or its surface 
groups. 
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Since diamond has many significant figures of merit,150 it has been studied 
and used as an electrode material and in electronic devices. The achievement 
of diamond thin film growth has made it easier and more economical to work 
with diamond, however, in grown diamond, including PE-CVD grown films, 
grain boundaries are almost unavoidable.151 This has encouraged the study of 
grain boundaries in diamond films and its effects on conductivity. The 
understanding of the effects of grain boundaries on conduction paths 
originates from the fact that they can behave as deep level impurities, such as 
trap states and recombination centres. Although electrical measurements at 
variable temperatures can be used to identify dominant impurity levels, it is 
necessary to use other methods to obtain more information about other, less 
dominant states.151 This has led to using spectroscopic methods, AC Hall 
measurements,152 as well as C–V153 measurements and other frequency 
dependant methods, including impedance spectroscopy.151 Nath and 
Wilson151 have reviewed conductivity of samples reported in the scientific 
literature, and have found that boron has the most reproducible energy levels 
among band-gap states. They concluded that grain boundaries are the 
dominant conduction path in lightly doped samples, regardless of origin. Lee 
et al.154 have studied undoped, polycrystalline films grown using PE-CVD. 
They found that the resistance of the film depends on its thickness, and that 
grain boundaries were again the dominant conductivity path. In their 
measurement setup, they found that using a metal top electrode and bottom 
silicon electrode yielded lower resistance, as compared to two lateral top 
electrodes. They explained this finding as a result of a shorter conduction path 
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through the material. Lee et al. also employed electroplating and electro-
etching to find active conduction paths, concluding that grain boundaries are 
the main conduction path. In a study by Bataineh and Reinhard,155 impedance 
spectroscopy between DC and 1 GHz was performed to compare conductivity 
between thin, PE-CVD grown, and thick, arc-jet deposited freestanding 
diamond. In this study, several types of Ohmic contacts were used, including 
p-type silicon and silver paste. It was found that contacts had a small, but 
non-trivial, effect on conductivity at frequencies of a few-hundred MHz. To fit 
measurements to an equivalent circuit model, two additional components 
were added in parallel to the simplified Randles circuit, representing a 
frequency dependant hopping component, as well as R and C components in 
series to represent grain interior resistance and inter-grain series 
caoacitacne.155 In a recent paper by Paprocki et al.,156 hot-filament CVD 
diamond films were measured using impedance spectroscopy between 160-
290 K. When comparing conduction between grain interiors and grain 
boundaries, it was found that, in this temperature range, only grain interiors 
have temperature dependant activation energies. Williams, Lightowlers and 
Collins152,157,158 were among the first to research the boron impurity in 
diamond with detail. At Low boron concentrations (B≤1017 cm-3), or at low 
temperatures, single B valence band charge transport is responsible for 
conductivity, which is contributed by ionised single-B states. Such states have 
an ionisation energy of ~0.368 eV. At higher B, excited single-B state leads to 
hopping contribution. As B increases further, overlap of wave-functions leads 
to an impurity band, which connects with the valence band at some 
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concentration, making the material semi-metallic via variable-range 
hopping.159 According to Mott’s theory, the transition point between band and 
hopping conduction in diamond is at B 2~3x1020 cm-3 and conduction starts to 
become of metallic nature.50 Visser et al.160 have studied conduction 
mechanisms in Homoepitaxial, CVD boron-doped diamond films using Hall 
mobility measurements and electrical measurements. They compared 
samples with different levels of boron concentration, and studied conductivity 
as a function of temperature. In their work, they found that a transition in 
activation energy takes place between 225 and 310 K, where a transition from 
band conduction into hopping starts taking place. The exact temperature 
depends on the crystal orientation and dopant concentration. The conductivity 
then can be described as: 𝜎 = 𝜎P𝑒–e.//0 + 𝜎A𝑒–ef//0 + 𝜎g𝑒–eh//0																	𝐸𝑞𝑛. 7– 1 
Here E1 corresponds to the activation energy of band conduction, and E3 is 
the activation energy for hopping conduction, and E2 accounts for impurity 
band conduction.50,160 
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Figure 7-1 – Conductivity as a function of reciprocal temperature for Homoepitaxial 
boron-doped diamond Hall bars, grown by Borst & Weis.20,50 Samples have different 
levels of boron compensation (from SIMS): sample #1: 7–15 × 1017 cm−3, #3: 1.2 × 
1019 cm−3, #4: 4–5 × 1019 cm−3, #5: 1.2 × 1020 cm−3, #6: 3 × 1020 cm−3, #7: 3–9 × 1018 
cm−3. Figure taken from Borst & Weis [1996]20 
Conductivity paths with activation energies below 150 meV are considered to 
be in the band conduction regime, and those above this critical value are 
considered in the hopping regime. In samples where the boron concentration 
is high, the contribution of band conduction may be ignored.160 According to 
Thonke, the terms in the equation above describe valence band conduction 
(E1~0.37 eV) at low compensation levels. E1 diminishes in value as B levels 
rise above ~1019 cm-3, and above the Mott transition point (~2x1020 cm-3), its 
contribution vanishes. According to Thonke, impurity band conduction is 
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thought to be dominant between room temperature and a few hundred 
degrees Celsius, when B content is close to the Mott transition concentration, 
for which E2 is the activation energy (E2~75 meV). This is thought to take 
place where thermal energy allows holes to transport over neutral 
acceptors.50 Thonke has also concluded that E3 is dominated by nearest 
neighbour hopping when B content is over the Mott transition level. 
In n-type (p-type) heterovalent doping, adding an electron (hole) leads to 
states just at the bottom of conduction band (top of valence band). 
Confinement makes the added state closer to conduction (valence) band. 
Also, the lower the hole state energy, the more electrochemically active it will 
be. In a high dielectric-constant material (5.5 for crystalline diamond, relatively 
low), carrier states are more localised and are more conductive by being more 
likely to leak into surroundings. The critical radius for ionization is a measure 
of carrier state localization in impurity doping, and for higher conductivity, a 
larger radius is more desirable. Zhang et al.161 found that inter-grain 
resistance in boron-doped nano-crystalline diamond (B-NCD) is larger than 
intra-grain resistance. The authors built a resistor-network model, where 
disorderly sp2 and sp3 carbon states form in the grain boundaries during CVD 
diamond film growth. According to this model, boron behaves as a deep level 
impurity between diamond grains, meaning it cannot effectively contribute 
charge carriers at temperature below (<5 K). At higher temperatures, thermal 
excitation of the deep level boron states, within grain boundaries, gives them 
mobility and they potentially contribute to conductivity.161 This leads to an 
enhancement of the effective boron doping efficiency in the bulk. This then 
leads to a modification of the resistor-network model by lowering the inter-
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grain resistance value. If the resistance becomes very low, the resistor 
network becomes more complex, and a semiconductor network becomes 
more fitting of the description; Shottky-barriers can form at grain boundaries, 
meaning that thermal hopping over barriers, as well as tunnelling through 
them, becomes possible.161 
In diamond materials with grain boundaries, many other mechanisms of 
conductivity have already been suggested, and the occurrence of other 
phenomena can contribute to impedance measurements. ND materials are 
known to have a large surface to bulk ratio, and at high temperature, they are 
subject to graphitisation even under inert gas atmospheres.162 Diamond 
grains were also found to decrease in diameter during annealing. This means 
that under measurement, physical properties of the material can change, and 
that includes both the bulk and the grain boundaries. Stress or strain in 
diamond films are also known to affect conductivity. For example, in 
microcrystalline diamond, stress prevents the direct observation of size-
induced Raman shift from 1332 cm-1.163 This behaviour is expected to be 
present in aggregated ND films, where stress and re-arrangement of NDs 
could affect conductivity. Another factor has to do with interfaces with 
electrodes; when silicon is used, for example, trapped charges at the interface 
will polarise at higher temperatures, adding to the impedance response. Ye et 
al.98 suggest that silicon contacts can have an impedance response around 
250 ºC due to intrinsic carriers crossing the band gap. They suggest this is 
related by an unknown mechanism to grain boundary conductivity in 
nanocrystalline diamond, however this requires further confirmation. The 
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activation energy they measured for silicon was 670 meV, much higher than 
activation energies observed in this work. 
Zivcova et al.164 have studied polycrystalline boron-doped diamond films using 
EIS, and have discussed the different equivalent circuit models that can be 
used to fit data. They concluded in their results that a Randles circuit with a 
constant phase element (CPE) in place of a capacitor (figure 7–2) best 
matches their results.  
 
Figure 7-2 – An equivalent circuit used by Zivcova et al.164 to fit EIS data to boron-
doped diamond films. This circuit is similar to a Randles circuit, but replaces a 
capacitor with a constant phase element (CPE). Figure is taken from Zivcova et al. 
[2015]164 
A Randles circuit is similar to a parallel R–C circuit, but also includes a 
Warburg element (ZW) in series with the resistance in the parallel part. 
Generally, a simple fitting model includes a series resistance RS, a parallel 
plate capacitor C and a second resistance element in parallel with C, which 
represents resistance due to charge diffusion; this is called a simplified 
Randles circuit.  
 
Figure 7-3 – The equivalent circuit used in this chapter to fit EIS data to boron-doped 
ND films. This circuit is similar to a simplified Randles circuit, but replaces a capacitor 
with a constant phase element (CPE). Figure is adapted from Zivcova et al. [2015]164 
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A Randles circuit, however, is generally useful to fit data where a linear 
portion of the Nyquist plot is measured with a slope of –1/2 (figure 7–4). Since 
this wasn’t observed in our measurements, the simplified Randles circuit with 
a CPE was used instead. Circuits with CPE elements replacing a parallel 
plate capacitor C are usually more adequate for fitting or sample results.165 
 
Figure 7-4 – Nyquist plots comparing a Randles circuit (b) and a simplified Randles 
circuit. A linear portion of the plot, with a 45º angle is indicative of a Warburg element 
in such circuits. Figure is adapted from Zivcova et al. [2015]164 
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7.2 Methods 
Samples used in this chapter are A, B, C and E as defined earlier in 6.4.1. 
Sample A was assumed to have a boron concentration between ~1017 and 
~1020 cm-3. Samples C and E have boron-concentrations of ~800 ppm. Since 
diamond has atomic density of 1.77x1023 cm-3, this corresponds to a boron 
concentration of ~1.4x1020 cm-3, which is very close to the Mott transition 
point in diamond. Sample B is thought to have the highest boron 
concentration compared to other samples, in excess of ~1021 cm-3 and well 
above the Mott transition level. 
To perform measurements on nanodiamond aggregates, highly-doped, 
metallic silicon substrates are used in a ‘sandwich’ configuration (figure 7–7). 
Highly n-type arsenic-doped silicon substrates (1×1 cm, 380 µm thick, single 
side polished, prime grade) of very low resistivity (0.001-0.005 Ω×cm) are used 
as substrates and Ohmic contacts. Highly conductive silicon substrates are 
chosen to for two main reasons; the first is to ensure proper physical contact 
with large surface coverage between the diamond material and the electrode. 
The second reason is to minimise rectifying effects on the measurement by 
avoiding p-n or Schottky type junction formation. In addition, having very low 
resistivity serves to minimise contribution to the skin effect, which is known to 
arise in high frequency measurement configurations.  Nanodiamonds from 
solution were deposited onto substrates in two steps. Initially, a small volume 
of nanodiamond solution (~3-5 µl) was deposited onto the polished side of a 
silicon substrate using a micropipette, and then a second silicon substrate 
was placed on top of it so the solution is confined between the two polished 
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surfaces. The two substrates were gently rubbed together while applying 
pressure until the solution dried, leaving a thin coat of nanodiamond on the 
substrate. The substrate was then rinsed in DI water. This process can be 
repeated multiple times. The second step was to drop-coat the substrate 
using small amounts of the solution, ~50 µl at a time, while the substrate sat 
on a hotplate (~90 °C). This way a thicker coat of nanodiamond covers the 
substrate, while ensuring all parts of the substrate are covered. The confined-
nucleation step ensures a portion of the nanodiamonds adheres to the whole 
surface including corners, therefore facilitating further nucleation by reducing 
the surface tension of solution droplets. In the scientific literature, mechanical 
abrasion of the surface using diamond grit is known to improve the seeding 
density.85 Impedance measurements over a range of temperatures were 
performed in a vacuum vessel with pressure control and inert gas flow control. 
The custom designed measurement cell (figure 7–7) allowed precise 
measurements with very low noise levels. The measurement cell is composed 
of two ceramic plates separated by 3 cm, and held together by stainless-steel 
bolts and nuts. The lower substrate is placed on top of a copper contact, while 
a second copper foil contact is placed on top of the upper substrate. A 
ceramic plate sits on top of the upper copper foil contact, and the spring is 
loaded on top of it to keep even pressure. This configuration ensures a 
uniform, reproducible pressure is applied by using stainless steel springs. A 
high vacuum environment (2–3x10-7 mBar) is used to control adsorption and 
desorption of humidity, while annealing in Argon gas prior to measurement (1 
hour at 30 mBar, 300 sccm) ensures the chamber is properly purged. 
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Vacuum-compatible, coaxial cables with copper cores were used inside the 
chamber to improve the signal to noise ratio, while coaxial cables were used 
between the vacuum feed-through and the measurement apparatus. 
 
Figure 7-5 – Sample C (20 nm HPHT NDs): Data shown here were obtained using 
silver paste contacts and tungsten probes, in ambient conditions. Nyquist plots at 
different temperatures are shown, all showing single semi-circles. The signal to noise 
ratio is much lower compared to data obtained using the improved test cell. The large 
difference in magnitude between semi-circles is attributed to the presence of bulk as 
well as surface conductivity. 
Figure 7–5 can be compared to figure 7–10; it shows a significant 
improvement in signal quality. The first was measured in ambient conditions, 
using silver paste contacts on conductive silicon substrates, and the latter 
figure is for measurements done in the vacuum chamber using the purpose-
made measurement cell. All measurements are performed at a frequency 
range between 0.1 Hz and 10 MHz for consistency. An AC bias of 0.01 V is 
chosen for all samples and measurements on the SMaRT impedance 
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measurement software, which was interfaced with a programmable DC power 
supply to automate measurements. At every temperature step, 15 minutes 
were allowed for the measurement cell to approach thermal equilibrium. 
Fitting of Nyquist plots using the ZView 2.0 software and equivalent circuit 
models yields resistance and capacitance values that are used to form 
Arrhenius plots for activation energy extraction. 
7.3 Results 
7.3.1 Electrical Measurements 
As seen in figures 7–8, 7–10, 7–12 and 7–14, Nyquist plots of real and 
imaginary impedance, plotted against each other, are semi-circular, with one 
semi-circle for each temperature step. In chapter 5, figure 5–1, it is clear that 
more than one conduction mechanism is present at a given temperature 
(more than one semi-circle), suggesting surface conductivity is present due to 
humidity. In this chapter, all samples measured in vacuum showed only a 
single semi-circle at a given temperature. According to the Arrhenius 
equation, if the natural logarithm of the resistance (in ohms) is plotted as a 
function of the inverse absolute temperature (1/K), extraction of activation 
energy Ea values from linear regions in the plot is possible. Each activation 
energy is potentially corresponding to a conduction mechanism. Figures 7–16 
to 7–19 plot the logarithms of R values against reciprocal absolute 
temperature, showing linear fits and corresponding activation energies, and 
figure 7–20 is a summary of all the figures together for comparison. Resistivity 
and conductivity (figure 7–21) are plotted together as a function of reciprocal 
temperature. Resistivity is calculated from resistance values with the 
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assumption that average film thickness is 0.5 µm. This average value is 
obtained from AFM imaging of drop-coated films on silicon substrates 
(figure7–6). Conductivity is subsequently computed as the inverse of 
resistivity. Conductivity values range between ~0.4–60 S•cm-1. Capacitance 
values extracted from Nyquist plot fitting is summarised in the appendix 
(figure 11–8). For samples A, C and E, values of C=1~3x10–10 F are 
measured, and remain constant across the temperature range, apart from a 
slight increase in sample E. For sample B, higher C values across the 
temperature range are measured, with an abrupt surge above ~180 ºC. 
Presented measurements for samples B and C are repeated; previous 
measurement for sample B presented with a measurement software error, 
which was suspected to be related to sudden change of phase in the diamond 
material. For sample C, increasing resistance values with increasing 
temperature below 150 ºC  suggest the existence of moisture. Figures of 
previous attempts (appendix figures 11–1 and 11–2) show an agreement in 
activation energy (sample B at low temperatures, sample C at T>150 ºC) 
within calculated error. 
 
Figure 7-6 – Thickness measurement of Nanodiamond film using AFM imaging (left). 
A step profile of one horizontal line in the image is also shown (right). 
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Figure 7-7 - Impedance spectroscopy test cell for nanodiamonds. Image shown on 
top is for the test cell in vacuum, under measurement. Below a schematic of the test 
cell is shown. 
Ceramic 
Conductive Silicon 
Boron-NDs 
Copper Foil 
Stainless-steel Spring 
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Figure 7-8 – Sample A (DND): Nyquist plot of real vs imaginary impedance 
components at different temperatures, all showing single semi-circles. 
 
Figure 7-9 – Sample A: Bode plots of real impedance vs frequency (top) and 
imaginary impedance vs frequency (bottom). 
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Figure 7-10 – Sample B (10 nm HPHT NDs): Real vs imaginary impedance 
components at different temperatures, all showing single semi-circles. 
 
Figure 7-11 – Sample B: Bode plots of real impedance vs frequency (top) and 
imaginary impedance vs frequency (bottom). 
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Figure 7-12 – Sample C (20 nm HPHT NDs): Real vs imaginary impedance 
components at different temperatures, all showing single semi-circles. 
 
Figure 7-13 – Sample C: Bode plots of real impedance vs frequency (top) and 
imaginary impedance vs frequency (bottom). 
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Figure 7-14 – Sample E (100 nm HPHT NDs): Real vs imaginary impedance 
components at different temperatures, all showing single semi-circles. 
 
Figure 7-15 – Sample E: Bode plots of real impedance vs frequency (top) and 
imaginary impedance vs frequency (bottom). 
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Figure 7-16 – Arrhenius plot of Boron-doped detonation nanodiamond film measured 
between room temperature and 430 °C. 
 
Figure 7-17 - Arrhenius plot of 10 nm Boron-doped HPHT nanodiamond film 
measured between room temperature and 330 °C. 
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Figure 7-18 - Arrhenius plot of 20 nm Boron-doped HPHT nanodiamond film 
measured between room temperature and 445 °C. 
 
Figure 7-19 - Arrhenius plot of 100 nm Boron-doped HPHT nanodiamond film 
measured between room temperature and 446 °C. 
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Figure 7-20 – Summary of logarithmic resistance plotted against reciprocal 
temperature, for all samples. Corresponding activation energies are labelled for 
comparison. 
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Figure 7-21 - Temperature dependant conductivity and resistivity measurements on 
Boron-doped nanodiamond films. Data obtained from impedance spectroscopy 
measurements. Scale on left is for conductivity, and on right is for resistivity. 
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Figure 7-22 – Temperature dependant conductivity measurements on Boron-doped 
nanodiamond films. Data obtained from impedance spectroscopy measurements. 
Here the conductivity is plotted against the 1/T1/4, in order to show variable range 
hopping trends, which are linear on this scale. 
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7.3.3 Cut-off Frequency 
It is clear that for all samples, the cut-off frequency is shifted up as the 
temperature rises, which coincides with reduced resistivity of the 
nanodiamond films at higher temperatures. The cut-off frequency of sample B, 
on the other hand, takes a rapid step towards a higher frequency when the 
temperature approaches 200 °C, indicating a potential change of phase. Real 
impedance plotted against frequency (top portions of figures 7–9, 7–11, 7–13 
and 7–15) follows the same pattern for all samples, where the impedance 
remains constant at low frequency, then drops near the cut-off frequency. For 
sample B the NDs start to change phase at high temperatures; the ratio of sp2 
to sp3 carbon phase is increased, as seen in the appearance of sp2 related 
peaks in the Raman spectrum (figure 7–26). 
 
Figure 7-23 – Cut-off frequency as a function of temperature. Cut-off frequencies 
increase gradually with temperature. 
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Figure 7-24 – Sample B: series resistance as a function of temperature. 
 
7.3.3 Raman Spectroscopy 
In both HPHT and detonation NDs, non-sp3 phases may be present, however 
this is dependent on the growth conditions. Raman spectroscopy was used 
here to get a measure of sample quality. In figure 7–25, Raman spectra for 
HPHT NDs are all seen to have a diamond first order Raman feature. For 
sample B, it’s located at 1303 cm-1, and for samples C and E it is found at 
1327 cm-1. All samples exhibit sp2 phase peaks (G peak between 1586–1607 
cm-1 and D peak between 1341–1348 cm-1), except for sample B. For sample 
B, the sp2 related features are only observed after annealing, as seen in the 
comparison in figure 7–26. Narrow diamond peaks in samples C and E are 
found on top of broader D peak features around ~1340 cm-1. For sample A, a 
diamond peak isn’t clearly distinguishable, but the feature on the lower end of 
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the spectrum peaks at ~1332 cm-1, which suggests a small diamond peak is 
again sitting on top of a larger, broader peak around ~1340 cm-1. 
 
Figure 7-25 – Raman spectra of samples A, B C and E. All spectra are shown after 
PL background subtraction, and are shifted vertically for easier comparison. 
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Figure 7-26 – Raman spectroscopy measurements of sample B before annealing 
(top) and after annealing (bottom) in vacuum while performing impedance 
measurements in vacuum. 
7.4 Discussion 
Nyquist plots of all samples studied here, showing a semi-circular response 
with only a single semi-circle, suggest that at any given temperature, only one 
conduction mechanism is dominant. The materials’ Arrhenius plots are used 
to obtain activation energies EA. In all figures (7–16 to 7–19), it is clear that at 
least two linear regions can be fitted. This suggests that at least two 
conduction methods are present for each sample, depending on the 
temperature. In crystalline materials, this is usually interpreted as band 
conduction within crystal grains, and in grain boundaries surrounding them,97 
however, other conduction methods, such as nearest neighbour hopping166 
and variable range hopping may be present in doped materials.167 Su et al.168 
have shown that in detonation nanodiamonds, grain boundary and grain 
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interior conductivity are measured. Conductivity in p-type crystalline diamond 
is related to the concentration of dopants.157 Another factor that arises in 
nanodiamonds is the quality of the material, quantified by the Q-factor, the 
ratio of sp3 to non-sp3 carbon phases. In detonation nanodiamonds, the Q-
factor is low, as the detonation process causes graphitic shells to form around 
small diamond cores.1,16 Figure 7–20 summarises activation energy results for 
all samples obtained using electrical impedance spectroscopy in vacuum. 
Boron concentration levels are assumed as given in section 7.2. Here 
activation energies are compared to epitaxial B-diamond films from literature, 
which have much higher crystalline quality and very low grain boundary 
density. It can be inferred that at room temperature and up to ~150 ºC, 
hopping conduction is the dominant mechanism, with activation energies 
between E3=3.63 meV (sample B) and E3=16.3 meV (sample C). For sample 
B, an activation energy of 23.5 meV is measured, which could either be 
attributed to hopping through grain boundaries and/or dielectric barriers, or to 
impurity band conduction where B content is relatively high. At higher 
temperatures, and up to ~450 ºC, which is the highest temperature reached in 
this study, impurity band conduction is assumed to take place with measured 
activation energies E2 between ~40–55 meV. Sample A is the only case in 
which a much higher activation energy (E1=181.1 eV) is recorded; this can be 
attributed to valence band conductivity, where B content just below the Mott 
transition point reduces the value of E1 from its starting value of ~368 meV 
(ionisation energy of single B states). In comparison with epitaxial films from 
literature, this puts the equivalent boron content of sample A in the range 
4x1019~1x1020 cm-3. This value, however is obtained from high quality, 
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epitaxial crystalline diamond films,50 and in reality, boron content might be 
higher in the grain interiors of sample A, given that grain boundaries, trap 
states and dielectric interfaces (in vacuum) will attenuate the flow of free 
charges across such interfaces.161,169,170 Between activation energies fitted, 
there exist, most likely, transitional states with intermediate activation 
energies, where contributions from different conduction methods might 
overlap, especially given that materials studied here follow 
resistor/semiconductor/metal network configurations. In summary, samples A 
and C show moderate levels of substitutional boron doping making them 
conductive in the hopping regime, with comparable activation energies to 
moderately doped diamond thin films (B~1x1020 cm-3 and B~5x1019 cm-3 
respectively), while samples B and E show higher substitutional boron levels 
comparable to highly doped films (B~2x1020 cm-3).50 A comparison between 
figures 7–21 and 7–22, where conductivity was plotted as a function of 1/T 
and 1/T1/4 respectively, shows linear regions could be fitted to data points in 
both cases. This suggests it can be hard to distinguish variable range hopping 
conductivity from nearest neighbour hopping in polycrystalline diamond 
films.171 
In DC circuits, the frequency at which the signal drops by about –3 dB is 
usually called a cut-off frequency. In a study by Edgington,26 the cut-off 
frequency in boron-doped diamond was studied. The author attributed the 
increase of resistance at high frequencies to the skin effect in contacts. The 
author also explains that a high cut-off frequency of ~1 MHz is indicative of 
minimal capacitance and good metallic conductivity.26 Here an attempt is 
made to explain the cut-off frequency in boron-NDs. Imaginary impedance 
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plotted against the frequency (bottom portions of figures 7–9, 7–11, 7–13 and 
7–15) is an indicator of the AC cut-off frequency.  
 
Figure 7-27 – A schematic of the equivalent circuit used in this chapter for Nyquist 
plot data fitting. This is a simplified Randles circuit with a CPE in place of a capacitor. 
Figure is adapted from Zivcova et al. [2015]164 
Figure 7–3 shows a schematic of the equivalent circuit used for data fitting of 
Nyquist plots. For a parallel RC circuit, also known as a low-pass filter, the 
cut-off frequency is 𝑓Z = 1 2𝜋𝑅𝐶 . This however does not apply to the 
simplified Randles circuit shown above, which has an added series 
resistance. Although a constant phase element (CPE) is used for fitting, a 
capacitor is sufficient for qualitative treatment, since deviations from capacitor 
behaviour is negligible. A more detailed treatment of the circuit, which can be 
labelled a low pass shelving filter, yields two frequencies, a zero frequency 𝑓Z = 1 2𝜋𝑅A𝐶 and a pole frequency 𝑓m = 𝑅P + 𝑅A 2𝜋𝑅P𝑅A𝐶. In addition, an 
approximation of a cut-off frequency, with a –3dB signal drop, yields: 
𝑓Z ≈ 12𝜋𝑅P𝐶 2 − 𝑅P𝑅A − 1 A 																														𝐸𝑞𝑛. 7– 2 
At the zero frequency, the capacitor is an open circuit, and the rest of the 
circuit becomes a voltage divider with a gain of 𝑅P 𝑅A + 𝑅P . At the pole 
frequency, the capacitor is a short circuit, and the gain is 1. From equation (7–
2), the cut-off frequency approximation of this circuit depends on the ratio 
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𝑅P 𝑅A which is close to zero for samples B and C, hence the approximation 𝑓Z = 1 2𝜋𝑅P𝐶 applies where R1 is the series resistance value of the circuit. 
This explains why the sample deviates from expected theoretical behaviour 
above the phase-change temperature. This phase change may also explain 
the sample’s Bode plot behaviour, where at ~100 KHz, the imaginary 
component of the impedance is seen to have an increased cut-off frequency 
as the temperature increases. 
The reduction of series resistance R1 is evident in figure 7–24, where the 
intercept of the semicircle approaches zero as the temperature increases. 
This clearly indicates that the series resistance is partly responsible for the 
change in cut-off frequency. The other factor contributing to this effect is the 
increase seen in capacitance around the same temperature (refer to appendix 
figure 11–8). Here the change of series resistance (and capacitance) is 
assigned to the relative increase of sp2 carbon between diamond grains. This 
does not affect the response of the circuit significantly at low or high 
frequencies. When combining results from Raman spectroscopy, series 
resistance, capacitance and cut-off frequency, it becomes reasonable to 
attribute the series resistance in the simplified Randles circuit model R1 to 
grain boundaries between diamond cores. Here, however, the resistance is 
relabelled, and this makes for a resistor network where the resistance RGB is 
the difference between R1 and contact resistance RC: 𝑅P = 𝑅Z + 𝑅oD																																									𝐸𝑞𝑛. 7– 3 
The same reasoning applies to other samples studied here, however sample 
B is the one strongly affected due to its decreased thermal stability.  
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Raman spectroscopy results showed a variation in composition between 
samples, which can be explained by the different conditions for growth. Ratios 
of sp2 D to G peak intensities is an indicator of sp2/sp3 fraction according to 
Ferrari & Robertson.94 This ratio puts sp2 content in samples C and E at ~1–
2%, and for sample A at 0.5–1%. Sample B shown a D/G intensity ratio of 
zero, suggesting no detectable sp2 carbon content. Sample A is the most 
disordered due to the nature of the detonation process. Seemingly, 
aggregated thin films of NDs from sample B, are closer in structure to heavily 
doped bulk diamond, as evidenced by 500 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1 features 
attributed to heavy boron doping.172,173 Even though boron incorporation into 
diamond is known to improve thermal stability,174 it is found here from 
comparison of Raman spectra that the heavily doped sample changes phase 
in absence of oxygen at relatively low temperatures. This may be explained 
by the presence of protective graphitic layers surrounding the diamond 
material in other samples, which may be absent in sample B due to high 
levels of boron clustering on ND surfaces. Sample B, unlike other samples, 
shows no sign of sp2 carbon phases. This is unusual for diamond particles of 
this size; however, it may be explained by a longer acid cleaning procedure. 
Another explanation might have to do with the very high boron content (~1 
at.%) which may be hindering the formation of sp2 carbon phases at grain 
boundaries. Computational studies have shown that boron is more likely to be 
present at grain boundaries,6,7 and spatially resolved EELS measurements of 
nanocrystalline boron-doped diamond films have confirmed this.175 This might 
also explain the reduced thermal stability of sample B aggregated films, which 
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may be held together by boron clusters, however it does not explain the 
appearance of sp2 carbon related Raman features at increased temperatures. 
The increased levels of boron doping may explain why sample B, despite 
having smaller grains compared to others, has a measured conductivity 
comparable to that of the sample with the largest grain size (sample E). In 
sample E, the very large grain size results in a reduced sp2/sp3, surface to 
bulk ratio, and hence most of the conductivity at lower temperatures would be 
due to the bulk of the diamond. 
 
Figure 7-28 – Critical radii in heavily doped semiconductor nanocrystals, adapted 
from Norris et al. [2008]176 
In a review by Norris et al.,176 the properties of nanoscale doped 
semiconductors were studied. They inferred from a comparison of different 
types of doped nanocrystals that below a critical radius, n-type and p-type 
dopant states can be auto-ionised due to confinement, even without thermal 
excitation. They attribute this to the fact that confinement energies become 
larger than Coulombic potentials between carriers and ionized impurity states, 
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below the critical radius. Critical radii for hole and electron states (figure 7-28) 
are in the 4-6 nm range for hole carriers in silicon, GaAs, SiC and GaN. 
Assuming the critical radius for diamond is in the same range, this effect could 
explain the relatively high conductivity of sample A compared to sample C, 
which is more heavily doped with boron. Another factor which can potentially 
contribute to sample A’s relatively high conductivity is the presence of sp2 
shells around doped ND cores, which can prevent dopant electrons from 
being consumed in electrochemical reactions in films.176 
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7.4 Conclusion 
It can be concluded from the above discussion that due to the many factors 
affecting conductivity of doped nanodiamonds, a direct measure of the doping 
level in any given nanodiamond sample cannot be obtained using electrical 
and impedance measurements alone, and that direct measurement (such as 
SIMS) may be necessary. Hall measurements can be used to measure the 
carrier density and mobility of diamond, however, interfacing nanodiamonds 
directly with Hall measurement equipment proved to be challenging; 
patterning of Hall bars and Ohmic contacts, without fixating the nanodiamonds 
via CVD growth, for example, or lithography, which introduces other 
chemicals, is yet to be achieved. Other techniques, however, such as STM or 
conductive AFM, may be used to obtain more information on the electrical 
properties of single nanodiamond grains. Variable temperature Hall-mobility 
measurements would be very helpful to this discussion, with van der Paaw 
contact arrangement or even better, hall bars. This remains technically 
challenging, since the use of silicon contacts in sandwich configuration is not 
ideal. Much better understanding of boron content in nanodiamond samples is 
required using analytical methods like XANES/NEXAFS; understanding the 
extent of grain boundary and interfacial effects is of utmost importance to the 
discussion, especially when such materials are considered for micro/nano 
electronics and photonics applications. A more detailed study of the effects of 
confinement on doped nanodiamond films, in light of findings by Norris et al., 
would be greatly supportive to the understanding of conductivity in 
nanodiamond films. 
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8. Al-Diamond Schottky Diodes CVD-Grown from 
Boron-ND Aggregated Films 
8.1 Introduction 
Schottky-barrier diodes (SBDs) are one of the cornerstones of modern high-
power switching electronics, along with the transistor.80,177,178 In the case of 
diamond the combination of the two will enable handling of large currents with 
high efficiency compared to other wide band-gap semiconductor materials, 
due to the electronic properties of diamond described earlier in this 
thesis.76,150 The Schottky barrier, as discussed in chapter 3, brings many 
advantages when compared to bipolar junctions; having higher frequency 
operation, lower forward voltage drops, higher breakdown fields and higher 
mobilities. As a result, diamond SBDs have gained the attention of many 
researchers, and have been studied widely in recent years.76,77,79,80,158,177–181  
However, currently the fabrication of diamond SBDs, is limited to a small 
number of laboratories, since it requires p-type doping of diamond films as 
they are CVD-grown. This means using boron-containing gas precursors, 
which are known to contaminate growth chambers once introduced, 
effectively meaning separate growth chambers are required for intrinsic and 
doped growth, respectively, adding to the cost of development. Recently, 
several types of boron-doped nanodiamond materials have been developed, 
which have been studied here and discussed in chapter 5 (detonation NDs), 
and chapters 6 and 7 (detonation NDs and high-pressure, high-temperature 
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NDs). Their electronic properties, studied in chapter 7, suggested that if used 
as seeding materials, they could form Ohmic contacts between CVD grown 
films and substrates, and the fact that they were highly boron-doped 
suggested they could also potentially donate boron to the grown film, which 
could be incorporated in substitutional states. XPS results from chapter 6 
suggested relatively large amounts of boron, either as boron oxides or boron 
clusters, existed between ND grains, which enforced the suggestion they 
could be incorporated into grown films in low concentrations under growth 
conditions, which is highly desirable for active layers in diamond SBDs to 
ensure higher breakdown voltages are achieved.76 As a proof of concept, 
boron-ND aggregated layers, similar to the ones used in chapter 7, are 
deposited onto conductive, n-type silicon substrates and the first diamond 
SBDs fabricated from B-doped nanodiamonds are reported. SBDs are 
fabricated in the vertical configuration, where the boron-ND films are used as 
seeds for PE-CVD diamond growth in our laboratory. The vertical 
configuration was chosen due to its simplicity in fabrication, and to minimise 
the length of the conduction path through the active layer, which makes it 
easier to exclude effects such as surface conductivity and shunt currents. 
According to Umezawa et al.,177 if the thickness is ~1 µm, conductivity is 
vertical through the p– layer, minimising conductivity through grain 
boundaries. 
8.1.1 SBD Performance Parameters 
In heavily doped semiconductors, quantum tunnelling at energies less than 
the SBH can act as a limiting mechanism to thermionic emission, effectively 
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lowering the Schottky barrier. This mechanism is dependent on the 
temperature, as well as the shape of the barrier. The combined effect is 
labelled thermionic field emission (TFE).182 For N>1018 cm-3, thermionic 
emission dominates at room temperature, because of the faster decay of the 
exponent for tunnelling with increased temperature. Metal-induced gap states 
(MIGS) are described in the scientific literature as states arising from 
matching wave-functions in metal-semiconductor interfaces.72,183 The 
matching causes what is often referred to as ‘pinning’ of the semiconductor 
Fermi level. These states cause a dipole to form at the interface; causing 
dielectric screening of the barrier, effectively lowering it.183,184 This effect is 
called image force lowering, and is known to exist at metal-semiconductor, 
semiconductor-semiconductor, as well as metal-metal interfaces.185 Further 
lowering due to surface states may also be present, depending on the density 
of such states (see 3.2.2). Tersoff183 further asserts that MIGS are the 
dominant factor in causing dielectric screening, contrary to reports186 
attributing the lowering to intrinsic defects in the semiconductor. It is therefore 
trivial to assume that barrier heights, in experiment, are not simply the 
difference between the metal work function and semiconductor’s electron 
affinity (refer to equations 3–3 and 3–4), and that deviations in measured 
barrier heights can arise from more than one potential-lowering mechanism. It 
follows from the above that measurement of the built-in potential Vbi is also 
affected by the same mechanisms. Tsugawa et al.180 studied the behaviour of 
Schottky barriers formed between hydrogen-terminated diamond surfaces in 
contact with several evaporated metals, including aluminium, and have 
measured a Schottky barrier height 𝜙D  of 0.59 eV. Fiori et al.181 have 
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measured 𝜙D of up to 1.59 eV for Schottky diodes fabricated using CVD with 
boron doping from diborane gas. 
The voltage threshold (VTH), at which current starts to increase exponentially 
in forward bias, is closely related to the nature of the semiconductor used. 
Referring to equations 3–1 and 3–2, it can be shown numerically that, at a 
given temperature, the modified Richardson constant 𝐴∗ of the semiconductor 
is the deciding factor of the voltage threshold. Other variables such as the 
barrier height 𝜙D and ideality factor 𝑛 have no effect on the voltage threshold. 
From numerical estimation, diamond SBDs are expected to have VTH ~0.7 V. 
Deviation from ideal Schottky-barrier behaviour in devices is commonly 
observed. The ideality factor n in equation 3–1 is very useful in describing 
barrier heights which have linear dependence on bias. This factor, however, 
does not provide a physical explanation to the reasons behind such 
behaviour.187 Interface states have been suggested as one source of non-
ideality, including those arising from trap states and structural defects. In 
addition, inhomogeneity at the Schottky barrier was also suggested to be a 
source of non-ideality. Annealing of devices up to certain temperatures has 
been shown to improve ideality values,180,181,187 in some cases approaching 
ideal behaviour, as shown in diamond SBDs by Fiori et al.181 and Tsugawa et 
al.180 Rhoderick188 suggests that in absence of interfacial states, only image 
force lowering may affect the ideality of the barrier. This was shown to be the 
case for H-terminated diamond SBDs by Monch.189 It follows from above that 
measured ideality values largely depend on the nature of the Schottky barrier 
interface and on the fabrication process. 
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8.1.2 Current-Limiting Mechanisms 
In section 3.2, thermionic emission has been discussed as a conduction 
mechanism across Schottky barriers, which is described as charge flow due 
to thermally excited carriers that have energy equal to (or higher than) the 
barrier potential. According to Cowley & Sze,190 in addition to thermionic 
emission, current limiting mechanisms in SBDs include charge diffusion and 
drift in the semiconductor. Such mechanisms can be visualised as being in 
series with the metal-semiconductor interface.191 The Poole-Frenkel 
mechanism describes how electrons can be thermally excited to the 
conduction band in insulating materials, even though relatively low thermal 
energy is present. In this mechanism, prevalent under large electric fields, 
random thermal fluctuations are thought to provide enough thermal excitation 
to localised electrons, enabling them to become briefly conductive.171,192 
These short-live excitations do not last for long, and relaxation takes place 
shortly after into localised states. This effect is described as lowering of 
Coulombic barriers under an electric field, specifically, that of a trap state 
within an insulating bulk material. Positively charged traps, such as present in 
boron-doped diamond, are required for this effect to manifest itself, although 
according to Simmons,193 both donors and acceptors can produce this effect. 
This mechanism can be thought of as the bulk analogue to the Schottky 
mechanism, where barriers at semiconductor-metal interfaces are lowered 
due to dielectric screening.193 The governing equations for their behaviour are 
very similar (only differing by a factor of 2). The general equation for current 
density describing the Poole-Frenkel effect is:	
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𝐽 = 𝐸	𝜎#𝑒𝑥𝑝 𝛽mu 𝐸P A 𝑘𝑇 																															𝐸𝑞𝑛. 8– 1	                       
Where 𝛽mu is the Poole-Frenkel coefficient of the material (3.23×10-4 eV V1/2 
cm1/2 for conductive diamond),171 E is the applied electric field and 𝜎# is the 
low-field conductivity of the material. This conduction mechanism is known to 
exist in polycrystalline diamond films under high fields (above ~104–105 
V/cm), which is the case for thin films (~1 µm) under potentials at or above 1 
V. 
8.3 Methods 
Schottky-barrier diodes were fabricated on n-type, highly arsenic-doped 
silicon substrates (1×1cm, 380 µm thick, single side polished, prime grade) of 
very low resistivity (0.001-0.005 Ω×cm). High-pressure, high-temperature 
(HPHT) boron-doped nanodiamonds (samples B, C and D as defined in 
chapter 6) from DI water solutions were drop-coated onto silicon substrates at 
a temperature of 90 °C following a process of confinement-nucleation (see 
4.12.1), where the nanodiamond solutions are pressed onto the substrate 
using another flat silicon substrate. It was found that applying pressure 
between two substrates in the presence of the ND solution, at room 
temperature, significantly improves nucleation density and uniformity of 
nanodiamonds onto silicon substrates with a native oxide layer. All silicon 
substrates were de-greased in an ultrasonic bath using Acetone, followed by 
Isopropyl alcohol and then DI water. Substrates were dried using a Nitrogen 
gun. Following drop coating of NDs, samples were loaded into a Seki-AsTex 
1.5 kW PE-CVD microwave plasma reactor, and a stable pressure of ~2x10-6 
mBar was reached using rotary and turbo pumping, before commencing with 
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growth. PE-CVD growth is performed at a pressure of 50 Torr, using a 99:1 
H2:CH4 gas ratio (99 sccm and 1 sccm respectively). A hydrogen plasma was 
ignited and conditions optimised until the substrate temperature, measured 
using a dual-wavelength pyrometer (Williamson Pro 92-40), reached 700 °C 
at 1 kW power. At this temperature methane is admitted into the growth 
chamber, and growth took place for 1 hour, reaching an average temperature 
of ~815 °C. At the end of a growth cycle, methane flow is stopped, and 
pressure and power were gradually reduced until the plasma goes off. The 
sample was left to cool down in hydrogen, and the above process was 
repeated for a second phase of growth, also for 1 hour. Growth is done in two 
steps to minimise substrate over-heating, potentially damaging to the sample 
due to thermal mismatch between diamond and silicon. Following film growth, 
aluminium contacts are deposited using an Edwards Bell-jar A306 evaporator, 
using highly pure aluminium wire as the source (Goodfellow, 1 mm diameter, 
99.999% purity). This was performed in a clean-room environment, and a total 
of 200 nm of metal was deposited, using a 2.5 mm circular shadow mask. 
DekTak profilometer characterisation was performed after film evaporation. 
Drop coated layers have an average height of ~500 nm (refer to figure 7–6), 
while PE-CVD grown films are approximately 1 µm in thickness, estimated 
from growth time and grain size (AFM figures 8–12 to 8–14).  
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Figure 8-1 – (Top) Schematic of diamond Schottky diode devices layout as grown for 
this study. (Bottom) a top view of device B with the circular aluminium top contact 
showing in the middle. 
The final device (figure 8–1) is a metallic silicon back contact, with a p+ layer 
of heavily boron doped diamond layer on top, covered on top by a p− PE-CVD 
grown, polycrystalline diamond film, where boron is sourced by diffusion from 
the p+ layer below, as well as potentially residual boron introduced into the 
growth chamber by drop-coated Boron-NDs. Boron concentrations in HPHT 
Boron-ND samples are estimated to be in excess of 1020 cm-3, as found from 
electrical impedance measurements in chapter 7. A vertical structure and 
shadow-mask metal evaporation were implemented to avoid chemical 
contamination which may arise from photolithography, especially that NDs are 
used as the boron source in this study. For I-V, C-V and G-V measurements, 
aluminium contacts on top and bottom of the device were contacted with 15 
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µm diameter Tungsten probes, as part of the EverBeing Analytical Probe 
Station used to perform measurements. The probe station was in a metal 
enclosure to minimise noise. Co-axial (tri-axial) cables and connectors were 
used between samples and a Keithley 4200-SCS analyser for I-V (C-V) 
measurements. The instrument was equipped with a CVU capacitance-
voltage module. C-V and G-V measurements were performed using the 
parallel model to allow for correction of measured C and G using serial 
resistance (Rs) values. All measurements were performed between −5 and +5 
V in steps of 0.02 V, with a maximum current tolerance of 0.1 A. In case of C-
V measurements, an AC voltage of 100 mV was chosen. 
 
Figure 8-2 – The Everbeing Analytical Probe Station used to perform I-V, C-V and G-
V measurements on diodes. 
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8.4 Results 
8.4.1 Electrical I–V Measurements 
It can be seen from room-temperature I-V characteristics in figure 8–3 that 
vertical Schottky diode devices fabricated here using boron-doped 
nanodiamonds show rectifying behaviour. In samples B, C and D a Schottky 
barrier is clearly formed. Good fitting of the current density in the linear region 
between 0 V and 0.8 V using equation 3–1 confirms this behaviour (figure 8–
4). A voltage threshold VTH≈0.7 V is measured for devices B, C and D. Ideality 
factors of the devices as fabricated are n=8.53±0.23, 5.45±0.25 and 
7.27±0.37 respectively for devices B, C and D.  
 
Figure 8-3 – Current-voltage measurements for all devices as measured at room 
temperature. Devices B, C and D show diode behaviour, while devices A and E are 
representative of non-ideal resistor behaviour. 
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Figure 8-4 –Semi-log plot of Current density against forward bias for devices B, C 
and D. Dashed lines represent measured data, while solid lines represent fitting 
using equation 3–1. 
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Figure 8-5 – Measured barrier heights for devices B (green), C (blue) and D (red) are 
plotted as a function of their corresponding ideality factors. The dashed line 
represents weighted linear fitting of the results. Horizontal error bars are shown for 
ideality factors, while vertical bars are for Schottky barrier heights. 
Samples A and E do not show good rectifying properties. Specifically, sample 
E shows properties of a poor Schottky diode, with a very low threshold voltage 
VTH compared to samples B, C and D. This is likely due to shunt currents 
bypassing the diode. Sample A does not have I-V characteristics of a diode, 
and fitting of the I-V curve using equation 3–1 was unsuccessful; its I-V 
characteristic is more representative of a non-ideal resistor. Barrier heights 
are plotted against Ideality factors in figure 8–5, and they follow a linear trend 
as expected. Measured barrier heights 𝜙D  for samples B, C and D were 
0.578±0.017 eV, 0.667±0.029 eV and 0.644±0.013 eV respectively. Horizontal 
and vertical error bars in the figure represent fitting error of ideality factor and 
barrier height respectively, in addition to absolute temperature variation and 
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measurement compliance limits (refer to experimental methods section 4.12.4 
for details). The error contribution from fitting was found to be dominant, on 
the order of a few percent. In all I-V measurements, currents could not exceed 
0.1 A due to current compliance limitations on the Keithley 4200 used to take 
measurements. 
 
Figure 8-6 – Semi-log plot of current densities against the square root of the forward 
bias. Dashed lines represent measured data, while solid lines represent linear fitting. 
As a result, direct measurement of breakdown fields or saturation currents 
was not possible. Figure 8–6 plots the current on a logarithmic scale against 
V1/2. The figure was plotted between 0.8 V and 1.5 V, since the square root of 
the threshold voltage (~0.7 V) is ~0.83, and the Pool-Frenkel mechanism is 
expected to be effective above ~1 V. Fitting of two linear regions was 
attempted in the figure, however such trends are not clear here. 
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8.4.2 C–V Measurements 
In addition to the above measurements, capacitance and conductance of 
devices B, C and D were measured as a function applied bias, in 1 MHz 
frequency steps between 1-10 MHz. Capacitance and conductance are 
labelled C and G respectively; plots of C and G are in the appendix (figures 
11–9 to 11–14). All samples were measured having negative capacitance 
values at a certain part of the frequency range. Possible explanations for this 
behaviour will be provided in the discussion below. Conductance (G) values 
are all positive for all samples. Measured C and G values were used to obtain 
series resistance (Rs) values for all three devices, using equation 8–3. Plots of 
Rs values in the accumulation region against frequency (figure 8–7) show a 
constant Rs~30 Ω with frequency up to 7 MHz for samples B and C, with 
sample B having a peak at 9 MHz at 470 Ω. In sample C, the series 
resistance drops to a negative value of –294 Ω at the same frequency. 
Sample D has Rs ~60 Ω at 1 MHz, which drops to lower values with 
increasing frequency. Negative Rs values were only obtained for sample 2 at 
higher frequencies. 
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Figure 8-7 – Series resistance (RS) values in the accumulation region as a function of 
AC frequency. RS was calculated from capacitance and conductance measurements 
according to equation 8–3. 
The inverse squared capacitance (1/C2) results can be used to estimate 
effective acceptor concentrations (NA–ND) from the slope of the curve in the 
reverse bias region.194 NA–ND values in the range of 1015–1016 cm-3 were 
obtained for devices B, C and D (figure 8–8).   
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Figure 8-8 – Effective acceptor concertation (NA–ND) as a function of AC frequency. 
Figure 8–8 shows NA–ND plotted against the AC frequency. For sample C, the 
values obtained for NA–ND are rising with increasing frequency up to about 7 
MHz, as expected for Schottky barriers,195 however they drop to lower values 
at higher frequencies. Sample B behaves differently, where NA–ND starts from 
a higher value then decreases with increasing frequency. Sample D, on the 
other hand, has very low values at 1 MHz, and increases with increasing 
frequency. NA–ND values obtained above can also be used to estimate Vbi 
using an assumed value for EF–EV,177 however determining this is not 
straightforward in aggregated ND films. 
8.4.3 Raman Spectroscopy 
Raman spectra before and after PE-CVD growth were performed for 
comparison. Figure 8–9 shows Raman spectra before growth, while figure 8–
10 shows corresponding Raman spectra after PE-CVD growth. In figure 8–9, 
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Raman spectra of samples C and D are nearly identical (refer to section 7.4 
for discussion). Following PE-CVD growth, figure 8–10 shows diamond peaks 
at ~1332 cm-1, indicative of crystalline diamond. This value is shifted to higher 
values compared to those before growth. Samples C and D also have 
stronger and narrower diamond peaks, indicating larger crystal domains in 
grown films. Features around 500 and 1200 cm-1, observed for sample B in 
drop coated nanodiamond films, are suppressed following CVD film growth. In 
addition, peaks for trans-polyacetylene (1100 cm-1), carbon D and G peaks 
(~1347 and 1599–1606 cm-1), as well as features associated with amorphous 
carbon (1470 cm-1) are observed following growth.95  
 
Figure 8-9 – Raman spectra for drop-coated nanodiamond samples used to grow 
SBD devices. Lines represent sample B (blue), C (red) and D (yellow). 
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Figure 8-10 – Raman spectra for PE-CVD grown diamond films. Lines represent 
sample B (blue), C (red) and D (yellow). Strong and narrow diamond features (~1332 
cm-1) are observed. 
8.4.4 AFM Imaging 
Figure 8–11 shows AFM images of samples B, C and D before PE-CVD 
growth. For sample B, a monolayer was deposited on a silicon substrate as 
discussed in 7.2. This was only done for AFM imaging purposes. For samples 
C and D, drop-coating was used. It can be seen that in samples C and D, NDs 
are agglomerated and are closely packed. From z-axis values, it can be seen 
that NDs are in the expected height range, however feature dimensions in the 
x and y-directions are not a good indication of the size of the NDs due to the 
AFM tip convolution limit. Following the growth, polycrystalline surfaces are 
observed (figures 8–12 to 8–14). Average crystal grains range in size from 
~185 nm (sample B) to ~356 nm (sample D). Details about grain dimensions 
are given in table 8–1. 
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Table 8-1 – Average grain diameters (𝜙) and corresponding distributions of PE-CVD 
grown diamond films, as obtained by AFM image analysis. 
Sample Mean 𝜙 (nm) Minimum 𝜙 
(nm) 
Maximum 𝜙 
(nm) 
Sigma (nm) 
Device B 185.1 33.0 675.3 124.7 
Device C 330.8 48.2 937.4 169.5 
Device D 356.5 56.2 874.6 148.4 
 
Average grain diameters and distributions were obtained using the particle 
analysis feature of Bruker’s NanoScope® software package. Scan areas are 
10x10 µm, a minimum diameter threshold of 25 nm and a minimum peak-to-
peak threshold of 10 nm is applied. Thresholds ensure grain counts are not 
underestimated by joining of neighbouring grains. 
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Figure 8-11 – AFM imaging of ND before growths: Sample B (top) as a mono-layer, 
and samples C (middle) and D (bottom) after drop-coating. 
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Figure 8-12 – AFM imaging of PE-CVD grown diamond layer of device B. Crystal 
grains have an average size of ~185 nm. 
 
Figure 8-13 – AFM imaging of PE-CVD grown diamond layer of device C. Crystal 
grains have an average size of ~331 nm. 
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Figure 8-14 – AFM imaging of PE-CVD grown diamond layer of device D. Crystal 
grains have an average size of ~357 nm. 
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8.5 Discussion 
The I-V figures for devices B, C and D are consistent with Schottky barrier 
diode behaviour; fitting of current density plots using equation 3–1 indicates 
all three diodes obey to the expected behaviour of Schottky diodes, where 
thermionic emission is the main conduction mechanism up to ~1 V. In the 
active (p–) layers of polycrystalline diamond films, conduction at room 
temperature is often attributed to thermal ionisation of single-B levels, 
however other considerations, such as the Poole-Frenkel limiting mechanism, 
have been found to contribute to conductivity.171  Figure 8–6 of V1/2 against 
semi-log currents do not clearly show separate linear regions. In figure 8–4, 
deviation from a linear region below 1 V is attributed to the Poole-Frenkel 
mechanism. In the Poole-Frenkel regime, the current is related to the square 
root of the applied voltage as discussed in section 8.1.2. This behaviour is 
expected for high-voltage conduction in boron-doped diamond.68,171,192 
However, not being able to apply linear fitting in figure 8–6 could indicate 
another current limiting mechanism may be present. Fitting of the semi-log 
current density plotted against the applied voltage, between 0 and 0.8 V, 
yields information about the Ideality factor and the barrier height 𝜙"; this bias 
range was chosen to avoid current limiting mechanisms for better fitting to 
thermionic emission behaviour. The Ideality factors in this voltage range are 
between ~5.5 and ~8.5, suggesting non-ideal behaviour, which is expected 
given nanodiamond particles were used to fabricate devices. Ideality has 
been shown to improve with annealing.180,181,187 Barrier heights are lower than 
expected for high-quality boron-doped CVD Schottky diodes when compared 
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to literature, hinting at lowering of Schottky barriers due to image force 
lowering due to MIGS, as well as potential tunnelling through the barrier. A 
linear relation between the barrier height and the Ideality factor has been 
attributed to inhomogeneity in barrier heights in devices of lateral 
configuration.181 The equation governing this behaviour is: 𝜙" 𝑛 = 𝜙"# − 𝑛 − 1 𝛼																																					𝐸𝑞𝑛. 8– 2 
Here 𝜙"# is the intrinsic Schottky-barrier height at constant temperature, and 𝛼 
is the slope related to barrier height inhomogeneity.182,196 In Fiori et al., the 
slope 𝛼 is negative, and with annealing, both the barrier height and Ideality 
factor decrease. The values obtained here are 𝜙"# = 0.825 ± 0.115	𝑒𝑉 and 𝛼 =	−2.71 ± 0.08	×10,A	𝑒𝑉, which are different from ideal devices such as in Fiori 
et al.181 and Tsugawa et al.,180 however the fitting was applied on only 3 
devices in this work. In addition, devices with ideality factors further from 1 
cannot be used to accurately measure barrier heights.180 Tsugawa et al. have 
also reported on Schottky barrier height values from Al-oxygenated diamond 
surfaces, in both (001) and (111) surface configurations, and have measured 
barrier heights of ~1.2 eV and 0.8~1.0 eV respectively. Although diamond 
surfaces in this work are expected to have partial hydrogen termination 
following PE-CVD growth in a hydrogen atmosphere, the relatively high 
values obtained for currents (up to 0.1 A at ~2 V) in I-V measurements 
suggest hydrogen surface groups are not actively conductive on un-contacted 
surfaces of devices. It is assumed that the interface formed between the 
heavily boron-doped nanodiamond layer and the silicon substrate is acting as 
the Ohmic contact. Low series resistance values (Rs ~30–60 Ω at low 
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frequency) measured for devices B, C and D strengthen this assumption. 
Williams & Jackman54 have reported surface conductivity values of hydrogen-
terminated CVD diamond surfaces around 20 kΩ/sq. Further investigation 
with better differentiation between surface terminations can be beneficial to 
the discussion. From C-V results, and specifically from frequency dependant 
Rs values, it is clear in samples B and C that a mechanism exists where the 
depletion layer may become thicker with increasing frequency, contrary to 
behaviour in ideal Schottky barrier devices.197,198 This mechanism is likely 
caused by minority carrier injection, tunnelling, or other effects at the metal-
semiconductor interface. It is not unusual for Schottky diodes to deviate from 
ideal behaviour in experiment, especially where an oxide interfacial layer is 
present. Series resistance was calculated according to:199 
𝑅[ = 𝐺𝜔𝐶 A1 + 𝐺𝜔𝐶 A 𝐺 																																								𝐸𝑞𝑛. 8– 3 
Negative capacitance was measured for all devices (Appendix, figures 11–9, 
11–11 and 11–13). Negative values of series resistance are a direct 
consequence of negative capacitance measured for device C. Negative 
capacitance in literature is often attributed to interface states in metal-
semiconductor interfaces.182,195 However, effects from minority carrier 
injection under small AC bias, which can cause excess capacitance and 
negative capacitance, are often ignored.182,200 Such effects cannot be 
disregarded in low-mobility semiconductors or in interfaces with large 
Schottky barrier heights.182 This suggests that device C could be suffering 
from significant minority carrier injection (from back Ohmic contact) or minority 
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contact storage. This can be attributed to an imperfect back contact,200 and is 
not necessarily a genuine feature of the Schottky interface. Back-contact 
imperfections can, in this case, originate at the p+ layer (most likely source, 
due to its aggregated nature), silicon-p+ interface, or the p+–p- interface. No 
such effect was measured in chapter 7 between silicon and p+ layers, 
although in chapter 7 nanodiamond layers were not subjected to PE-CVD 
growth. 
Tsigkourakos et al.201 performed an experiment where intrinsic diamond 
seeds were CVD-grown on a boron-doped diamond substrate, and have 
concluded that the seeds remain insulating despite reaching high 
temperatures during growth. They explained their findings by suggesting a 
lack of boron diffusion into the seeds. This can be further explained by the 
lack of excess surface boron in form of clusters (see XPS results in chapter 6) 
or a lack of abundance of boron surface groups, hence a lack of boron 
diffusion into diamond seeds. Such surface groups and clusters may 
contribute to boron content in the atmosphere of the growth chamber, due to 
higher surface-to-bulk ratios in boron-ND materials compared to diamond film 
or bulk substrates. In chapter 6, it was found that boron-NDs of different 
origins showed presence of boron clusters and boron surface groups. The 
doping seen in this chapter may be explained by the large surface area to 
bulk ratio of NDs, hence their potential ability to contribute enough boron 
during PE-CVD growth at increased temperatures. To confirm this 
mechanism, direct measurement of boron content in grown films, such as 
SIMS, is necessary, while taking growth conditions into consideration. Carrier 
concentrations estimated from C-V measurements (NA–ND) are effective 
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carrier concentrations, taking into account compensation from donor states 
which are known to exist, such as nitrogen states.202 NA–ND values can be 
used to estimate levels of acceptor concentrations from substitutional boron-
doping (NA). Ratios of NA/ND is can be as high as two orders of magnitude at 
the highest,202,203 suggesting NA could be at or below ~1017 cm-3, which is 
ideal for p– layers in SBDs. Raman results show an overlap between spectra 
measured before and after growth, especially for devices C and D. This 
suggests that PE-CVD growth minimally affected the diamond material in the 
nanodiamond p+ layers, and resulted in growth of a higher quality diamond 
film on top, as evidenced in the emergence of a stronger diamond feature 
(1333 cm-1) when compared to ND films before growth. D/G peak intensity 
ratios following growth are ~1 for all grown films, putting sp2 content at ~1–
2%.94 For device B, minimal overlap in the Raman spectrum is seen before 
and after growth. The emergence of strong peaks at ~1100 and 1470 cm-1 
suggest the presence of trans-polyacetylene after growth.94,95,106 AFM 
imaging of samples before and after growth confirm good quality 
polycrystalline diamond films were grown in all three devices. Higher boron-
levels expected in NDs from sample B, in addition to their lower thermal 
stability (chapter 7), could explain both the higher carrier concentration (figure 
8–8) and the smaller crystal size observed in figure 8–12. Higher levels of 
boron incorporation are known to affect crystalline quality of CVD grown 
films.204 This likely affected the grown film in device B in the initial stage of 
growth, slowing down grain growth compared to other samples. Devices 
fabricated using samples A and E did not show good rectifying behaviour. In 
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sample A, this can be explained by a poor Ohmic back contact. In chapter 7, it 
was concluded that sample A had relatively high conductivity due to 
confinement effects, and also due to the presence of sp2 shells surrounding 
ND cores. Etching of sp2 phases during PE-CVD could justify a decrease in 
conductivity in the seeding layer of device A, leading to a poor back contact. 
In sample E, geometric considerations could explain reduced conductivity in 
the Ohmic back contact following PE-CVD growth. Larger ND grains laying on 
flat silicon will leave significant voids between the ND film and silicon; this is 
hypothetically filled with intrinsic, or low doped diamond during growth, 
therefore reducing the effective conductivity of the Ohmic contact. Another 
explanation would be the reduced surface to bulk ratio of the larger 100 nm 
NDs, meaning less boron was contributed to the ‘p–‘active layer. 
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8.7 Conclusion 
All three SBD devices exhibit slightly different properties, however they all 
confirm the possibility of purposeful low-level doping of diamond films using 
previously doped nanodiamond ‘seeds’. This eliminates the need for using 
diborane or other boron gas sources during CVD growth, however device 
performance is expected to be inferior to high quality epitaxial CVD devices 
grown on single crystal or polycrystalline diamond films. In addition, a current-
limiting mechanism is present, potentially attributable to the Pool-Frenkel 
mechanism, however further investigation is required to determine it. When 
compared to p-type diamond Schottky diodes found in the scientific literature, 
it can be seen that devices created for this work are not currently ideal for 
high-power applications. However, they demonstrate the possibility of using 
doped seeds for other applications, such as detectors and electrodes in CVD 
diamond devices, for example. Other potential applications can include 
lithography on the micron or even the nanoscale, enabling further research 
and development in the diamond electronics field. 
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9. Conclusions 
In chapter 5 the properties of detonation boron-doped NDs were studied. Prior 
to this study, no single-digit nm doped diamond materials were reported, and 
diamond nanoparticles doped with diamond were only obtainable by milling of 
larger diamond materials.17 Theoretical studies have not been able to settle 
the argument about the stability of boron in ND materials, in some cases 
suggesting that boron aggregates or attaches to edge structures18-20.  In the 
present study detonation-derived NDs with purposefully added boron during 
the detonation process have been measured with a wide range of 
experimental techniques.  The individual DNDs are of 4-5 nm diameters, were 
studied using Raman and IR spectroscopies, AFM and HR-TEM as well as 
impedance spectroscopy. When the results from these techniques are 
combined it is predicted that semiconducting properties of B-DNDs studied 
here are potentially due to substitutional boron doping.  Assuming the above, 
moderate doping levels are found (~1017 B cm-3) alongside the observation 
that some particles are heavily doped (~1020 B cm-3) and likely to be quasi-
metallic in character.  Whilst further B-DND research is required to generate a 
more homogeneous distribution of doping concentration, the current study has 
shown that substitutional boron doping in sub-nm NDs is worthy of further, 
more detailed investigation, which could open up the path to a whole host of 
new applications for this interesting class of nano-particles. Applications 
include, but are not limited to: studies in spintronics, superconductivity, as well 
as nanomagnetometry and single photon emission59. They are also potentially 
useful as biosensors on the nanoscale59.  
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In chapter 6, the ultra-sonic assisted nucleation of boron-doped NDs on 
silicon surfaces was studied by method of pH titration, AFM imaging, Zeta-
potential and DLS measurements. To interpret results in terms of surface 
chemistry, XPS was also performed on samples. All samples were acid 
cleaned to get rid of impurities, non-diamond carbon, and metals. No metal 
species were found in XPS survey measurements. In conclusion, the 
nucleation behaviour of boron-doped NDs on silicon was found to be highly 
affected by pH of the solution. Results from pH dependant Zeta-potential 
measurements and DLS measurements suggest that poor seeding of boron-
NDs across pH is due to the electrostatic repulsion between silicon and ND 
surfaces, as they all have negative Zeta-potentials (within measurement 
error). This however changes at pH<3, where silicon obtains a positive Zeta-
potential while boron-NDs maintain the negative potential. Lack of full 
coverage can be attributed to the lowered stability of NDs in solution as their 
absolute Zeta-potentials drop.  XPS results confirm the existence of oxygen 
groups on all samples, however uncertainties in XPS survey require 
measurements with higher spectral resolution. They also show presence of 
boron-oxygen and boron-carbon functional groups, as well as boron-
clustering. Zeta-potentials of air-annealed NDs and boron carbides are very 
similar, due to the strong acidity of their surfaces and low iso-electric points. 
To improve surface coverage of boron-NDs, surface modification becomes 
necessary. Hydrogenation of DNDs proved to be an effective way to improve 
surface coverage, however this can only be applied to dry ND samples, and is 
not possible on solutions. Further research into possible surface modification 
of ND solutions is required, as well as modification of silicon surfaces. It was 
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also found that PDDAC significantly improves nucleation of lightly doped B-
DNDs, but not heavily doped HPHT B-NDs. This suggests that the boron 
concentration in the bulk of NDs has an effect on nucleation dynamics. 
Preparation of HPHT B-NDs at different boron concentrations, but equal 
diameters, would contribute positively to the discussion. The effect of band 
structure and band-bending should also be considered in future studies, 
especially on NDs of smaller diameters, where quantum confinement effects 
may take place.  
For chapter 7, It was concluded from that due to the many factors affecting 
conductivity of doped nanodiamonds, a direct measure of the doping level in 
any given nanodiamond sample cannot be obtained using electrical and 
impedance measurements alone, and that direct measurement (such as 
SIMS) may be necessary. Hall measurements can be used to measure the 
carrier density and mobility of diamond, however, interfacing nanodiamonds 
directly with Hall measurement equipment proved challenging. Other 
techniques, such as STM or conductive AFM, may be used to obtain more 
information on the electrical properties of single nanodiamond grains. Variable 
temperature Hall-mobility measurements would be very helpful to this 
discussion, with van der Paaw contact arrangement or even better, hall bars. 
This remains technically challenging, since the use of silicon contacts in 
sandwich configuration is not ideal. Better understanding of boron content in 
nanodiamond samples is required using analytical methods like 
XANES/NEXAFS; understanding the extent of grain boundary and interfacial 
effects is of utmost importance to the discussion, especially when such 
materials are considered for micro/nano electronics and photonics 
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applications. A more detailed study of the effects of confinement on doped 
nanodiamond films, in light of findings by Norris et al., would be greatly 
supportive to the understanding of conductivity in nanodiamond films.  
In chapter 8, the three SBD devices fabricated exhibited slightly different 
properties, but confirmed the possibility of purposeful low-level doping of 
diamond films using previously doped nanodiamond seeds. This eliminates 
the need for using boron-containing gas sources during CVD growth, however 
device performance is expected to be inferior to high quality epitaxial CVD 
devices grown on diamond films. When compared to p-type diamond Schottky 
diodes found in the scientific literature, it can be seen that devices created for 
this work are not ideal for high-power applications. However, they 
demonstrate the potential of using doped seeds for further diamond 
electronics applications. 
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10. Future Work 
Detailed analysis of the fine structure of substitutional boron states in NDs is 
essential; this can be obtained using techniques such as XANES/NEXAFS 
and nanoscale-optimised spectroscopic Cathodoluminescence (CL). In 
addition, a better understanding of the distribution of different carbon phases 
(sp2, sp3 and amorphous) in and around NDs is of great significance. This can 
also be obtained using the above techniques. In addition, the ability to perform 
Hall-mobility measurements on ND materials should be investigated and 
developed, without significant modification to the materials under study. 
Chapter 6 concluded without achieving full surface coverage of boron-NDs on 
silicon substrates using ultra-sonication nucleation, suggesting further surface 
modification of B-NDs is required to achieve this goal. Surface terminations 
(such as hydrogen-termination) should be attempted via electrochemical 
methods (of aggregated NDs on conductive substrates, preferably also 
diamond). Computational studies of heavily doped NDs, their electronic band 
structure and surface charges as a function of diameter will should be 
performed to explain and complement results found in this study. Moreover, 
temperature dependant electrical measurements of SBD devices would give 
better insight into intrinsic properties of devices, and hence of PE-CVD grown 
diamond layers.  
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11. Appendix 
 
 
Figure 11-1 – Arrhenius plot of 10 nm Boron-doped HPHT nanodiamond film 
measured between room temperature and 190 °C. Measurement was discontinued 
above 190 °C due to overload error in the measurement software, indicating damage 
to the sample or phase change. The activation energy measured is in agreement 
with the low temperature activation energy shown in figure 7–17. 
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Figure 11-2 – Arrhenius plot of 20 nm Boron-doped HPHT nanodiamond film 
measured between room temperature and 431 °C. Low temperature activation 
energy is not accepted as increasing resistance with increasing energy indicates 
moisture was initially present. The high temperature activation energy is in 
agreement with that shown in figure 7–18. 
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Figure 11-3 – Zeta potential quality report for sample A (5 nm B-DND), 
showing an overall negative zeta potential, with positive contributions. This is 
explained by the rich chemical nature of detonation ND surfaces. 
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Figure 11-4 – Zeta Potential quality report of sample E (100 nm HPHT 
Boron-NDs). This shows contributions only in the negative part of the 
spectrum. 
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Figure 11-5 – Dynamic Light Scattering results for sample A (5 nm B-DND). 
This shows major contribution from agglomerates, which have an average 
diameter of ~100 nm. 
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Figure 11-6 – Dynamic Light Scattering results for sample B (10 nm HPHT B-
ND). This shows major contribution from agglomerates, which have an 
average diameter of ~500 nm, however smaller particles of diameters down to 
~20 nm are also measured.    
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Figure 11-7 – Dynamic Light Scattering results for sample E (100 nm 
HPHT B-ND). This shows a single peak centred just above 100 nm. 
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Figure 11-8 –Capacitance from impedance spectroscopy measurements (chapter 7) 
for samples A, B, C and E. Constant values are measured for samples A and C, with 
a slightly increasing capacitance in sample E, as temperature increases. Sample B 
has higher capacitance at room temperature, and shows a sudden increase around 
~180 ºC. 
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Figure 11-9 –Capacitance measurements (device B, chapter 8) as a function of 
applied bias, shown for frequencies between 1 MHz and 10 MHz. 
 
Figure 11-10 – Conductance measurements (device B, chapter 8) as a function of 
applied bias, shown for frequencies between 1 MHz and 10 MHz. 
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Figure 11-11 – Capacitance measurements (device C, chapter 8) as a function of 
applied bias, shown for frequencies between 1 MHz and 10 MHz. 
 
Figure 11-12 – Conductance measurements (device C, chapter 8) as a function of 
applied bias, shown for frequencies between 1 MHz and 10 MHz. 
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Figure 11-13 – Capacitance measurements (device D, chapter 8) as a function of 
applied bias, shown for frequencies between 1 MHz and 10 MHz. 
 
Figure 11-14 – Conductance measurements (device D, chapter 8) as a function of 
applied bias, shown for frequencies between 1 MHz and 10 MHz.  
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